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Abstract
With the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN being upgraded to the high lu-
minosity LHC (HL-LHC), the four major experiment (ATLAS, ALICE, CMS and
LHCb) use the opportunity to also upgrade their systems. In these so-called Phase
II upgrades, the systems of each experiment are reworked or even replaced to enable
the recording of a considerably increased event rate. In parallel, the resolution of the
tracking subsystems will be increased to reach a better event separation. The ITk
Pixel detector of the ATLAS experiment is used as example for this. The increased
resolution and the increased number of front-end (FE) chips also leads to a drasti-
cally increased data rate, which is necessary to transfer all event information from
the detector in a timely manner.
The upgrade is also used for replacing the readout and processing chain outside of
the detector volume. Thereby, a unification of the different subsystems as well as a
shift towards commercial products and software can be observed. This is due to the
immense costs and increasing problems in maintaining the systems over a long time
period due to the lack of system experts.
But there are some parts of the processing that still need to be done in hardware
(e.g. within a field programmable gate array (FPGA)). Therefore, an interface be-
tween the hardware systems and the software running on a remote server needs to
be implemented. While the PCIe interface was quite common for this, it limits the
bandwidth as each processing card will only have a single PCIe interface. With the
server hosting such cards is already busy with forwarding the data via a commercial
network, it cannot provide any data processing capability.
Thereby, it would be more efficient to sent directly from the FPGA as this would also
allow for better scaling of bandwidth. However, the standard protocols for reliable
data transmissions were designed with a software implementation in mind. That’s
why their implementation in hardware would be rather complicated. Therefore, the
question about the necessity of guaranteed data transmission arose.
To answer this question, a network stack was implemented within this thesis to
investigate the level of packet drop occurring in the transmission and how this could
be reduced to an acceptable level. In this context, an emerging technique named
eXpress Data Path (XDP) was evaluated. With its help, the transmission of 5.2PB
(i.e. 2.92× 1012 packets) within 168 h (i.e. a week) with not a single missing packet
was demonstrated.
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Introduction

During the last century, the rapid advancement of technology allowed science to gain
both broader and deeper insights into nature. Especially the progress in electronics
has enabled the extension of possible perspectives to study new phenomena. This is
not only due to new sensors and better amplification, but also increased computa-
tional power enabling automation. But while technological progress helped to answer
many open questions, the broader field of observation produced more and more new
ones.

Black holes, which were found as one of the predictions of the theory of general
relativity, are an example for this. They mark a situation in which both gravitational
as well as quantum effects are in place, but until now it has not been possible to
combine the relevant theories into a single one. It already took several decades to
prove their existence and the first picture was only presented in 2019 [1]. Also,
measurements proved the existence of binary black holes [2].

Related to black holes is the question of the matter distribution in the universe.
Measurements show that more matter is needed (e.g. to explain the structure of
galaxies) than can be accounted for by observable objects. Despite the name, ac-
cording to current knowledge, black holes are not the solution to this problem of
missing matter. Since missing matter does not interact with electromagnetic radia-
tion, it is called dark matter.

A third example is antimatter and its unbalanced occurrence compared to normal
matter. While the first antimatter particles were found as by-products of the gen-
eral searches for new particles, these are generated on purpose nowadays in tiniest
amounts (i.e. in the order of ng) for more detailed investigations. This includes
measurements on the optical spectrum of an antimatter atom [3].

Such experiments are done in large laboratories as they need a highly complex in-
frastructure. One of these laboratories is the European Center for Nuclear Research
(CERN), located near Geneva on the Franco-Swiss border. It operates a complex
chain of particle accelerators with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) being the fi-
nal step. With a circumference of 26.7 km and a designed center-of-mass energy of
14TeV, the LHC is currently the largest and most powerful particle accelerator in
the world, being primarily built to collide two opposing proton beams. At the four
collision points of the beams, the four major detectors (i.e. ALICE, ATLAS, CMS,
LHCb) are located [4]. Notably, ATLAS and CMS played a key role in the discovery
of the Higgs particle in 2012, which was the last missing particle of the Standard
Model of elementary particle physics (SM) [5, 6].

Even if the SM is quite successful, it can still not explain all effects seen. For
example, it does not give an answer on what the dark matter is built of.
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With hope of changing this situation, the LHC is upgraded in several steps to
increase both the maximum energy being released at the collisions as well as the
number of collisions occurring within a period. The increase in energy is needed to
allow heavier particles to be generated, hoping for new particles to be found. The
increase in the number of events is needed to increase the occurrence of rare processes
or even find new ones. Both upgrades set higher requirements for the detectors, so
these also need to be upgraded in that process.

The experiments use the opportunity and exchange old detector parts to improve
their performance. Thereby, they overcome existing limitations in the ability to select
desired events. The ATLAS experiment for example plans to increase the first level
trigger frequency by a factor of ten to get a broader range of events to select from.
With the increased event rate and improved resolution of the detectors, the data rate
needed to sent out the event information reaches unprecedented values [7]. Therefore,
the entire processing chain is also reworked to take this into account.

In this process, a shift towards commercial hardware and standardized software
solutions can be observed. The main reasons for this shift are cost reduction by
unification as well as problems in finding qualified man power to develop and maintain
the systems. So, more and more processing is done on commodity servers, using
standard network protocols for data exchange. This also has the benefit of easier
recovery in case of hardware failures as the network traffic can simply be routed to
another server which takes over.

With some processing parts still needed to be implemented in hardware, the in-
terface between these hardware instances and the processing software gets a special
role as it must fulfill the requirements of both domains. The software side is very
flexible, but has a rather coarse timing granularity (e.g. timeout counter given in ms
or s). In contrast to this, the hardware is quite fixed (e.g. the optical fibers coming
from the detectors are connected to a specific hardware instance), but achieves a very
deterministic timing with an accuracy of ns or even better in some parts.

While the usage of the PCIe interface is quite common for interfaces between hard-
and software, it requires a second conversion to transfer the data into the network and
the processing software. As an alternative, FPGA-based systems offer support for
low level network protocols but have issues when coming to the higher level protocols,
which were designed for software based systems. With a PCIe card being limited to
a single interface and the host PC not doing any processing, the massive increase
in required data rate would result in hundreds of servers copying data from PCIe
to network. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to investigate how to establish a stable
communication between an FPGA and the readout software using standard protocols
as far as possible.

Most network protocols are designed to be implemented in software as they are
used to connect computers. Therefore, implementing these in an FPGA can be prob-
lematic. This is especially true for the TCP protocol, which is the default network
protocol used for reliable data transmission. On the other hand, more hardware
friendly protocols like UDP do not offer this reliability and would thus require an
additional protocol on top to implement it.
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Introduction

This leads to the question, if the requirement of guaranteed data transmission
is necessary. If the number of dropped packets could be reduced to an acceptable
level, the overhead of the guaranteed data transmission could avoided, resulting in
less complex FPGA designs. Therefore, a test system is implemented in order to
examine different approaches for reducing packet losses. In this context, an emerging
technique named XDP is evaluated.

Chapter 1 starts with a more detail description about the context of this thesis,
being followed by the theory of communication protocols including a discussion on
reliable data transmission in Chapter 2. After this, the data processing chain and
the constraints from the surrounding systems are presented in Chapter 3 and how
this translate into the field programmable gate array (FPGA) design, especially the
network interface (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 then describes the receiving side of the
network, i.e. the software (system and user space) running on the server. The
measurements done and the according results are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1

Readout systems of detectors at the
Large Hadron Collider

Special accelerator complexes are used to accelerate particles to high energy and
let them collide with each other or a fixed target to extend the understanding of
modern physics. The results of these collisions are recorded using huge and highly
complex detectors. The largest accelerator is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) near Geneva on the Franco-Swiss
border. Figure 1.1 shows an aerial view with the position of the four detectors.

Figure 1.1: Aerial view of the LHC. The interim stages of the accelerator chain as
well as the position of the four detectors is also shown [8].
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1.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is a circular accelerator with a circumference of 26.7 km and is located
about 100m below the surface. It was designed to collide two proton beams with
a center-of-mass energy of 14TeV and a peak luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 but is
also able to collide lead (Pb) ions for measuring the properties of the quark-gluon
plasma [9]. The design luminosity was already reached and and even surpassed by a
factor of two within Run 2, while the center-of-mass energy only reached 13TeV. The
superconducting magnets of the LHC need more training to withstand the currents
needed and therefore it is planned to achieve the 14TeV in the next run starting in
2022 (see Table 1.1).

The luminosity is a measure of the number of interactions per area and time and is
given in the unit of a particle current density. It is multiplied with the cross-section
σproc of a certain process (e.g. only hard scattering collisions are of interest) to get
the rate Ṅproc of that process in the specific environment:

Ṅproc = Lσproc (1.1)

The luminosity can then be calculated by a number of beam parameters:

L =
N1N2fcol
4πσxσy

(1.2)

where N1 and N2 are the number of protons per bunch in the corresponding beams,
fcol is the effective colliding frequency and σx and σy are the standard derivations
of the transverse distribution of protons in the bunches at the collision points. With
the transverse distribution being approximately a Gaussian profile, this translates
into beam widths in the transverse plane. The nominal number of protons per bunch
is 1.15× 1011 for both beams and the effective colliding frequency is 40MHz (i.e.
collisions are occurring every 25 ns if the bunches are filled) multiplied with the
filling ratio (i.e. ≈ 0.788 as 2808 bunches out of 3564 are filled). A complete list of
the LHC parameters can be found in the appendix (Figure A.2 on page 175).

Table 1.1: Overview of the LHC runs. The planned numbers for run 3 and 4 are
given [10, 11].

run # duration center-of-mass
energy

luminosity (integrated/peak)

1 2009-2013 7TeV and 8TeV (30 fb−1 / 7.7× 1033 cm−2 s−1)
2 2015-2018 13TeV (190 fb−1 / 2.0× 1034 cm−2 s−1)
3 2022-2024 (13 to 14)TeV (350 fb−1 / 2.0× 1034 cm−2 s−1)
4 2027- 14TeV (4000 fb−1 / 7.5× 1034 cm−2 s−1)
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1.1 The Large Hadron Collider

Figure 1.2: Nominal bunch structure of the LHC being introduced in 2003. Not every
bunch is filled as gaps are needed in several stages of its construction [12].
This structure was changed over time to adapt for upcoming issues.

There are several ways to increase the luminosity and therefore the event rate for
wanted processes. The number of protons per bunch looks like a very effective way
as it gets squared in Equation 1.2. But an increased intensity also means a larger
current and therefore higher beam induced heating in the superconducting parts.
Due to the capacity of the cooling system, this method is very limited.

Increasing the filling factor is only hardly possible as the gaps are needed by several
steps within the construction of the beams. Most important factors are the rise times
of injector and kicker magnets in each acceleration step. Figure 1.2 shows an example
of a beam structure scheme as introduced in 2003. These schemes are modified over
time to adapt for changing conditions.

Another way is to reduce the diameter of the beams (i.e. the spatial distribution
of protons within the bunches). If the bunches are packed more tightly it is more
likely that the protons will collide, resulting in an increased number of collisions, the
so-called pile-up. Since these additional collisions occur simultaneously within the
same bunch crossing, more particles are generated at the same time when increasing
the pile-up. Therefore, more tracks through the detector need to be reassembled
and it gets more difficult to separate them. However, the individual collisions are
not occurring all at the exact same location, but are distributed around around the
designated interaction point (IP). This can be seen in Figure 1.3, which shows how
an event taken in 2017 with a pile-up of 66 looks like.
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Chapter 1 Readout systems of detectors at the Large Hadron Collider

Figure 1.3: An event with a pile-up of 66 as measured and reconstructed at ATLAS
on the 29th of September 2017 (Run 336852, Event 883966264). The
offset between the single collisions (i.e. the colored spots in the center
line) is clearly visible [13].

Besides the instantaneous luminosity, there is also the integrated luminosity as a
measure for the amount of events generated (or captured if viewed from a detector
perspective):

Lint =

∫
L dt (1.3)

A high integrated luminosity is needed to have enough data available also for very
rare processes. Therefore, it is regarded as one of the major goals to maximize the
integrated luminosity during a data taking period.

1.2 The Standard Model of elementary particle physics (SM)

The interactions between two protons in hard-scattering collisions are described by
the so-called SM. In this model, all particles found until today are sorted into groups
with similar properties and are associated to the fundamental forces accordingly (see
Figure 1.4):
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1.2 The Standard Model of elementary particle phyics

The quarks are the building blocks of hadrons and can only be found (under normal
conditions) in these composite particles. At very high energies, they can over-
come the bound structures or solitary quarks can be formed as an intermediate
state. The quarks carry both a color charge and an electromagnetic charge.
Therefore, they can interact via all fundamental forces.

The leptons are the second group of matter particles with no color charge and do
therefore not participate in strong interactions. They can be further divided
into subgroups by their electromagnetic charge. The charged leptons are the
electron, the muon and the tau. The neutral leptons are the neutrinos which
interact only via the weak force.

The gauge bosons are the force particles. These are the photon for the electromag-
netic force, the W and Z bosons for the weak interaction and the gluon for the
strong interaction. They are also called vector bosons since they carry a spin of
1 and therefore have a distinguished orientation, in contrast to spin 0 particles
which are called scalars.

The Higgs boson is the only boson without a spin and is therefore referred to as a
scalar boson. According to the SM, it gives the particles their mass.
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Figure 1.4: Summary of the elementary particles of the standard model [14]. The
three generations of a type of particle have the same properties except
the mass.
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Chapter 1 Readout systems of detectors at the Large Hadron Collider

The hadrons are composite particles built-up of quarks. They are composed in a
way that the combined color charge of the quarks is always zero. This means that
they are only sensible to the strong interaction in situations where their internal
structure is of importance. The best known hadrons are the proton and the neutron,
which are also the lightest combinations of three quarks.

Only a few particles of the SM are stable enough to be measured directly. These
are the so-called (semi-)stable final state particles:

• proton and neutron as hadrons

• electron and muon as leptons

• photon as the only boson

In additions to these, there are also some composite particles (e.g. pions, kaons or
the Lambda baryons) with a mean lifetime up to 5× 10−8 s. With a velocity near to
that of light, these particles can live long enough to enter the detector.

Figure 1.5: How ATLAS detects particles: diagram of particle paths in the detec-
tor [15].
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1.3 The ATLAS detector

Figure 1.5 shows an overview how the tracks and interactions with different detector
components look like for the different particles.

1.3 The ATLAS detector

One of the four detectors recording the collisions at LHC is the ATLAS detector
which is a general-purpose detector. It has a diameter of 25m, a length of 44m and
a weight of 7000 t[16]. It is constructed rotation symmetric around the beam pipe as
well as symmetrically in the forward and backward direction and uses a right-handed
coordinate system with its origin at the nominal IP in the center of the detector.
The aim is to measure the (semi-)stable final state particles of the hard-scattering
collisions.

Because of the different properties of these particles, different types of detection
methods are needed. This is the reason why the ATLAS detector is built-up of
different subsystems. In total, the ATLAS detector consists of three mayor detec-
tor systems, which can be split further into sub-detectors, and has two magnetic
systems [16]. From the IP outwards, these are:

• The first detector around the IP is the inner detector (ID) which is a tracking
detector. This means that it delivers information about where a charged par-
ticle has passed through the sensor material. The detector material is ionized
when charged particles pass through, generating free electric charges which can
be measured. The tracking detector is a rather lightweight detector as it tries
to minimize the interaction with the measured particles.

The first subdetector the particles are going through is the pixel detector made
of silicon pixel sensors. Its innermost layer called insertable B-layer (IBL) was
inserted in the long shutdown of 2013 and 2014 to improve the resolution of the
pixel detector, allowing for more precise measurements of the primary collision
points [17].

Around the pixel detector, there are the silicon strip sensors known as semi-
conductor tracker (SCT), followed further outwards by the transition radiation
tracker (TRT).

• Surrounding the ID is a magnet system called the solenoid which creates an
axial magnetic field of 2T. This magnetic field forces all charged particles to
have a bended path through the ID. The bending can be used to measure the
momentum of the particles as well as the sign of their electrical charge.

• Located around the solenoid magnets are the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters. The former one is used to measure the energy of electrons and
photons. To achieve this, it uses an accordion-shaped structure of lead ab-
sorbers filled with liquid argon as active material. The increased density of the
lead plates increases the likelihood of electromagnetic interactions while the
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liquid argon gets ionized by the secondary particles of these interactions. The
electrons and photons are very light particles and therefore easier to stop.
The latter one is for hadronic jets created by protons and neutrons in strong
interactions. It uses liquid argon and flat copper plates or scintillating tiles
and steel absorbers, depending on the location in the ATLAS detector. The
hadronic calorimeter occupies more space as protons and neutrons are harder
to stop, but is still unable to stop muons.
Both calorimeters are contributing to the trigger system as a high energy de-
position in the calorimeter is needed as an indicator that a heavy particle like
the top quark was generated in a collision event.

• Outside the calorimeters is the second magnet system called toroid. It is made
out of three elements: two end-cap magnets and the barrel toroid made out of
8 coils. They generate a toroidal magnetic field between 0.5T and 1T and are
used to bend the path of the muons. Since muons produce less bremsstrahlung
than electrons, they are not stopped within the detector. The only way to get
information about their energy is the measurement of their momentum.

• Interleaved into the toroid magnets are the muon chambers. They detect not
only muons generated by collisions but are also able to filter out muons coming
from outside sources. This information is also used in the generation of trigger
signals.

The systems are labeled in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: A computer-generated overview of the ATLAS detector [16].
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1.4 Upgrade of the LHC and its effect on the ATLAS detector

1.4 Upgrade of the LHC and its effect on the ATLAS
detector

To further increase the luminosity of the LHC, it will be upgraded to the so-called
high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) in the third long shutdown (LS3, around 2025-2027,
see Figure A.1 in the appendix). This increase is necessary to get more data for rare
events in an adequate period. As the LHC will have run for more than six years at
the current luminosity level until the upgrade, it would take the same amount of time
to double the data if the LHC would not be upgraded.

With the upgrade to the HL-LHC, the detectors also need an upgrade to cope with
the increased luminosity. Besides changes in the outer systems, the whole ID will be
replaced by the new inner tracker (ITk) in the so-called Phase II upgrade [7, 18].

A complete replacement is necessary for several reasons. The first reason is that
the old ID already has some known problems and these will get even more severe with
more irradiation. At some point, the leakage currents caused by radiation damage
will prevent the proper operation of parts of the detector. If the fraction of faulty or
dead detector areas gets too large, the detector would get useless. Current predictions
say that some parts of the ID might reach that point already before being replaced.

The second reason is the fact, that the current ID could not handle the increased
collision rate at the HL-LHC. To keep the same physics performance as the current
ID under these conditions, a better resolution is required in the tracker. The number
of inelastic proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing will increase to around 200,
which is 4 to 5 times more than in the current setup. Figure 1.7 shows how an event
with a pile-up of 230 would look like in the new ITk detector.

Figure 1.7: A simulated event in the ITk detector with a pile up of 230. In such
a scenario, a very good spatial resolution is needed to reconstruct the
trajectories of particles [19].
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Figure 1.8: Schematic layout of the ITk [7]. One quadrant of active material is shown.
The strip detector is shown in blue while the pixel detector is in red.
Thereby, the so-called pseudorapidity (η) is a measure for the angle be-
tween a particles trajectory and the beam axis.

Another reason is the TRT and its basic detection principle not being suited for
this high luminosity. Therefore, the replacement of the complete ID by a new tracking
detector with a silicon strip and a silicon pixel section, scaled up accordingly, was
regarded as being more beneficial as trying to replace each subdetector individually.

This results in five layers for the pixel detector and four layers1 for the strip detector
as shown in Figure 1.8.

In addition to the increased luminosity coming from the collisions, the portion of
events which are read out and further analyzed will also be increased. This comes
in form of an increase of the trigger rate from 100 kHz to 1MHz. There is also
an optional evolved scenario with a rate of 4MHz for the first trigger stage, which
foresees also the usage of hit information from the ITk in the trigger system [20].

Thus, the new ITk needs to be able to handle bigger events as well as more events
being read out in the same time. With the ITk Pixel detector being the closest one
to the IP, it needs the best spacial resolution and therefore needs the highest number
of channels per cm2 of active chip area.

1These four layers are double-sided in the barrel region, so they generate twice the amount of hit
information.
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Figure 1.9: First prototype of the new FE chip for the ITk Pixel detector, mounted
on a test card. The prototype chip has only half the height with respect
to the final one.

New front-end (FE) chip for ITk Pixel

To be able to handle the new requirements a new FE chip for the ITk Pixel detector
is designed. The pixel size for this chip is reduced from 250 µm× 50 µm (as used
in IBL) to 50 µm× 50 µm (i.e. by a factor of five), while the overall chip area is
roughly the same. But even with a data rate of 5.12Gb/s and a sophisticated data
compression scheme, the FE chips in the innermost layer are only capable to serve a
trigger rate of 1MHz. A picture of a first prototype of the new FE chip is shown in
Figure 1.9.

About 6000 optical fibers will be needed to read out the ITk Pixel detector (the
fibers used to send commands not included). With a usable data rate2 of 7.68Gb/s
each, the whole detector will generate a total bandwidth on the order of 50Tb/s.
The data rate will be even higher when the data is decompressed and formatted in a
more CPU-friendly way.

As a result, the readout and processing chain needs to be replaced entirely by a
new one with drastically increased capabilities.

2The signal is sent with 10.24Gb/s, but only up to 75% of the bandwidth are used for hit infor-
mation due to a large overhead caused by forward error correction (FEC).
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1.5 Upgrade of the detector readout
When thinking about a complete overhaul of the data processing chain, there is not
only the increase in data rate. Operating the ATLAS detector for about 10 years
revealed also some other issues which should be addressed.

Problems related to custom solutions

The highly specialized hardware for each subdetector gets an increasing issue with the
raising number of processing units. Design and testing of these is a costly task and
the numbers needed are not high enough for beneficial effects from mass production.
So, reducing the amount of different designs as well as switching to commercial
productions instead of custom built hardware would save a lot of money and effort.
This also reduces the number of experts needed for maintaining the system.

Additionally, the long time of development and operation of the hardware makes
it difficult to find someone able to fix problems occurring with changing operation
conditions. The experts who have designed the system have turned most often to
other projects or left the experiment completely. On the other hand, new engineers
joining the experiments are not familiar with the old hardware (neither the design
itself nor the components used). Therefore, there are upgrades for smaller parts of the
system from time to time to increase the availability of both experts and processing
power. Figure 1.10 shows an example of such an upgrade. The original Silicon
ReadOut Driver (SiROD) was used by Pixel and SCT from the start of ATLAS.
With the introduction of the IBL came an upgraded ReadOut Driver (ROD). As this

(a) (b)

Figure 1.10: a) The original Silicon ReadOut Driver (SiROD) used by Pixel and SCT.
b) The upgraded ReadOut Driver (ROD) of the IBL, which was later on
also used for the remaining Pixel detector.
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is able to serve twice the modules with drastically reduced complexity, it was also
used to upgrade the readout of the remaining Pixel detector3.

The highly specialized hardware also means custom protocols to be used for com-
munication. General purpose protocols would require either the implementation of
features not needed by the hardware, increase the system complexity or to have an
incomplete implementation violating the standard. So, new protocols are created by
adjusting the standards fitting best for the problem. But using such protocols also
requires the opposing component to be able to understand these what can imply the
need for special hardware on that side, too.

Reducing the fraction of custom built hardware and protocols will lead to higher
usage of software components as these are more flexible. This is also boosted by
the drastically increased processing power of modern servers4 compared to the ones
available at the start of the LHC. The usage of standardized communication protocols
enables the use of switched networks what helps in case of failure as a faulty server
can be replaced by a spare one just by changing the network address. This saves a lot
of event data being lost otherwise by disabling a fraction of the detector or stopping
data taking completely if the fraction is to big. The faulty server can be taken care
of whenever is time to do so without interrupting the rest of the system.

But the custom built hardware cannot be completely replaced by commercial com-
ponents as the detector itself will still be a custom design. So, the FE chips still
need highly specialized protocols as these protocols need to be minimalistic and error
tolerant at the same time. Any inefficiency in the protocol will directly increase the
total bandwidth generated by the detector.

In addition to the usage of a highly specialized protocol, there is the need for
reading out the FE chips with a fixed latency in the command path. An event to be
read out is determined by the time at which the command arrives in the FE chip. So
this need a precision better than 25 ns, which excludes any pure software solution. In
order to have at least some flexibility, special programmable logic integrated circuits
(ICs) called field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are used. The modern variants
of the FPGAs are also able to handle standardized high-speed protocols, making
them the perfect link between the custom and the commercial world.

The Front-End LInk eXchange (FELIX) system

A first step to solve these challenges is already made as the first phase5 of the AT-
LAS upgrade is currently being installed. From the readout perspective, the most
important change is the introduction of the FELIX system for all upgraded detector
parts. It serves as a PC-based gateway linking the custom front-end electronics on
one side with the software running on commercial servers on the other side [21].

The FELIX system consists of commercial servers running the FELIX software
3The SCT is still using the SiROD.
4This is related to both CPUs and GPUs.
5The Phase I upgrade is done for some of the muon systems and the calorimeters, contributing to

the trigger decision. The ID and its readout are not touched by this.
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and housing the FELIX card (a custom PCIe card). The software receives data and
commands like the configuration of the FE chips via network and forwards it through
the PCIe bus to the FPGA on the PCIe card. The firmware running on the FPGA
takes these commands, adds the line encoding and sends it out towards the FE chips.
The FELIX card has also an interface for the Trigger, Timing and Control (TTC)
system for timing critical commands like the global trigger for event readout. The
data coming back from the FE chips has its line encoding removed and is forwarded
via PCIe into the host memory. The FELIX software than sends it over the network
to the next processing part (see Figure 1.11). According to the technical design
report of the Phase-I upgrade, there will be 1324 optical links served by 64 FELIX
cards [22].

This approach accounts for the reduction of custom protocols and hardware as the
FELIX system will replace the individual systems for each subdetector. FELIX also
includes only the timing critical processing and does not touch the actual event data.
The event processing is done in software on different servers. The Phase I version of
the FELIX system still needs to fit into the existing processing infrastructure as only
parts of ATLAS are upgraded. It is not designed to take care of the increased trigger
rates coming with the Phase II upgrades. So, the whole system will be upgraded

Figure 1.11: Architecture of the Phase-I FELIX system [23].
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Figure 1.12: Proposed architecture of the ALTLAS Phase-II readout network [20].

again.
At this point, all the subdetectors will switch towards the FELIX system as a

common readout. As ITk Pixel alone will add around 6000 optical links, the whole
system also needs to be scaled up substantially. This is not only in number of
FELIX cards, but also includes the network infrastructure and processing system.
The proposed network architecture is shown in Figure 1.12.

1.6 Plans

As the FELIX software does not touch the data being transferred, there are also some
thoughts to switch to different architectures for the FELIX system. So, the FPGA
itself is capable of housing a network interface which could be used to directly connect
to the processing servers. The software handling the administrative tasks could run
on a CPU being integrated within the FPGA. If the logic to control the routing of the
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data can be implemented as firmware, the software can even be placed on a remote
server. Such a system design could be realized with a crate architecture to achieve a
higher packing density and therefore less space needed in the underground cavern.

But there is an issue in implementing some of the traditional network protocols
as these are designed as a software solution. They make use of features being easily
available in software, such as large memory blocks used for buffers or timeout counters
for each network packet. As an FPGA solution cannot provide these as easy as a
software implementation, another path is needed. When searching for the parts using
such features most often, these can be identified to be the mechanisms for reliable
data transmission quite quickly. So, moving to a crate-like architecture also comes
with a strong push towards unreliable data transmission. This means at first only,
that there is no guarantee that the packets arrive correctly. It does not include any
assumption about the level of packet loss to be expected. There should be no problem
as long as the relative data loss is small enough. With the detector readout chain
having also other potential sources for data loss, the processing needs to be able to
cope with this up to a certain point.

This thesis addresses such a crate-like architecture. It discusses what components
are needed to build such a system and how these could be implemented. The designed
system uses first prototypes where available as the interfaces for the final system are
not fixed yet. Moreover, this thesis will focus on the network part as it is the least
specified interface and evaluates the data loss there.
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Chapter 2

Ethernet based Networks

There are many different functions needed for successful communication. The infor-
mation needs to be packed into a message and sent out to the desired medium with
the correct modulation scheme. It should also include some address information such
that the receiver can determine if this message is meant for it or not. On the other
hand, the receiver needs to be listening for new messages, needs to be able to separate
a single message and afterwards demodulate and decode the message to get the in-
formation. These requirements are true for all kinds of communications independent
of which kind the sending and receiving part are and which medium is used.

2.1 The OSI model
The communication between (technical) communication devices is defined by a for-
malized model grouping the different functionalities. This model is called Open Sys-
tems Interconnection (OSI) model [24]. It divides the process of communication into
layers and defines which functionality should be provided from the underlying layer.
There are seven layers defined with their specific functionalities, which are shown in
Table 2.1 on the next page.

The layers of the OSI model

The highest layer (layer 7) is the application layer which provides the application
programming interface (API) towards other application parts. It is also the only
layer having any high level means of the object being accessed on the other side of
the transmission. All other layers are just getting a chunk of data (i.e. the payload)
to be transferred from the upper layer.

Layer 6 is the presentation layer taking care of how the information is represented.
The data is translated into a common representation to abstract from any host specific
elements like different encodings or endianness (i.e. the order of bytes in the memory)
used by the operating system. Later on, also features like compression and encryption
were added to this layer as these are also some kind of transcoding.

The next layer (layer 5) is the session layer. It keeps all information of transfers
building a logical group. This includes management of connections (opening/closing
as needed, also in parallel) as well as sequences of transfers over the same connection
(e.g. negotiation of parameters for encryption or compression).
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Table 2.1: Layers of communication according to the OSI model and how a single
data unit is called within these.

# of
layer

name of
layer

function

7 application high-level interface to the application, including
resource sharing and remote access

6 presentation representation of data, including character encoding,
data compression and encryption

5 session managing continuous exchange of information between
two nodes, including parallel connections

4 transport (reliable) transmission between end points, including
segmentation, acknowledgement and multiplexing

3 network managing of multi-node networks including addressing
and routing

2 data link transmission of data frames between neighboring nodes
1 physical representation of symbols on the physical medium

The transport layer is the 4th layer and provides the end-to-end connections. It
is the lowest layer dealing with complete end-to-end transfer as all lower layers may
handle only a partial section in case there are more than one. Therefore, it also has to
ensure a reliable transfer (if desired) and a way to specify the source and destination
at the corresponding end point. This layer is also the highest layer being involved in
actual data transfers and thus splits the data into segments on the transmitting side
and delivers these in the desired order on the receiving side. This also includes the
identification and removal of duplicate segments.

Layer 3 is the network layer and is dedicated to finding the addressed destination
as well as the best way to reach it. Therefore, it provides an address for each node
which should be unique within the same (sub-)network. There are also addresses
which identify a group of nodes in which case all of these will get a copy of the
packets. The destination is not necessarily the endpoint of the connection, but can
also be a routing device connecting two different networks. Another important part
is that the packets are transferred independently from each other. The routing of
two packets from the same layer 4 connection can be different. This means that these
packets can arrive in any order and can both get lost or received multiple times. In
case a partial section of the transmitting path supports only smaller packets sizes,
the packet will be split up and each part is transmitted as independent unit. The
parts need to be assembled into the original packet before being delivered to the layer
above it. If a single fragment gets dropped, the whole packet will be regarded as lost.

The data link layer (layer 2) is responsible for transferring data between directly
linked nodes within the same (sub-)network. It controls the access to the transmission
medium and therefore also the data flow as it has to adapt to the available bandwidth
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the IPv4 header as defined in Ref. [25]. The most important
fields are the source and destination address, the nested protocol and the
total length.

of the medium. In case of a shared medium, a method to detect and avoid or at least
to recover from collisions is needed (i.e. parallel transmission from two or more nodes
at the same time). It also has to detect errors which may have occurred in layer 1.

The lowest layer (layer 1) is the physical layer which takes care of transmitting
the raw data over the physical medium. It therefore translates (groups of) bits into
physical quantities such as electrical voltage. This translation depends on properties
like transmission distance, physical data rates, modulation scheme. In addition to
this translation, it also defines things like connectors and their pinout to be used or if
the transmission is simplex (unidirectional), half duplex bidirectional (with a single
direction at a time) or full duplex (both directions at the same time).

Properties and Examples

An important part of the model is that each layer should only access the directly
underlying layer and provides services for the one above. If a function from other
than these are needed, the layers in between need to provide a transparent interface
forwarding the requested data. Also, if a layer does not need the underlying layer to
fulfill the requested transfer (e.g. the network layer notices that both endpoints are
on the same device, i.e. an internal loopback is done) these will not be involved in
that transfer.

The defined functionalities of each layer are implemented in one or more protocols.
An example of such a protocol is the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) which is
defined in Ref. [25] (See Figure 2.1). It implements big parts of the network layer
by providing the node addresses, grouping of addresses into subnetworks as well as
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Figure 2.2: Structure of an Ethernet frame as defined in [26]. The yellow fields are
put around the payload (green part) and both are forming the layer 2
frame. On layer 1, the Preamble and Start of Frame Delimiter (blue
fields) are added to form the transmitted packet. There is gap with a
length of at least 12 bytes between two packets, the interpacket gap.

fragmentation of packets1. Some addresses serve a special purpose like loopback or
multi- and broadcast transmission. IPv4 also handles cases where the current packet
is too long for an intermediate part of the transmission path.

There are also some protocols serving more than one layer. This is often the case
for layer 1 and 2 as the data format to be used in the data link layer often depends
on the properties of the physical medium. A typical case for this is the detection
of collisions on a shared medium. A collision occurs when two or more nodes try
to start a transmission within a small time window (i.e. before the signal from one
transmitting node has arrived at another one). To properly detect such a collision at
each node the minimal duration (i.e. the minimal length divided by the data rate)

1A packet might pass several subnetworks on its route to the destination. If the allowed packet size
in one of these subnetworks is smaller than the actual packet size, the packet is split into several
smaller packets called fragments. Each fragment is then routed individually. At the destination
node, the user data of original packet is reassembled again.
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must be twice of the propagation time a signal needs from any node to reach any
other node. This puts tight limits on the maximum cable length for a given minimal
packet length and data rate.

The Ethernet protocol is an example for such a protocol serving layer 1 and 2 [26].
It defines a minimal packet length of 72 byte for layer 1. This minimal packet size
on layer 1 directly translates into a minimal frame size within layer 2. The structure
of these frames is shown in Figure 2.2.

A way to get around the problem of collisions was the introduction of switched
networks instead of a shared medium as the network switch decouples these so called
collision domains. With a single node2 per port of the network switch and full duplex
operation, it is guaranteed to have no collisions as there is only a single transmitter
per wire pair. With increasing data rates this is the only viable solution as the
network diameter3 would shrink too much with the fixed frame size of Ethernet.

There are also protocols which are hard to assign to a specific layer as their function
touches two neighboring layers. One of these functions is the translation between
layer 2 and layer 3 addresses. As layer 3 relies on the underlying layers to do the
actual data transfer, it needs to find the corresponding layer 2 address of the next
node in the transmission path. In case of Ethernet and IPv4, this translation is taken
care of by the address resolution protocol (ARP) [27]. ARP uses broadcast massages
to find the layer 2 address of the network node having a requested layer 3 address.
These messages include the layer 2 and layer 3 addresses of the requester as well as
responder, with the layer 2 address of the responder kept blank within the request.
ARP is regarded as belonging to layer 2 as it is sending its messages only to nodes
within the same subnetwork (i.e. to direct neighbors).

Within this thesis, if not stated differently, the usage of Ethernet and IPv4 will be
assumed as these are the most commonly used protocols in (wired) networking. This
includes the usage of ARP for the translation of its addresses.

2.2 The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

When it gets to reliable data transfers there is no way around the transport layer as it
has to provide the end-to-end communication. The most often used reliable protocol
in IPv4-based networks is the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) as both were
developed together.

The TCP was developed together with IPv4 as the protocol to serve the transport
layer in the 1970s. It is a connection-orientated protocol and provides reliable and
ordered end-to-end data transfer, flow control as well as multiplexing of addresses on
the end points. With all the functionalities within a single protocol, there comes also
a higher complexity.

2This can also be a network switch with a number of other nodes connected to it.
3As each link has a maximum length due to effects like signal quality or requirements of collision

detection, the maximum allowed distance between two endpoints is also given by the number of
network switches in between. This distance is called network diameter.
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Figure 2.3: Structure of the TCP header as defined in Ref. [28]. It was extended later
on by adding new flags (e.g. for congestion notifications).

The segment header fields

Figure 2.3 shows the TCP header as defined in Ref. [28]. Some additional flags were
defined later on which are omitted for now. The same applies to some fields like
the urgent flag and pointer as their usage is optional and rarely used. The usually
implemented fields within the TCP header are:

The Source port is a 16 bit address and used to specify the application on the send-
ing node.

The Destination port is a 16 bit address and used to specify the application on the
receiving node.

The Sequence number is the position of the first byte of data within the data
stream. The initial sequence number is transmitted during connection estab-
lishment (when the SYN flag is set) and may not be zero. The first byte of
data sent has the position of the initial sequence plus one.

The Acknowledgment number is the next sequence number expected by the sender
and is only valid if the ACK flag is set. It also acknowledges that all data before
this sequence number has arrived.

The Data offset gives the start of the data field within the segment and is given in
numbers of 32 bit words. The presence of options is assumed in case of a value
larger than 5 as the remaining header occupies 20 bytes. The options field has
a maximum size of 40 bytes as the data offset has a width of only 4 bit resulting
in a maximum offset of 60 bytes.

The Flags are used to signal special cases or the presence of valid data in some other
fields.
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Figure 2.4: Depicted is the pseudo header used for the TCP checksum calculation.
The purple fields are the IPv4 header fields used for this. The checksum
field is set to zero for the calculation.

The ACK flag indicates a valid acknowledgment number.

The RST flag indicates that the current connection is reset.

The SYN flag indicates the establishment of a new connection. Other fields
have special meanings if this flag is set.

The FIN flag indicates the last segment sent by the sender. The connection is
closed afterwards.

The Window size gives the amount of free space within the receive window (See
Figure 2.8) in multiples of window size units. This is related to the segment
identified by the acknowledgment number and therefore defines the amount
of data that the receiver can store beyond that segment. A window size unit
defaults to be a byte but can be scaled up by using the corresponding option.

The Checksum is used to validate the correctness of the header and data. It uses
some additional fields from the IPv4 header to ensure it is correctly delivered to
the intended destination. The resulting pseudo header is shown in Figure 2.4.
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The Options are used to change the default behavior of a TCP connection. A selec-
tion of these are:

The Maximum Segment Size (MSS) option is used to announce the maxi-
mum size of a segment the sender is willing to receive. It is usually set
in a way that fragmentation in IPv4 is avoided as this could lead to an
increased number of retransmissions.

The Window Scaling option is used to change the window size unit by defining
the number of bits to left-shift the window size field. Valid values are from
0 to 14. It is only allowed during the establishment of a new connection
and both sides must use this option to enable the usage for either direction.

The Selective Acknowledgment option is used to acknowledge blocks of seg-
ments which were received correctly but discontinuously. This tells the
transmitting side, that only the missing segments need to be retransmit-
ted. The usage of selective acknowledgments needs to be enabled during
the establishment of a new connection.

The Connections

The finite state machine (FSM) describing the different states a TCP implementation
needs to have is a rather complex one. Figure 2.5 gives a simplified view including
only a few less frequent used transitions.

The establishment of a new connection differs between both sides of the commu-
nication channel. Before the active side (called client) is trying to establish the
connection, the other side (the passive one, called server) has to be ready for this or
the attempt will fail. Thereby, it is independent if the connection is established by
the sender (i.e. the client wants to upload some data to the server) or the receiver
(i.e. the client wants to download some data from the server) as data can be sent in
both direction.

The server is going the passive way and goes in the listen state by registering a
port number. After this, the server can be reached by the IPv4 address and the TCP
port number.

The client is doing the active part by sending a request towards the server. This
request is an empty segment with the SYN flag set and a random number as the
initial sequence number. It will get a random port number which (together with the
IPv4 address of the client) identifies the client.

On arrival of a segment with the SYN flag set, the server replies an empty segment
with the ACK flag set and the received sequence number plus one as acknowledgment
number to acknowledge the SYN from the client. It also sets the SYN flag and a
random number as sequence number in the reply to start the synchronization in the
opposite direction.

When the client receives the response from the server with both flags (i.e. SYN
and ACK ) set, it switches into the established state. It also sends an acknowledgment
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Figure 2.5: Simplified overview of the TCP states [29]. The usual paths of the 3-way-
handshakes for server and client are marked. For a more detailed version,
see Ref. [30].

back to the server to finish its synchronization. The reply may already include data
if the client has something to be sent.

Only a single connection can be established between a given combination of client
and server. This means, that a connection is identified by the combination of source
and destination addresses of IPv4 and TCP (i.e. source address, source port, des-
tination address, destination port). If an application wants to open more than one
connection, it has to instantiate the corresponding number of clients and open a
connection for all of them separately.

As Figure 2.6a shows, the establishment of a connection requires at least one reply
from the remote node being received before any data can be sent. This delay may
not be noticed by the user in normal operation, but it can grow to significant values
if the transmission path gets rather long4. All timeout counters need to be adjusted
according to these delays. It can also produce problems if the transmission path is

4There were already some tests made if TCP can be used for communication between space vehi-
cles [31].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: a) Establishment of a TCP connection. The client may already send data
with the ACK.
b) Termination of a TCP connection started by the client. The ACK and
FIN from the server can also be sent within the same segment.

not stable and the connection needs to be reestablished rather often as this delay will
occur each time.

Nearly the same mechanism is used to terminate the connection in a proper way.
The two main differences are that the FIN flag is used instead of SYN and both
directions can be terminated independently (i.e. the segment acknowledging the FIN
flag does not need to carry the FIN flag for the reverse part). In the case when only
one sides terminates its part of the connection (i.e. the connection is still half-open),
it still needs to read the incoming data and send acknowledgments for this until it
receives a segment with the FIN flag set. The termination of a connection is shown
in Figure 2.6b.

Data (re-)transmission

The payload is sent as a data stream, meaning that each byte has a fixed position in
the stream and is delivered in order. This position is given by the sequence number of
that byte with the first byte having the initial sequence number (i.e. the one used to
establish the connection) plus one. That number is used as identification within the
whole protocol. The receiving side is using the sequence number of the next expected
byte to acknowledge that all data until this has been received correctly. If a received
segment had an error or got lost on its way, the delivery of data to the upper layers
is stopped until it has arrived without an error. All segments behind that one (i.e.
with a higher sequence number) have to wait for this. If the gap of missing data was
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Figure 2.7: An example of how data is transferred using TCP. The transmitter has
sent out seven packets and already received the acknowledgments for the
first two. The receiver received five packets, with a missing packet in
between.

closed, the receiver will again acknowledge all data received without an error until
the next missing part by sending the next excepted sequence number back.

Figure 2.7 shows an example where nine packets needs to be transferred. Seven
packets are already sent out with two being acknowledged. The fifth packet got lost
in the network and therefore needs to be sent again, leaving a hole in the stream for
some time. The receiver got the first four packets and the sixth one. It has recently
sent the acknowledgment for the third packet. The sixth and all following packets
need to wait for the fifth packets to be received.

There are two ways how an end point can determine if segments need to be retrans-
mitted. The first one is the receipt of duplicate acknowledgments. As the receiver
is sending the next expected sequence number, receiving the same acknowledgment
number again means it got a segment with a different sequence number. As the un-
derlying layers do not guarantee in order delivery, the segments could just be arriving
in swapped order. But getting the same acknowledgment number several times (a
threshold of three is used) is a clear indication that something went wrong and the
data needs to be sent again. This behavior is called Fast Retransmit [32].

The sender may resend only that one segment assuming that it was the only missing
one or start to repeat everything from that point. A better solution here is the
usage of the selective acknowledgment option. It allows the acknowledgment of out
of sequence segments and therefore tells the sender which segments are missing in
between. As the options field is limited in size, there is also only a limited number
of blocks which can be acknowledged in this way. Such a block is specified by its
starting sequence number and the one following right after the block. This option is
not mandatory and therefore only used if both sides enable it during the establishment
of a new connection.
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The acknowledgment number alone is not able to guarantee reliable transmission
as the responses can also get lost or the receiving side is not aware of the missing data
in case the last segments are dropped. Therefore, there is also a timer started for
each segment to trigger a retransmission if that segment was not acknowledged within
that period. Some implementations also start to repeat data in case the receiving
window (See Figure 2.8) on the other side is closed.

Flow and congestion control

TCP is applying both congestion and flow control mechanisms for not overflowing
the network or the receiving side with data it cannot handle. The flow control is
mainly implemented by a sliding window called receive window which size is defined
by the buffer size of the receiver. The buffer on the receiving side has three regions
related to the state of the data:

• The first region is the data, that was already acknowledged but not yet delivered
to the upper protocol or application. This region will be freed up as soon as
the data is delivered.

• The second region contains data, that was already received correctly, but is
still not acknowledged. This can be because a segment in between got lost,
the segments were received out of order or the receiver wants to acknowledge a
bundle of segments and the threshold is not reached yet.

• The third region is the empty one which will be filled up with incoming seg-
ments. It defines the amount of data which the receiver can receive before it
has to throw data away. The size of this region is sent to the transmitting side
in the window size field.

The relation between the sequence number and the receiving window (including
its regions) is shown in Figure 2.8.

The transmitter calculates from the acknowledgment number and the window size5

the maximum sequence number fitting into the receiving buffer. If it reaches this
number, it must stop sending additional data and might start retransmission instead.
It can start sending new data again as soon as an updated window is reported. A
special issue called silly window syndrome can occur when the receiver is reporting
only a tiny receive window repeatedly as it is processing the data in small chunks.
In this case, the transmitter will start sending data and will be stopped shortly after
this because the window is closed again.

Another problem occurs when the receiving buffer runs full with all data being
acknowledged (i.e. the data is not delivered yet for some reason) as the receiver is not
sending acknowledgments anymore (which could update the window status) and the
transmitter is unable to send new data which would generate new acknowledgments.
To get around that problem, a timer called persist timer is started as soon as a

5Including the scaling factor, see Window Scaling option
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the different states the data can have in TCP. The receive
window is holding both undelivered and unacknowledged data.

window size of 0 is reported. The transmitter will send a small amount of data when
this timer expires, hoping to get an update with the acknowledgment of this chunk.

The flow control only takes care of the receiving side being unable to cope with
the data rate. But the network path between both end points can also be overloaded
and thus generate packet loss. Within a managed network with known data rates
for each application, this can be avoided by reserving the needed bandwidth for
each application. But in an unmanaged network or with unknown bandwidth needs,
the maximum reachable data rate needs to be probed. This probing needs to run
continuously as the available bandwidth can (and will) change over time. This should
be done in a way that does not interfere too much with ongoing traffic. Therefore,
TCP also includes a bundle of algorithms called congestion control.

As a counterpart to the receive window, which is for the receiving side, there is a so
called congestion window applied at the transmitting side. This window defines the
maximum number of bytes being inflight, meaning being sent and not acknowledged.
To ease calculations, this is done in multiples of the MSS. This window is increased
every time a segment is acknowledged and is decreased when a segments got lost and
needs to be retransmitted. Different algorithms take care of the size of this window
in different situations.

The first algorithm in this area is called slow start [32], saying that an end point
should not start the transmission with the maximum data rate. It is depicted in
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Figure 2.9. The sender will start with a single segment only and wait for the ac-
knowledgment coming back. When this happens, it increases the window by one
MSS, sends out the maximum amount of segments (i.e. two) and waits again. With
each acknowledgment, the window is increased by an additional MSS resulting in
doubling its size after each RTT.

As there is no such thing like an unlimited bandwidth, this exponential growth
needs to be stopped at some point. Therefore, a second algorithm called congestion
avoidance [32] takes over as soon as the congestion window reaches a given threshold.
It slows the growth down to be linear by decreasing the increment from 1 to 1 divided
by the window size6. As long as the available bandwidth was not found, the window
size needs to grow further. Another reason for this is that the available bandwidth
can change in time.

At some point, the network will be overloaded and the packets will be dropped.
This is noticed by the sender either by getting duplicated acknowledgments or the
retransmit timer running out. In the later case, the sender assumes that all segments
got lost and therefore that the available bandwidth hast dropped drastically. The
threshold between slow start and congestion avoidance is set to half of the current
window size, the new window size is reduced to the initial value of a single MSS and
transmission starts again in the slow start mode. In case of the duplicate acknowl-
edgments, at least some segments have arrived at the receiving side, so there is at

6In multiples of the MSS

Figure 2.9: Depiction of the slow start algorithm used TCP. The number of segments
being inflight is doubling each Round-Trip Time (RTT).
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least some bandwidth available for this connection. So, the hard cut from the slow
start mode is not needed and it is skipped by setting both the new threshold as well
as new window size to half of the old value. This is called fast recovery [32].

The behavior of increasing the size with each acknowledgment and halving it as
soon as a packet got lost is referred to as Additive Increase/Multiplicative Decrease
(AIMD).

2.3 Alternative Protocols
There are some cases where the properties of TCP are not fitting the problem to
be solved. This is not only due to the complexity which is coming with all the
algorithms, there are also cases where a different tradeoff is required. For example,
it is in some cases better to get the most current value (data) than getting all values,
so sending the new value is better than a retransmission of an old one.

In this section, there are three different solutions presented for different aspects
where TCP is not the optimal solution.

2.3.1 The User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

Instead of establishing a connection to only send a small amount of data (e.g. three
packets or less) it might be better to send the data directly as TCP would need
three network packets to establish the connection and needs to close the connection
afterwards again. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was developed to have a
lightweight protocol for such cases. It is a connectionless protocol without any mech-
anism for reliable data transmission. This also includes an unordered data delivery
and duplicate delivery in case the underlying protocol has duplicated the packet. Like
TCP, also UDP assumes that the underlying protocol is IPv4. Figure 2.10 shows the
UDP header as defined in Ref. [33].

All fields in the UDP are 16 bit wide and are described next:

The Source port is used to specify the application on the sending node.

The Destination port is used to specify the application on the receiving node.

The Length field is the length over the whole datagram. With the header being
8 byte long, this field must be greater than 8 to hold any payload data.

Figure 2.10: Structure of the UDP header as defined in Ref. [33].
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Figure 2.11: Depicted is the pseudo header used for the UDP checksum calculation.
The same IPv4 header fields as for the TCP checksum are used here too.
These are marked in purple. Like in TCP, the checksum field is set to
zero for the calculation.

The Checksum is used to validate the correctness of the header and data as well as
some additional fields from the IPv4 header. The resulting pseudo header is
shown in Figure 2.11.

The differences towards TCP

The most important difference with respect to TCP is the lack of reliability. But
this is not necessarily a disadvantage as in some situations only the latest value is of
interest, so sending an old value again has no benefit. And even if a history of the
values should be kept for later analysis, if the update rate is high enough the loss
of some intermediate values might be tolerable. For example, when buying stocks,
getting the current price is more desirable than getting an old price which got lost
before.

Without reliable data transmission, there is also no guarantee that all older packets
are arriving. So, there is also no sense in ordered delivery as this would mean, that
a newer message is held back until all old values are delivered. But it requires also
a way to detect if an older value was received and should be discarded if an old
value could be harmful. Even if a protocol on top of UDP implements some kind of
reliability, the unordered delivery can be beneficial in case of independent data sets
being transferred as the processing of a later set does not need to wait until all earlier
sets have arrived.

Being connectionless also means that UDP is stateless, so there is no need in
updating any state variables, thereby reducing the overhead. It is also more error
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tolerant as it cannot be in a wrong state. Also, in contrast to TCP there are no state
changing packets in UDP, so it is harder to completely suppress data transmission.

Another benefit of being connectionless is the possibility of multi- and broadcast
messages as the message can be duplicated and sent to different recipients easily.
With a connection-based protocol, the sender would have to track the state of each
recipient and find a way fitting all of them. So it is easier to have a separate connection
for each recipient.

Without connections and reliable data transmission, there is also no need to send
data back to the sender. So the sender does not get any information back if the
packets have arrived at their destination or if the receiver has some free resources
for packet processing. Without these information, there is no way to implement a
useful flow or congestion control. A result of this is that UDP should not be used
to achieve the maximum bandwidth available. It should rather be used where only a
low bandwidth is required.

Typical applications for UDP are applications where the reliable element is already
implemented by other means. This can be in case of other layers already ensuring re-
liability like in tunneling applications (e.g. Virtual Private Network (VPN)). When a
reliable protocol like TCP is used within such a tunnel, the tunnel itself does not need
to be reliable. If TCP would also be used for the tunnel itself, a lost packet would
generate a retransmission on the tunneling level. But the encapsulated TCP connec-
tion might also notice the loss as the end point is getting no data until the tunneling
connection has received the retransmission and tunneled packets are delivered. This
would lead to a retransmission by the encapsulated TCP connection resulting in two
retransmissions being triggered for a single packet being dropped. Therefore, such
tunneling applications prefer UDP to avoid these duplicate retransmissions. But also
applications like Voice over IP (VoIP) prefer UDP where the reliability is realized
in the human communication rather then the technical solution. The people talking
with each other can handle a short interruption better then a variable delay caused
by retransmissions.

Another field of applications using UDP are broad- and multicast applications,
where the same information is sent to many destinations at the same time and the
information included in later packets supersede the previously received data. These
use cases can be compared to terrestrial broadcast services or satellite TV. But
this also includes online computer games as the overall status is sent repeatedly,
potentially to a lot of destinations. As long as the interruption is not too long,
packet loss is not such a great deal and the next arriving packet will have the updated
situation.

2.3.2 The QUIC protocol

Initially developed by Google as Quick UDP Internet Connections, it is not used
as acronym anymore. The goal of this protocol is to replace both TCP and plain
UDP as transport protocols for binary data (especially Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) streams) in the internet. It uses UDP as underlying protocol as QUIC itself
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is not supported by current operation systems.
Currently, HTTP is running mostly on top of TCP, so a TCP connection needs to

be established before any request for a website could be sent. In case of an encrypted
connection is wanted, there is also a negotiation step with multiple handshakes before
the HTTP request can be sent out. This is causing rather large delays. An attempt
to mitigate this was to use a single TCP connection for all objects to be transmitted
hoping that the delay is only occurring once. But this is only true if all resources
are available on the same server. As modern websites tend to use external scripts for
authentication or usage analysis, this is not always possible. QUIC is getting around
this as it already includes encryption, so establishing the connection and negotiating
the encryption can be done in the same step. It further optimizes this process to
reach a 0-RTT handshake with which a data transfer can start right with the second
packet. This way, requesting only a single, rather small object from a server can be
done with nearly no delay.

Another problem of using only a single TCP connection is the stopped data delivery
in case of a packet being lost. This is stopping the delivery of all objects to be
transferred, not only the one being currently transferred. QUIC is solving this by
separating data streams from connections. A single connection can handle several
streams. In addition to this, it also allows other kind of payload to be sent on a
connection. This is necessary as all signaling between both endpoints should be done
within the encrypted connection instead of the unencrypted header as TCP is doing.
The data to be sent is packed into frames of different types to distinguish between
data streams and other signals. If a QUIC packet of a type which contains frames7 is
sent, it must contain at least a single frame, but can both have several frames as well
as several types of frames. Furthermore, a packet always contains whole frames i.e. a
frame is not allowed to span over two or more packets. In case a packet gets dropped,
only the specific frames included in this packet are missing and all other transfers
are not affected. Therefore, the number of different streams included within a single
packet should be as small as possible to reduce the number of streams being affected
if the packet gets dropped. Figure 2.12 shows an example how different streams could
be distributed across packets.

Another reason for limiting the number of concurrent streams is that each stream
needs some buffering space at the receiving side as the receiver won’t have unlimited
memory. QUIC thereby supports limits for single streams as well as for a whole
connection. In case of such a limit being reached, the sender can notify the receiver
that it has more data to be sent but reached the limit and is therefore asking to
increase the limit. The receiver can advertise a new (i.e. higher as smaller ones
are ignored) limit by sending special frames containing a new absolute offset (in
contrast to TCP, which uses the size of free memory left in the buffer). This has the
benefit that the protocol processing is not disturbed by multiple updates or if these
are received out of order. If the sender is ignoring a limit and keeps sending (like
TCP would do to get an update of the receive window) the receiver must close the

7Not all of them do.
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connection with a flow control error, regardless if a stream limit or the connection
limit was violated. This should help the receiver in cases of a malicious sender.

QUIC also introduces several innovations to stabilize the connection between client
and server. The most important one might be the change how a connection is identi-
fied. While TCP is doing this by the combination of port number and IPv4 address
of both server and client, QUIC is introducing an independent connection identifier.
This has the benefit that the connection is not lost in case of one of these numbers is
changing. As many devices (especially mobile ones) have more than a single network
connection nowadays, switching the network interface will also change the IPv4 ad-
dress seen by the other endpoint and therefore reset the connection. Because of the
separate connection identifier is not changing in such a scenario, QUIC is not losing
the connection.

Google was also searching a way to reduce packet loss as much as possible. One
way is the decoupling of finding the optimal bandwidth to be used from the number
of packets being dropped.

Another approach was the introduction of a mechanism to reconstruct lost pack-
ets. This can be done by adding redundant information to the data stream and
distributing this in the data stream so that a lost packet can be rebuild from the
other packets. The problem with this approach is that the amount of additional
information and the way it is inserted in the data stream depends on the expected
error model. Such a mechanism is called forward error correction (FEC). Sending
each packet two or three times would be rather easy, but also results in an increased
bandwidth accordingly. Building the parity across ten packets and sending this as
an additional packet would only increase the needed bandwidth by 10%, but only a
single packet out of these eleven is allowed to get dropped before data needs to be

Figure 2.12: Depicted is a possible distribution of three streams on three packets.
Arrangements like packet 0 are highly discouraged and should be avoided
as long as it is not needed for performance reasons.
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retransmitted. So if the expected error model is changing over time, it is hard or even
impossible to adapt to this on the fly. Also, if the rate of dropped packets is rather
small, a lot of unneeded data is transferred just to rebuild a few missing packets. In
the end, Google stopped these experiments and removed this feature again.

2.3.3 InfiniBand’s RDMA over Converged Ethernet

The InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) specifies a mechanism to connect a processor node
with an I/O device or another processor node via a so-called fabric. It defines how
data and commands can be exchanged between these nodes but not how these com-
mands or the data format should look like. The IBA hardware off-loads most parts
of the protocol processing and is able to access the local memory without involving
the CPU, thus reducing the CPU overhead of other communication protocols. This
also reduces latency as the CPU does not need to stop its current work to copy the
data. The IBA is offering a transparent transport of memory content and supports
high bandwidth and scalability. It is optimized for nodes with multiple consumers
and therefore supports multiple channel adapters per node as well. In the IBA, a
transfer is started by creating a work request and submitting it to the IBA hardware
via the work queues (i.e. send and receive queue). The hardware will execute the
transfer and report back with the result using a completion queue.

There are two different kinds of transfers. In case of the first one, the sender
specifies the memory area to be transferred and the receiving node, but not the
memory location at the receiving side. These are specified by the receiver through
special receive instructions. So both endpoints are actively involved in the transfer.
The second kind are Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) operations where a
consumer node is also specifying the remote memory location. In this scenario, the
remote node does not need to act actively.

The nodes within the fabric are addressed by none-permanent local identifiers
as well as permanent globally unique identifiers given by the vendor. These can be
compared to the IPv4 addresses which also may change and the Media Access Control
(MAC) addresses of the ethernet protocol. This similarity suggests the replacement
of the special IBA fabric with an ethernet based network. With such a replacement,
the RDMA transfers can use most likely already existing network infrastructure,
which enables the parallel usage of other ethernet based protocols for control and
configuration.

The IBA is as flexible as the whole IPv4 protocol stack as it supports both
connection-oriented and connectionless communication. But in contrast to the IPv4
protocol stack, the IBA offers the option to enable acknowledged (i.e. reliable) trans-
fers for both. Also, these options are available within the same protocol and can be
enabled for individual sets of transfers.
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2.4 Complexity of Retransmission

Independent of the protocol being used, reliable communication depends on the abil-
ity to repeat parts of the transmission. Even the most efficient FEC algorithms are
limited to what set of errors they can correct. There are some scenarios (like broken
cables or fibers) where no error correction mechanism can reconstruct the lost pack-
ets. In these cases, the only way to get the data to the recipient is to send it again
when the problem is solved. But this requires that the data is still available, i.e. all
packets sent out also need to be stored in some kind of memory on the transmitter
side.

This introduces two constraints which might get problematic. The first and obvious
one is the required memory bandwidth to save the data which should be bigger as
the network bandwidth for not being the bottle neck. If the data also needs to
be read from the memory (e.g. the memory is used to buffer the data stream),
the needed memory bandwidth is doubled. In such a scenario, a DDR4-3200 module
with a (theoretical) memory bandwidth of 204.8Gb/s would barely8 serve a 100Gb/s
network interface. Embedded systems for high performance computing (HPC) can
have several of such network interfaces which would require a separate DDR4 memory
channel for each of them.

The other constraint is a more subtle one. The data needs to be stored until the
recipient signals the correct transmission. This means that there needs to be a com-
munication channel back from the recipient to the transmitter. This sounds like a
trivial constraint but there are many popular systems (like TV or radio broadcast
services via satellite) without such a response channel. But even if it exists, it takes
some time until the response reaches the transmitter, the so-called Round-Trip Time
(RTT). As the response channel is most likely also affected by data losses, the ac-
knowledgment might also get lost and needs to be sent again. So, it might take
several RTTs until the acknowledgment arrives.

All data sent during this time is still unacknowledged and needs to be kept in
the local memory. The amount of memory needed for this can be calculated by
the network bandwidth multiplied by the RTT and a safety factor. This can reach
values of the order of GB for systems with a combined network bandwidth of several
100Gb/s. Even if the memory bandwidth and the amount of memory are solvable
problems, they increase the space needed, the costs of the overall system and add
additional complexity which would not be necessary otherwise.

Besides the hardware related issues, there are also limits at a conceptual level. How
to deal with retransmission in broad- or multicast systems where different recipients
might miss different parts of the transmission? Are the lost parts sent to all recipients
again or only to the ones from which no acknowledgment was received? If the later
approach is used, how long should the transmitter wait for acknowledgments?

8The memory interface is not as efficient as the network one due to various latencies. It also needs
some time to switch between write and read access.
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Reason for retransmissions

All this complexity is needed to guarantee the correct delivery in all cases. To reduce
the effort needed, it is worth to investigate the reasons for data loss as a cause of
retransmissions. These can be sorted into three groups:

• bandwidth probing

• interruption of the communication system

• components being unable to cope with the data rates

In the context of unknown or changing communication conditions, packet loss
is a strong indicator that a limit was reached, especially if packets get dropped
continuously. As there is no indication for how much of the available bandwidth
is used, loosing packets is the only usable one. For this reason, the flow control
algorithm of TCP is based on the packet loss rate to probe the available bandwidth
as described in Section 2.2.

The only way out of this would be a fully managed network infrastructure where
all transfers would have a known, reserved bandwidth available. So each transfer
would need to request an empty slot on a predefined route. Furthermore, this would
require a central management system for planing and arbitration of the available
bandwidth. This could also be organized independently for different sub-networks,
but would lead to several of such requests being needed if a transfer is crossing the
borders of these sub-networks. So, a managed network is only feasible for rather
small networks.

The second group of reasons for packet loss are unplanned interruptions of the
network hardware. Examples for this are cables or fibers being accidentally cut by
an excavator at a construction site or a router having its power cut-off. All data sent
to such a network link will be lost as there is no receiver at the other end for further
processing. In a redundant network, the affected links will be shut down eventually
and the traffic will be routed around. Retransmissions can recover a transmission by
using the redundancy of the network. As the unaffected links will need to take over
the traffic, the available bandwidth for each transfer will most probably go down for
each one resulting in packets getting dropped.

In case of a network or specific link without redundancy being affected, the data
will be completely lost if no local copy is kept. So, reliable data transmission is only
working as long as the network has enough redundancy to bypass a broken link. If the
redundancy is not given (e.g. the link between the node and the network is affected),
even a reliable protocol is not able to transfer the data.

The third group of reasons for packet loss is composed of network components
unable to cope with the data rate. This occurs not only at endpoints but can also
occur in other components like firewalls. Network links with less bandwidth than
needed and not being redundant are included in this group. It mostly happens if the
number of packets to be processed in a time interval is reaching the limit. But this
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can also happen when the node has other processes running and needs to interleave
the tasks. If the node is not switching back to the network processing fast enough,
the local buffers can run full and data is getting lost.

So this group is the result of nodes not being configured correctly for the actual
tasks. This misconfiguration can be related to both hardware and software. It should
be noted, that the node being unable to cope with the actual work to be done might
come from an unusual high workload being present. So even if the node is configured
correctly for the planned load, it might get into situations where the actual load is
exceeding the planned one. In addition to that, finding a working configuration is
much more difficult than just planning network capabilities as it highly depends of
the kind of traffic.

Retransmissions in small, separate networks

While the first and second group are unavoidable in large area networks like the
internet, these can be avoided in small, separated networks. The first group can
be dealt with rather easily by the introduction of guaranteed bandwidth for each
application (i.e. Quality of Service (QoS)) so that there is no need to probe the
bandwidth. Also events related to the second group should occur less often as the
network infrastructure can be placed in a better supervised location where it is less
likely to be harmed accidentally. Even if such a case is occurring, it would most
properly result in an overall interruption of the affected application, so packet loss
won’t be the issue to worry about.

So all the reasons of packet loss related to the network itself can be taken care of or
will be concealed by more urgent issues. But the problems related to the third group
are still there. With the network itself being managed much better than it is possible
for global ones, the load seen by each network node can be defined and controlled
much easier. Therefore, it should be also easier to configure the nodes accordingly.

Assuming an appropriate configuration of all network nodes, it seems that loosing
a packet could be avoided completely. This consideration gives rise to the question
if reliable data transmission is needed at all in such an environment.

2.5 Development of the DROP protocol

As seen in Section 2.3, neither the TCP protocol nor its alternatives completely fulfill
the requirements for a lightweight data streaming protocol. The usage of all named
protocols except UDP would result in additional complexity as they need some kind
of fast memory to guarantee reliability. Only the UDP protocol comes without this
feature, but lacks some other important features. Section 2.4 showed that reliability
may not be needed, so the solution within this thesis is to go with UDP and add all
missing features in a custom protocol on top of it.
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Mapping of features to existing protocols
While the connectionless nature of UDP is rather helpful than a problem, the data
has still the form of coherent streams with an internal ordering. This means, that
the data streams should not be mixed. Furthermore, mechanisms for splitting the
streams into portions of data and for sorting these are needed.

To distinguish between the different data streams, some kind of identification is
needed. But instead of using an arbitrary number, the method of identification
should provide additional information about the source and destination of the stream.
Thereby, an identifier for the hardware platform as well as the data source or data
sink on this platform should be included, resulting in four identifiers for each stream.

This matches the definition of a stream in the TCP protocol, where the IPv4
address is used to identify the hardware instance9 and the TCP port numbers for
the entity on the hardware. Therefore, this model is carried over to UDP. With the
destination of the data streams being a software running on a server, it is the same
as for TCP. The software instance processing the data is given by the destination
port of UDP and the IPv4 address of the server it is running on. In the same way,
the source of the data stream is represented by the UDP source port for the FE chip
the data comes from and the IPv4 address of the instance of the FPGA system.

The splitting of the streams is obviously done by forming UDP packets with the size
of a data block corresponding to the UDP length. When adding a custom protocol
on top of UDP, the space needed for the protocol header is added to the UDP length
and needs to be subtracted again to get the length of the data block.

9This might also be virtual hardware in case of virtual servers.

Figure 2.13: Shown are the fields of IPv4(gray) and UDP(green) used as well as
additional fields added by Data ReadOut Protocol (DROP)(yellow).
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Another important feature to be added to UDP is the identification of individual
packets. Such an ordering of the packets could be achieved by making use of the
identification field of IPv4. But making use of this field would require a way to
access this field from outside the network stack.

In addition, setting it from the user level may violate the requirements of IPv4
for this field as two different data streams could be interleaved and using the same
identifier in consecutive packets. Moreover, there are other protocols like Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) running on the platform which also need a valid
value for this field.

Therefore, such a mapping would require to split up the value range in segments for
each application as the data streams are independent of each other and the order in
which their packets are sent is not controlled by a supervisor. But the identification
field is already rather small with a size of 16 b. With packet rates on the order of
millions of packets per second, these segments will overflow within milliseconds, what
is also the order of the time a packet needs to cross the network. So, this solution is
not suited for the problem.

Figure 2.13 highlights the fields used for the mapping together with the additional
field added by the custom protocol.

The DROP protocol as a custom extension

As not all needed features could be mapped to counterparts in the existing protocols,
a new protocol is needed. Therefore, the DROP is introduced. The main task of it
is the identification of packets. Next to this, it should have some further properties
and options.

To design the protocol in a CPU friendly way, it will be built of 32 b words. It
should also have a field at the start of the header for some flags which could be used
to signal the presence of optional fields. With the identification of packets being the
required feature that could not be mapped to existing protocols, it will also be the
only mandatory field next to the flags field. Therefore it fills the remaining space of
the first 32 b word.

To provide a larger range as the identification field of IPv4 (i.e. 16 b), the identifi-
cation field within DROP is set to 24 b, leaving 8 b for the flags. This should ensure
a long enough period until the same identifier is used again, especially as this field is
for a single stream. The identifier should be implemented as a packet counter being
increased by one with each packet. This is important for the following reasons:

• If two consecutive packets are received with the identifier of the second packet
being increased by one compared to the one of the first packet, it is assumed
that no packet was lost in between. It is very unlikely that exactly (a multiple
of) 224 packets got lost.

• In the same case as above, it is assumed that no additional packets were inserted
into the data stream as it would also need exactly (a multiple of) 224 packets.
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Figure 2.14: Depicted are examples how lost or additional packets are recognized.

• If the identifier of two consecutive packets have a difference larger than one, it
is assumed that one or more packets got lost rather than additional packages
were inserted. The exact number of lost packets is the difference decreased by
one.

• If two consecutive packets are received with the identifier of the second packet
being smaller than the one of the first packet increased by one, it is assumed
that additional packages were inserted rather than packets got lost.

Figure 2.14 gives examples for the four cases.
With this definition, it is possible to count how many packets are lost both per gap

(refereed to as a batch of missing packets) and in total. This helps to characterize
the network transmission as it can be used to measure the quality of the chosen
parameter settings. But this also defines how pattern of typical error scenarios would
look like. A flipped bit in the identification field for example would be recognized as
a combination of missing and additional packets. The same number of packets would
appear as being lost and being added. The order of lost and added packets depends
on the direction of the flipping.

As the given definition of the identification field fulfills the main requirements, the
header with that single 32 b word and with no flag used is defined as the default
header configuration. This means, that all other functions have to use a flag (or go
into an option if more space is needed).

Optional fields in DROP
Before going through possible options, there are two major problems with options
that should be solved first.

The first problem with optional fields is that each one needs a flag to signal its
presence and there is only a very limited number of these available (i.e. eight in the
default header). If more flags (e.g. for more optional fields) are needed, an option
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providing more flags could be added. Such an option must use one of the eight initial
flags and should therefore be implemented as one of the first options to not end up
in a situation, where a flag needs to be redefined resulting in different versions of the
protocol having different meanings for the same flag,

The second problem is the case that one side might not know the meaning of a
used flag and therefore also does not know if it signals the presence of additional
header fields. If there are such fields, the length of these and therefore the start of
the data area is unknown. This gets even worse if multiple flags are used at the same
time, especially if only parts of the used options are known and must be found.

A simple but also very strict solution would be to restrict the usage of options to
a single option being used within a packet and no data being allowed as soon as an
option is used. If a receiver sees a packet with an unknown option being set, it can
simply ignore the packet. In this way, the total length of the packet is used by the
header and the option.

This solution would forbid the usage of additional flags to signal further optional
fields as this would imply at least two options to be used within a single packet.
Defining the option for more optional fields as mandatory and therefore being an
exception for the single option restriction is regarded as not sensible as the needed
number of addition flags is completely unknown. This option might never be needed
and making it mandatory would only increase the likelihood of needing it, resulting
in a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The problem of unknown length could also be solved by defining a standard length
for each option. But this would require to implement the options as a list rather
than using a flag field and only the presence of the list being signaled by a single
flag. Each entry in this list would have the same predefined length, including an
option type field stating the format of the current field. The end of the list would
either be signaled by a special option type or by a special flag signaling the presence
of further optional fields. Both ways would generate additional overhead with the
impact of it depending on the size and number of such fields. If a specific option type
is unknown to an implementation, it can simply skip that field and check the next one
if existing. The benefit of this solution would be that it would count only as a single
option for the initial header format and therefore fulfills also the requirements for
the former solution. The downsides are that two different ways of handling options
would be used and that options needing less space than the defined entry size result
in (potential large amounts of) unused data blocks to be transferred.

A third version to get around this problem would be to build the list of used options
out of some kind of pointers holding the position at which the corresponding field
starts plus an entry for the start of the data field. The type of each option could
either be included in the list itself or at the start of each option. In the former case,
the data field would be handled as a special option type also signaling the end of the
list. In the latter case, the length of the list would either be given before the first
entry in the list or marked by a special pointer value (e.g. zero). Figure 2.15 on the
next page shows a comparison of the three variants.

It should be noted, that all these organizational options bring additional overhead
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Figure 2.15: The different ways to enable additional options. These are: a) an addi-
tional field for further flags b) a list of holding the option data directly
c) a list of pointers to the start of each option

and restrictions with them. Therefore, as long as no (or not more than a handful)
options are defined and regularly used, it does not make any sense to implement one
of them.

The first functional option to mention here is obviously for implementing a (par-
tial) reliability in data transmission. The receiver of a data stream would maintain
a list of missing packets and sent it to the transmitter periodically, requesting the
retransmission of these packets. It is assumed that the packet loss occurs in batches,
so the list is built of the packet identifier of the first packet of a gap and the number
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Figure 2.16: DROP option to report missing packets. The packets are reported as a
list of batches. The last entry is the last seen packet identifier allowing
to check for missing packets at the end of a data transmission.

of packets being lost. Figure 2.16 shows how this could look like. Since the requests
include the identifiers for all missing packets, the loss of a fraction of these requests
(the path back is also not reliable) is not problematic as the next request will su-
persede the former one anyhow. The receiver should nevertheless use a high enough
frequency to ensure proper operation even when a few consecutive requests get lost.
This does not only include the amount of memory needed to store the packets on
the sender side, the retransmission requests also need to arrive before the stream
identifier overflows and the requested identifiers refer to a different packet.

The transmitter can use the requests to free up its memory since all not missing
packets are regarded as successfully delivered. It could be beneficial to also include
the last seen packet identifier in this request in case no packet is reported as missing.
Without this information, the transmitter would not be able to clean up its memory
as it does not know how old the message is. Including the last seen packet identifier
also ensures to detect lost packets at the end of a stream. As the receiver does not
know how many packets should be sent, it would not be able to mark these as missing
and request their retransmission. It is also important to note, that the requests have
to be sent even if no packet was lost (i.e. empty requests).

With this option being enabled on a per stream basis, a mixed operation with
reliable streams for slower management streams and best effort streams for the bulk
data could be implemented using the same protocol for both. This saves resources
by not needing a different protocol to be implemented. If the data rate of the reliable
stream is low enough, it might even use local memory within the FPGA instead of
needing external one.

As the goal is avoiding retransmissions, there have to be other ways than using the
option for reliable transmission. It is better to give the possibility to rebuilt missing
packets to the receiver. Such a mechanism is referred to as FEC. The transmitter
splits the data stream into blocks of defined size (measured in number of packets)
and inserts additional information to each of them. This requires that all packets
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Figure 2.17: Example of how a FEC mechanism could be used to reconstruct missing
packets. The data is split into interleaved blocks (depicted by the colors).
The packets of the green block cannot be reconstructed as the symbolized
mechanism allows only for a single lost packet within each block.

have the same length, so a mechanism to fill up packets is needed in case there is
not enough data to be sent. Otherwise, the receiver would most probably fail to
stay within its latency boundaries if it needs to reconstruct a packet as the arrival
of enough data in that period cannot be guaranteed. But adding padding10 to the
packets is also problematic as the packet size and the amount of data in it is not the
same anymore. Therefore, the padding itself should be omitted and only used for the
checksum calculation on both sides, which also saves network bandwidth.

The simplest implementation (besides just sending each packet multiple times)
would be to calculate the parity across the same bits in all packets and send it as an
additional packet. This would allow for a single packet within a block to be rebuild.
As it is assumed that packets are lost in batches, the packets of several blocks should
be interleaved to enable the reconstruction of consecutive packets. This could also
be used to distribute the workload of checksum calculation to independent pipelines.

Figure 2.17 shows how this could look like with four blocks (indicated by the colors)
being interleaved. In this example, five consecutive packets are lost and therefore
only the three packets in the middle can be reconstructed. The two packets of the
green block cannot be reconstructed when the parity method is used. More complex
algorithms allow for more packets of a block to be rebuild, but these would also
require much more computing power.

The extensions described in this section are for now only seen as possible candidates
which could be implemented at some point. The decision about their implementation
will depend on the performance of the protocol being seen in the tests done.

10To ensure the correct alignment of elements with a data structure or a minimal length of such a
structure, some additional data elements can be inserted. These parts do normally not hold any
useful information. These additional data elements are called padding.
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Detector readout

The readout of event data from the front-end (FE) chips is organized in a processing
chain with different processing steps at different locations. This is done in order to
group these steps by functionality and responsibility. It needs well defined interfaces
to get such a distributed system working.

This chapter starts with a more general description of what a FE chip is, taking the
first prototype of the new chip for the ITk Pixel detector as an example. Subsequently,
an overview of the readout chain is given and the components and interfaces involved
are described. The resulting constraints for the first data processing part outside the
detector are described in more detail as this part of the readout system also takes
care of the translation between proprietary and commercial hardware.

3.1 The front-end (FE) chip
The FE chip together with the sensor and a flex PCB form the modules which are
the active components of a detector. Each FE chip has several thousands of readout
channels (i.e. pixels in case of a pixel detector) with each channel being connected to
a readout cell in the sensor. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic drawing of such a hybrid
module.

Figure 3.1: Drawing of a silicon pixel sensor with bump-bonded FE chip [34].
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Figure 3.2: Drawing of a module of the current Pixel detector and how it is composed.

There are also research activities to build monolithic modules, where the active
FE electronic and the sensor cells are created in the same substrate block. But these
are not further covered in this thesis as none of them is used in ATLAS ITk.

A module can contain one or more FE chips while most modules have only a single
sensor element. The modules of the current ATLAS Pixel detector for example has
16 FE chips connected to a single sensor. This is depicted in Figure 3.2.

In case of silicon detectors, the sensor forms a diode which gets depleted by a
reverse voltage. This voltage can range from as low as under 10V to values above
1000V, depending on the thickness and other properties of the sensor. When a
charged particle goes through the sensor, it generates free charges and therefore a
current. The signal is then fed into the FE chip, amplified, formed and digitized.
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic drawing of the processing steps involved.

Preamplifier Pulse shaping Analog to digital 
conversion

Digital data bus

Sensor Readout chip

∫
C

F

-HV

A / D

Figure 3.3: Basic blocks of an analog front end electronics for the readout of a silicon
sensor. CF defines the final gain of the amplifier stage. Such an electronic
circuit is implemented for each channel of the sensor. Based on Ref. [35].
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Figure 3.4: Layout of the RD53A chip as presented in Ref. [36]. The size of the pixel
matrix (in number of pixel) and of the chip itself (in mm) is depicted.
The bright area at the bottom has no pixel cells and holds the global logic
elements as well as the power regulators.

In case of the (ITk) Pixel detector, the signal is formed as a triangle with the slope
at each side being defined by internal parameters. Afterwards, it is compared to a
threshold and the time while the signal is above it is counted in number of clock
cycles. The resulting digital value is called Time over Threshold (ToT) and is sent
out as hit information.

The RD53A FE chip

The ITk Pixel detector will use a completely new FE chip which is developed in co-
operation with the CMS collaboration. For this purpose, a new collaboration called
RD53 was founded. This thesis will focus on the first prototype called RD53A as it
is the only one available [36]. But it will also include an outlook to what will change
towards the final version.

The RD53A chip has a size of 20mm× 11.6mm and is made up of a pixel matrix of
400 pixel× 192 pixel with a pixel being 50 µm× 50µm (see Figure 3.4). While built
from the same building blocks, there will be two different versions build as the sizes
needed for ATLAS and CMS will be different. The final FE chip for ATLAS will
double the number of rows in respect to the RD53A chip. The final CMS version will
have roughly the same size as the ATLAS one, but with a different aspect ratio.

The pixel matrix is made up of so-called cores of 8 pixel× 8 pixel with a core being
subdivided into hit regions of 4 pixel× 1 pixel. These cores contain all analog and
digital components needed to measure the energy deposited by the particles as well
as the distributed buffers to store the information until it is read out.
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Figure 3.5: The three different flavors of analog front-ends designs are distributed
quite evenly [36]. As the number of core columns is not divisible by
three, the synchronous design has a core column less.

Being a first prototyp, the RD53A chip has three different analog front-end designs
called Linear, Differential and Synchronous. All three technologies can be tested in
this way. Each flavor occupies roughly a third of the pixel matrix (See Figure 3.5).
These are substantially different to allow detailed performance comparisons.

The Linear design is the most common one and uses only a single-ended signal path.
The FE chips used in the current Pixel detector and IBL also have linear
designs.

The Differential approach tries to minimize the noise introduced by the processing
electronic. This is achieved by looking only at the difference between the two
data lines used instead of their absolute value.

The Synchronous design uses an auto-zeroing feature to adapt for baseline drifts.
But this needs to acquire the baseline continuously (every 100 µs or less).

As all differences between these designs are encapsulated within the core blocks,
they can be exchanged with each other. With ATLAS and CMS needing different
configurations anyhow1, they can independently choose the design fitting best to
their strategy.

1The mechanical dimensions were fixed before the chip development started and a redesign of the
detector would result in a massive delay. The chip area does not only affect the mechanical
structure, but also the data rate needed to read the chip out.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the trigger commands as given by Ref. [36]. Each trigger
commands covers four events with the right most position marking the
earliest of them. The trigger pattern 0000 has no command assigned as
there is no command sent when no trigger occurs.

Each FE chip needs a way to communicate with the outer world, i.e. to receive
commands and to send back the results. To simplify the design and save material in
the detector, the data rate for these interfaces is reduced as much as possible. For the
RD53A chip, this results in a data rate of 160Mb/s for the command line and four
output lines with up to 1280Mb/s each. This is already a large increase compared
to the FE chip used in IBL, which had only 40Mb/s for the commands and a single
output line with up to 320Mb/s.

But this still means that the RD53A chip can receive 4 b and send out four times
32 b per bunch crossing, which is still not a lot. To increase the number of symbols
understood by the RD53A chip, 16 b (i.e. 4 consecutive bunch crossings) are put
together forming two 8 b symbols. In this way, a trigger command can be encoded
within a single symbol including a mask for which of the four bunch crossings the
FE chip should send out the stored hit information. This is already a big advantage
with respect to the currently used FE chips as a trigger command for these occupied
five bunch crossings without having any mask. Figure 3.6 shows the list of all trigger
symbols with the associated trigger pattern.

The second symbol of a trigger command for the RD53A chip is used for the so-
called trigger tag, an identifier which is returned together with the event data and
therefore used to associate the data with the according collision. In the current
system, the FE chips have counters for the event identifiers, which should run syn-
chronous to the counters in the trigger system. Due to radiation effects, a bit in
these local counters can flip resulting in a counter mismatch until all instances of
these counters are reset synchronously again. If such a bit flip occurs in a trigger
tag, only that single tag is affected and thus the number of lost events is limited to
these associated with that trigger.

In contrast to the trigger command, the remaining commands are encoded by
repeating the command symbol also in the second slot of a 16 b frame. Some of them
have additional parameters and therefore need more than one frame. These are called
long commands and can consist of up to 12 frames. These long commands also have
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Figure 3.7: List of commands for the RD53A chip [36]. The WrReg command has
a short (a single register) and a long (six register values) version distin-
guished by the bit after the chip ID. The long version should only be used
for the virtual portal register.

a separate chip identifier field to address a certain FE chip. This is needed as all FE
chips in a module share a common command line, meaning that these are getting the
same data stream as input. But this also means, that all other commands are seen
as a broadcast to all connected FE chips.

If the commands do not have any parameters, they fit into a single 16 b frame and
are therefore called short commands. These are high priority commands like resets
and can also be sent in the middle of long ones without interrupting their execution.
The No-Op (i.e. idle) and the SYNC commands as well as the trigger commands are
also regarded as short commands.

As a frame reaches over four bunch crossings, a FE chip needs a way to align the
data streams. This is achieved by the SYNC command, which is the only command
with more than three consecutive ones or zeros. Also, it consist of two different
symbols with the second one being the inverted version of the first one (instead of
two identical ones following each other). In this way, the sequence of the SYNC
command cannot accidentally occur within a valid data stream, making it a distinct
alignment marker. Figure 3.7 shows the list of all commands and their parameters.

The trigger commands are the only commands which directly initiate the transmis-
sion of data back from the FE chips. Even upon receiving a register read command,
the FE chip will not react by sending the requested data immediately. Such a read
command only marks a register for readout as soon as the next register frame is sent.
If the transmission of these register frames is disabled, the read register command
will have no affect at all. With enabled register frames, the read command decides
only what is read. In the case of no read request being queued in the FE chip, a
predefined register is read and its value sent out.

When a trigger command arrives in the FE chip, the associated event is marked
for readout. The actual start of the transmission depends on how much data is left
in the queue from previous events. The RD53A chip has a simple first in, first out
strategy implemented, sending out available data as fast as possible. This is possible
as the RD53A chip supports only a single trigger level. The next version of the chip
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Figure 3.8: The RD53A chip uses four types of Aurora frames [36]. Next to data
frames (marked by the bit combination 01 as Aurora header), there are
the End of Packet frames (starting with 0x1E) used to signal the end of
an event, three kinds of IDLE frames with different meanings (starting
with 0x78 ) and some special frames used for the register readback.

is designed to support two trigger stages with the first trigger marking an event to
be kept in the internal memory and the second trigger marking the event for the
readout after a fixed latency with respect to the first trigger. If the first trigger does
not arrive, the event is deleted to reduce the memory needed. The fixed latency for
readout is necessary as events cannot be read out in random order and the readout of
the previous event can be triggered until that latency has passed. After that latency,
the event data still must wait until all previous events have been read out or deleted
due to missing triggers.

Before the data is sent out, it is split into blocks of 64 b and encoded in a protocol
called Aurora 64B/66B [37]. Therefore, the 64 b blocks are scrambled and a 2 b
header is added to distinguish between data and command frames. The header is
also needed to find the correct frame alignment on the receiving side. The command
frames used by the RD53A chip represent End of Event, IDLE and some other
synchronization symbols. The register frames are also encoded as command frames
and are inserted in the output stream periodically after a preprogrammed number of
frames. Figure 3.8 shows the output format in detail.

Even if a RD53A chip uses only a small fraction of the output bandwidth, it needs
a separate data line for each chip. As this will be the case for many FE chips in the
final detector (especially in the outer layers), the final version will have a feature to
interleave the data streams from other chips with its own one. In this way, a whole
module (i.e. up to four FE chips) can be read out via a single cable instead of four.
Next to the reduction of cables needed, this has also the side effect of increasing the
space available for routing and other services as well as lowering scattering effects on
particles going through.
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3.2 Overview of the readout system

The FE chip itself only responds to requests from an outside entity. So a path into the
detector (for the requests, the downlink) and out of the detector (for the responses,
the uplink) is needed. Thereby, it is helpful to keep both paths as closely together as
possible as the response needs to be matched to the corresponding request. So the
paths share most of their components, but also have components which are uniquely
assigned to only the downlink or the uplink.

Figure 3.9 shows an overall picture of the readout structure.

The downlink

In normal operation, i.e. the so-called data taking mode, the source of actions is
the trigger system, which distributes its information via the TTC interface. These
actions are not only triggers, but also resets for bunch crossing and orbit counters
used to identify events.

Figure 3.9: Overview of the readout system with the detector elements in green at the
bottom and the servers with readout software at the top. The triggers for
event readout come via the Trigger, Timing and Control (TTC) interface.
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Figure 3.10: Depicted are the two topology variants under discussion for the distribu-
tion of the TTC signals. The PON version needs less optical components
while the P2P version has higher capacity for individual signals.

It is not yet decided if the TTC interface will use a passive optical network (PON)
or peer-to-peer (P2P) connections (See Figure 3.10). While PONs are easier to
implement (only a single transmitter and receiver is needed at the TTC interface),
they have the problem of shared bandwidth. This is no big issue in the downlink
direction as the trigger and reset information are the same for all detector parts. But
in the opposite direction (i.e. the uplink), the end points are served in a round robin
manner resulting in each end point being able to send updates less often.

As these updates also contain a trigger veto signal in case the endpoint cannot
handle any additional events, a lower frequency results either in requiring larger
reserve capacities to buffer all events until the next update (i.e. the next possibility
to assert the veto) or in the veto being set more often as it could not be guaranteed
to not loose any data. When the veto is set at any point, a lower update frequency
results also in the veto being set for a longer period until it can be cleared again.

With the usage of P2P connections, any end point can send an update whenever it
is needed without waiting until it is its turn again. The downside is that a transmitter
and receiver is needed for each end point, increasing both costs and space needed.

The end points are called FE interfaces within this thesis and allow access to the
detector. They collect all information to be sent to the FE chips, interleave these
streams and encode the resulting stream. The FE interfaces also need to generate
the trigger tags if the TTC system does not already provide these. To increase the
efficiency, several of these streams are encapsulated in a proprietary protocol called
GBT 2 and sent out via an optical fiber. Figure 3.11 on the next page shows an
overview of the GBT architectures.

The GBT protocol defines a frame to be sent for each bunch crossing, with a stream
occupying an amount of bits according to the bit rate of the stream divided by the

2There are two versions of it: the older GBTx and the new lpGBT. As the differences do not matter
for now, both are grouped in the term GBT.
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Figure 3.11: Architecture of a GBT link [38]. It contains a custom, radiation hard
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) within the experiment, a
bidirectional optical transmission path and an FPGA with specialized
firmware blocks at a radiation safe distance.

bunch crossing frequency (i.e. 40MHz). So, a stream for a RD53A chip will occupy
4 b as it needs a data rate of 160Mb/s. The GBT protocol is decoded at the other
end of the fiber by a dedicated ASIC, after being converted back from an optical to
an electrical signal. This ASIC extracts the streams and transmits each one on a
separate port. From that point on, the streams are distributed via thin cables until
they reach their destination (i.e. the FE chip) where the commands are received
and interpreted. In case of the ITk Pixel detector, these cables will have a length of
up to 6m as there is not enough space to place the GBT chip (and the remaining
components around it) within the detector volume.

The uplink

The results of the requests go back the same route that was used for the downlink.
First as an electrical signal on thin cables until they get to a GBT ASIC again. It
does not need to be the exact same chip as a single GBT chip can serve more FE
chips on the downlink path than on the return path. This is especially true as a
single command line is connected to several FE chips while the return lines can be
separated (See Figure 3.12). But this is fine as long as it is in the same group of GBT
chips as the associated fibers are organized in bundles, too, and a bundle is served
by the same FE interface.

At that interface, the GBT protocol is decoded again, leaving the transmission
protocol of the FE chip (i.e. Aurora in case of the RD53A chip). It would be possible
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Figure 3.12: While all FE chips of a module share the same downlink, the uplink was
planed to be separated for each FE chip (i.e. no uplink sharing). The
capability of uplink sharing was added later on to reduce the number of
cables in sections with low bandwidth requirements.

to forward everything through the network to a commercial server and do the re-
maining decoding in software, but this would mean to forward the whole data stream
coming out of the GBT decoder. This would include not only all the overhead of the
remaining protocols, but also the idle symbols and potentially unused links. Another
downside is that the transmission protocols are designed to be easily decodable in
hardware, but this is not necessarily true for a software implementation as well.

So, the FE interface should not be too transparent and forward everything to soft-
ware. Instead, it should contain some data processing as long as it can be integrated
without any bigger effort (both in terms of man power and hardware resources). A
good example for this is the decoding of the transmission protocol (i.e. Aurora in case
of the RD53A chip) and the stripping of sideband information (like idle symbols).
This also helps to route the encapsulated data to the desired destination as the type
of information can be accessed (e.g. the register frames can be separated from the
event information in case of RD53A chip). For example, the RD53A chip is able to
measure environmental values3 like its temperature. Such data are forwarded to the
detector control system (DCS) for monitoring.

The event data is sent to the servers called Data Handlers where the software
collects and combines the event fragments from a larger detector region. The software
gets the trigger information from the FE interface (both the counter values used by
ATLAS as well as the trigger tags if used by the FE chips) and compares them to the
values included in the event data. If these values do not match, an error is reported
and the corresponding event might not be used for further processing. When the
fragments from all FE chips (which the data handler instance is in charge of) are

3It has an ADC combined with an analog multiplexer to measure the values given by different
sensors.
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combined, the data is sent to the next stage where the data from the whole ATLAS
detector is used to reconstruct the event and the final decision is made if the event
is kept (i.e. written to tape) or not.

In addition to the normal path for the event data, a partial copy is sent to the
calibration servers to monitor data transmission errors and data quality. This is
needed to check whether the modules perform as expected or wether any action is
needed.

Calibration

A different but not less important operation mode is the calibration of the detector.
It ensures that the detector delivers a constant performance as the continuous bom-
bardment with particles changes its behavior over time. Other radiation effects like
trapped charges or defects in the substrate of the ASICs affect the behavior (e.g. the
voltage needed to deplete the sensor will increase with radiation dose) and need to
be compensated.

The calibration is done by a number of tunings, whereby a tuning consists of several
scans with the adaptation of a set of parameters in between. The scans differ in their
behaviors, but all of them measure a specific parameter by sending specific trigger
sequences to the FE chip and generating a histogram of the parameter distribution
as a result. As the FE chips have too many pixels to trigger all of them at the same
time, the matrix is split up in a defined pattern called mask step (See Figure 3.13)
and each region is triggered individually. When all triggers have been sent to such a
region, the mask is shifted and the next group of triggers is sent. This repeats until
the whole pixel matrix is covered.

Figure 3.13: Schematic view on mask steps for RD53A chip. A single pixel per core
block is active at a given time. After all triggers for as mask are pro-
cessed, the mask is shifted and the next triggers are sent again.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic view on the nested loops used for detector calibration. Some
scan types are build of several nested loops, which are not shown here.

The simplest scan is the digital scan, which only activates a test signal within the
pixel logic to directly overwrite the hit marker. It does not make any use of the
analog part of the pixel cells and thus is useful to check if the readout logic itself is
working. The digital scan is also used to check if the communication with the FE
chip is working at all. With each active pixel generating a hit, the number of hits
coming back as the result of a group of triggers is well known and lost data is easily
detected.

When the digital scan is working, an analog scan can be performed where a defined
charge is injected into the sensor. If a charge around the threshold of the discriminator
within the pixel cell is injected, the noise within the pixel cell (e.g. electromagnetic
noise, charged particles like atmospheric muons going through, ..) will cause the pixel
cells to generate a hit for some triggers.

As the analog scan is the most basic operation including the analog part, it is used
to build up other scans and tunings. So for example, a series of analog scans with
different injection charges can be used to determine the individual threshold of each
pixel cell and is therefore called a threshold scan. On the other hand, a series of
analog scans with the same injections can be used to tune the global threshold offset.
This is done by interleaving analog scans with the adaptation of the global threshold
until roughly half the pixels generate a hit for a given charge. Figure 3.14 shows a
generalized view of the scan algorithm.

A very special variant of scans is the noise scan where only triggers are sent without
any injection. The events coming back will only include hits generated by noise or
due to other problems (e.g. a permanent connection of the signal to the supply
voltage). So, this can be used to check which pixels of a FE chip should be disabled
permanently as they will not deliver useful physics data.
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The calibration of a (part of the) detector is done in a stand-alone operation as
each detector has different requirements and procedures for it. But this means that
a different trigger source is needed, which is controlled by the calibration routine.
In addition, the data coming back from the detector needs to be processed (i.e. the
hits need to be histogrammed). As the data handlers used for data taking are not
meant for such a task (they lack the processing power needed), there are some special
servers running the calibration software.

For a small number of FE chips, the calibration servers can generate the triggers
in software and sent them to the FE interface via network. But if a bigger chunk
of the detector should be calibrated, it is more efficient to include a simple trigger
generator within the TTC or FE interface. The former option would allow bigger
detector parts to be calibrated synchronously, while the latter one enables smaller
test setups in laboratories to also use it. In the end, it is most likely that both options
will be realized.

Another reason to have dedicated calibration servers is that these can do additional
monitoring and error checking during data taking operation. One option would be
to collect all hits from a set of FE chips and do some kind of passive noise scan. As
the hits from physics are sparsely distributed (especially in the outer layers), a faulty
pixel can be detected rather easily. A different possibility is to check the data streams
coming from the detector for bit errors. If these are too numerous, the settings for
the corresponding link should be adjusted or the FE chip must be disabled until the
problem can be fixed.

Continuous Reconfiguration

A special requirement for the ITk Pixel detector is the continuous reconfiguration of
the FE chips. Due to radiation effects, the configuration of a FE chip can change over
time. Charged particles can ionize the material potentially leading to memory cells
flipping their content. In theory, it is possible to implement countermeasures against
bit flips like triplicating the logic with a majority voter afterwards. But this would
take too much area on the chip and would only reduce the chance of these as the voter
would go for the wrong result if two out of three instances are hit simultaneously.

The expected rate of these effects is on the order of a bit flip every few seconds
within a single FE chip. This means, the whole configuration of all FE chips needs
to be rewritten as often as possible (i.e. at least once a second) to fix the flipped
bits. As the write commands can be interleaved with short commands like trigger or
sync frames, these can be used to rewrite the configuration whenever there is unused
bandwidth. But this requires a low latency access to the configuration at the point,
where such short commands are inserted into the data stream. In this regard, the
best solution would be to store it in the FE interface, but this needs a compromise
between memory space, bandwidth and latency.

To simplify this operation, the configuration is stored as encoded bit stream ready
to be sent to the FE chips. But this increases the size to 629 kB, compared to 158 kB
for the pure register values [39]. As the tuned values for each pixel are included
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within the configuration, each FE chip needs its own bit stream. So the size of a
single bit stream needs to be multiplied by the number of FE chips served and thus
can reach several 100MB.

But the memory space is not the only requirement here as the data needs to be
sent to the detector. So the memory bandwidth must also match the one of the links
toward the detectors. Such a downlink can serve up to eight modules, resulting in a
combined bandwidth requirement of 1280Mb/s per downlink fiber.

3.3 Implication for the front-end (FE) interface
The FE interface itself functions as a gateway between the detector and the commer-
cial systems. Therefore, it has a very specific set of requirements to fulfill to make
this connection working. This section will go into more details about what exactly
needs to be done.

The FE interface can be built in different ways by choosing different solutions for
the diverse problems to be solved. This results in varying numbers of components
involved. However, there is a single component which stays the same for all of them:
an FPGA. Its mixture of parallel processing with real-time capability, support for
a wide range of protocols and still being programmable while being regarded as
hardware is the perfect solution at this point. Therefore, the FE interface will be an
electronic assembly with one or more FPGAs.

In addition to that, the FE interface will have three groups of interfaces:

• A set of interfaces towards the servers for communication with the servers doing
the data processing.

• A port for the connection with the TTC interface, this might be a bidirectional,
optical link, but should also support other variants for laboratory operation.

• The links towards the detector, which are grouped in bundles of optical fibers.

The type of interface towards the servers determines a first limit on how many
detector modules can be served by a single FE interface unit as the interface towards
the servers needs to forward all data coming from the detector. Some kinds of these
interfaces will work only with a single instance, which can be split up logically within
the FE interface. For example, a PCIe card will most likely have only a single PCIe
connector and therefore a hard limit on the usable bandwidth. As PCIe is not suited
for communication with other computers, it would also require additional hardware
for translation into a different interface.

Other interfaces towards the servers are more flexible as they have smaller connec-
tors with less impact on the printed circuit board (PCB) design. They make usage of
serial protocols and high data rates on these single lines. In addition to that, many
of these interface have variants with multiple instances being packed into a combined
connector. For example, optical interfaces can be placed in high density and can
therefore be scaled up as needed.
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The number of FE chips being served by a FE interface is defined by the ratio of
the data rates of the interface towards the servers and the detector uplinks. This is
because of the uplinks are more limited due to the higher bandwidth than the data
streams towards the detector (i.e. the downlinks) and the latter one are also shared
by several FE chips.

As the interface towards the servers runs much faster than a downlink channel, the
latter one can be easily flooded resulting in data getting lost. On the other hand,
sending a new chunk of data just in time when the previous data packet ends is
not possible as software cannot time packets with such a precision. Therefore, some
buffers are needed to hold data until it is sent out. To enable independent data
transfers for each link, a separate buffer is needed for each link instead4 of a big
global one. Because of the available memory being limited, these might be rather
small ones holding only a few chunks. In this case, using a PCIe card in a computer
has the big advantage of the host memory being directly accessible with quite low
latency allowing pre-buffering. For all other types of interfaces towards the servers,
this problem has to be solved differently.

The same problem occurs for the continuous reconfiguration, where the configura-
tion of each FE chip needs to be stored (if it is not sent repeatedly by the software).
The internal memory of the FPGAs is too small for devices in the desired price range.
There are devices with internal High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) stacks offering sev-
eral GB of memory, but these are the high-end class versions with an corresponding
price tag. Therefore, some external memory would be the best choice to this problem.
This would be in addition to any memory used to buffer the uplink data.

In a crate based system, as considered in this theses, there are only two viable
solutions. The first one aiming for a setup with smaller FPGAs (i.e. many smaller
cards for better modularity) would place some memory components on the FPGA
card. As the number of links will be limited, also the number of required memory
components is quite low for each card.

If a higher number of links per card is desired and therefore a larger FPGA is
needed, the increasing number of memory components is getting a problem, in terms
of space and number of general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins. In that case,
it makes sense to employ larger FPGAs including HBM memory to get around the
external components.

4Or at least in addition to a global one.
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FRontEnD Data InterfacE (FREDDIE)

The FRontEnD Data InterfacE (FREDDIE) is an implementation of the FE interface
described in the previous chapter. As most components of the final system are still
missing, it uses a simplified setup with the following properties:

• FREDDIE is implemented on a ZCU102 evaluation board by Xilinx, providing
a Zynq UltraScale+ FPGA, two FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) ports and four
small form-factor pluggable plus (SFP+) connectors. The FMC ports are used
for special interface cards for the FE chips. The SFP+ connectors can be used
for a separate 10Gb/s Ethernet connection each or combined to a single 40Gb/s
Ethernet interface.

• The FE chips are single RD53A chips placed on a single chip card (SCC),
which uses a DisplayPort connector for the command and data lines. These
are directly connected to the FMC interface cards via commercial DisplayPort
cables. So, there is no conversion into optical signals as well as no usage of the
GBT protocol.

• The interface towards the servers is implemented as a 40Gb/s commercial net-
work using the UDP protocol on top of IPv4.

• There is no TTC interface implemented as such a system can be emulated
within the FPGA on the ZCU102 evaluation board.

The basic design of FREDDIE foresees a wrapper for each major function block
(See Figure 4.1) on the next page. In addition to these, there is the application
wrapper grouping all processing blocks except the network stack to enable a fixed
interface independent on how the data transmission is organized. Also, the device
specific IO blocks are separated in a separate wrapper to ease the implementation
on different platforms. So, the external interface of the application wrapper has only
three parameters:

• the bus width of the interface towards the servers which is also used for the
internal buses

• the number of data generators included

• the number of supported FE chips
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Figure 4.1: Organization of the different firmware blocks with the FREDDIE system.
Besides the network stack and IO specific components, all other functional
blocks are grouped within the application wrapper.

The application wrapper is shown in more details in Figure 4.2. Included in the
application wrapper are the FE wrapper including both the downlink and the uplink
path, the configuration wrapper also used to fill the broadcast memory, the DROP
wrapper for adding needed information to communication with the processing side
and data generators to test and characterize the communication. The different parts
are described in the following sections in more detail.

FREDDIE uses mainly the Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) in version 4 as
format for the data signals, which is part of the Advanced Microcontroller Bus Ar-
chitecture (AMBA) [40]. More precisely, it uses the continuous aligned AXI4-Stream
version. This means, that all bus cycles with valid data (except for the last one)
must have all bytes filled, but there might be pause cycles (i.e. without any valid
data) in between. A result of this strict rule is, that all firmware modules adding or
removing data to/from a transfer must realign the data as long as the data being
added or removed is not an integer multiple of the bus width.

The AXI4-Stream interface has several components with all of them being optional
except for the valid signal. The used components are:

TVALID is set by the master and indicates that all other signals have valid values
and should be transferred. A transfer takes place when both TVALID and
TREADY are asserted. Once asserted, TVALID must stay set until the transfer
was executed.

TREADY is set by the slave and indicates that the slave can accept a transfer in the
current cycle. A transfer takes place when both TVALID and TREADY are
asserted. In contrast to TVALID, TREADY may get deasserted again once a
transfer was executed.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the application wrapper including all parts but the network
stack and the device specific IO components.

TDATA [(8n-1):0] is the primary data payload that should be transferred from the
master to the slave. The width of the data payload is an integer number of
bytes.

TKEEP [(n-1):0] is the byte qualifier indicating whether the content of the associ-
ated byte of TDATA is processed. As continuous aligned streams are used, it
must be fully asserted in all but the last transfer.

TLAST indicates if the current transfer is the last one for the current block of data
being transferred. The next transfer after this is the start of a new block of
data.

TDEST [(d-1):0] provides routing information for the data stream.

TUSER [(u-1):0] is the user defined sideband information that can be transmitted
alongside the data stream.

In addition to these, there are the TSTRB and TID fields but these are not used.
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It should be noted that different parts of FREDDIE use different combinations of
these signals as the requirements are different. For example, the receive path of the
network stack does not use the TREADY signal as the data needs to be processed in
time or is lost otherwise. There is no memory between the network interface and the
network stack that could store the data until the network stack is ready. However,
the transmitting path needs the TREADY signal as the network stack runs faster
than the network interface and needs to be stopped regularly. As the overall design
aims at forwarding the data from the detector towards the processing servers, the
majority of the modules uses the same bus structure (including the bus width) of the
network transmit path.

4.1 Path towards the detector
On the transmit side towards the detector, there are several tasks to be done. Be-
sides the transcoding of the TTC signals and the insertion of data arriving through
the interface towards the servers, basic communication tasks like the generation of
synchronization words in regular intervals as well as filling empty frames with idle
frames must be executed. In addition to this, some helper tasks like the configuration
of the FMC interface card or TTC emulator are also needed.

Protocol encoding
As the RD53A chip uses the recovered clock from the data stream to clock all internal
logic, it needs to synchronize the internal phase locked loop (PLL) to it. To assist
in this, the FE interface should send a data stream with a regular pattern. This is
done by sending idle frames.

After locking the internal PLL, the RD53A chip needs to find the alignment of
the 16 b frames in the data stream by looking for synchronization frames. As the
FE interface does not know, when the internal PLL has locked, it is sending the
synchronization frames in a fixed interval. This also helps to keep the alignment
after the chip start-up phase.

The next step is the configuration of the chip. This can happen via the continuous
reconfiguration mechanism or by sending the explicit write commands via the inter-
face towards the servers. In both cases, the preencoded frames must be inserted into
the data stream being sent out. The configuration streams need to be paused from
time to time as the synchronization frames are still periodically sent.

After the configuration, the chip is ready for operation and the the TTC signals are
enabled. These signals are composed of flags for triggers (i.e. Level 0 Accept (L0A))
and resets (i.e. Bunch Counter Reset (BCR) or Event Counter Reset (ECR)) and
additional identifier fields (like Bunch Counter ID (BCID) or Level 0 ID (L0ID)).
If a flag is set, the corresponding action should be done in the corresponding clock
cycle of the LHC clock (≈ 40MHz).

As described in Section 3.1, the ITk subdetectors use 16 b frames sent at a rate
of 160Mb. Thus, a single frame covers four bunch crossings and therefore up to
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four triggers need to be packed into a command frame. This needs to be done in a
deterministic way as the time of arrival at the FE chip selects which events are marked
for read out. The trigger command also needs a trigger tag to identify the event data
coming back. It is not decided yet if the tag is generated by the TTC system or
locally within the FE interface. If the TTC system generates the same tag for the
same event in all detector parts, it needs to assume an alignment of the 16 b frames.
But this means, that the FE interface needs a way to synchronize the alignment of
the different links with the TTC system. If the tag is generated locally, this might
not be necessary, but it would result in different tags for different fragments of the
same event. As the software translates the tag back into the identifier used by the
global ATLAS scheme (i.e. BCID and L0ID), this should not be a problem.

With FREDDIE being a first test implementation, it is not designed to support the
data taking operation. Hence, it also has no TTC interface to receive any external
event identifiers to relate a generated trigger tag to. But this is also not necessary as
it is not needed to align the events coming from multiple FE chips with each other.
In a later design, the alignment of the FE links can be synchronized by the BCR.
The BCR is sent at the start of each orbit of the proton beams and is meant to
reset the bunch crossing counter. If trigger tags are used, there is no need to use the
bunch crossing counter anymore. The RD53A chip still supports usage of the bunch
crossing counter for testing reasons as it is the first prototype of this new approach.

But the BCR can still be used to align the command stream as it is related to
the first bunch crossing its command frame covers and would be needed to arrive
at the correct clock cycle. Changing the alignment means to intentionally break the
synchronization with the FE chips and rebuild it with the new alignment. This takes
some time and should only be done once at the start of a run as the FE chips cannot
receive any commands, while they are not synchronized.

The ECR is sent periodically (in the order of seconds) to reset the event counter
(i.e. the number of L0As seen since the last ECR), but is also meant to clean the
data path. So any events being stuck and unprocessed within the readout queue
should be deleted upon the arrival of an ECR. While the RD53A chip has no event
counter anymore (due to the trigger tags), it still uses the ECR to clean the event
first-in/first-out (FIFO). This needs to be accounted for if the FE interface relies on
FE internal states (which is not the case within FREDDIE).

These commands triggered by the TTC flags must be translated to the correspond-
ing command frames and also inserted into the command stream as the last missing
part. Figure 4.3 shows the overall structure.

In an attempt to build a unified firmware for both ITk subdetectors, this structure
was further optimized. The part responsible for the generation of the BCR and ECR
frames was converted into a configurable fixed pattern generator. While the part for
BCR and ECR is configured at compile time by selecting the firmware flavor, it also
includes an additional field to be configurable at runtime. This can be used to issue
a special calibration pulse in a fixed time before a trigger command. As only one
TTC based frame can be sent out at a given time, the output of these modules can
be combined to a single interface. The same is true for the generator of the idle and
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Figure 4.3: Logical structure of the FE encoder. It merges the four types of data
streams according to their priority and serializes the resulting stream.
The TTC signals need to be encoded while the streams from the software
and the continuous reconfiguration are already encoded. The idle and
synchronization symbols are inserted if needed.

synchronization frames. It would also be extended to be configurable at compile time
to match the protocol of the selected subdetector.

As the continuous reconfiguration is also mutually exclusive to the commands
coming from the software and both need a distribution subsystem (i.e. a firmware
part distributing the data from a single interface to the selected FE encoder), both
can share that distribution part and therefore use the same interface at the FE
encoder. The result of these optimizations is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: More detailed overview of the FE encoder. In this version, the firmware
blocks are optimized for the different tasks to be done.
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Figure 4.5: Alternative downlink structure with a broadcast memory being used to
store the configuration and a TTC emulator to trigger the transmission
of its content.

Another possibility to implement the continuous reconfiguration is the introduction
of a broadcast memory. It acts like a configurable fixed pattern generator, but for
much longer command sequences. It could also include space for several sequences
that can be sent alternately. To optimize the space available for the sequences, it
would use a single memory block with a sequence being selected by its start address
and the length of the sequence. The transmission is then triggered via the TTC
system or a command from the software. The downside of this implementation is
that the FPGA’s internal memory is not enough to implement such a block for all
links within the FE interface in the final system.

To make better use of the broadcast memory and generally improve the work
in small setups, the TTC interface is extended by an emulator. While this TTC
emulator is not able to generate the complex pattern of the real ATLAS system, it
should be enough to test most of the functions needed by the FE interface. The
extended design is shown in Figure 4.5.

The last part is the inclusion of the output stage, which would be the GBT protocol
in the final system. As FREDDIE does not support optical transmission and uses
the FMC interface card instead, this part is left out. So the serialized bitstream is
sent out via the corresponding GPIO pin of the FPGA.

4.2 Path from the detector

The data coming from the FE chips needs to be received, decoded, sorted and sent
out to a server within the network for further processing. The focus of this section
is on the first three parts as the network interface is described in a separate section
(see Section 4.3).
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Figure 4.6: Simplified block diagram showing the processing steps needed in the re-
ceive path.

Figure 4.6 shows a simplified block diagram of this processing done in the receive
part of FREDDIE. The data reception consists of the receiving of the signals sent
by the FE chip and its conversion into a fixed format. The protocol decoding can
be split up into a first stage for alignment and descrambling of each Aurora lane
(here called Aurora decoding) and a second stage taking care of the lane bonding and
extraction of the event and register data (here called FE decoding). The third stage
collects the output streams of the decoding block and forms packets to be sent out
via the network interface.

Data reception
The FMC interface card forwards the signals to normal GPIO pins of the FPGA.
Thereby, each Aurora lane occupies two pins as the FE chip uses differential signaling
for data integrity reasons.

The FE chip uses the recovered clock from the command stream to generate the
clock for the transmit logic. Therefore the data stream coming back is still syn-
chronous to the system clock of FREDDIE. Thereby, the actual data rate can be
changed between four predefined values by selecting different values for the clock
divider in the FE chip.

Figure 4.7: Detailed block diagram of the input stage. It contains the phase adjust-
ment, data rate adaptation as well as the frame alignment and descram-
bling.
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The possible data rates are:

• 160Mb/s

• 320Mb/s

• 640Mb/s

• 1280Mb/s

The receiving stage shown in Figure 4.7 runs with a fixed data rate of 1280Mb/s,
resulting in oversampling for all other data rates. This is taken care of at a later
stage.

While the frequency of the signal is known, the phase shift due to the transmission
delays is not. So the first stage is a delay block to shift the phase with respect to
the sampling clock. This is followed by a SERDES block performing a 1 : 8 deserial-
ization. The chain for the positive line is thereby called the master chain, while the
one for the negative signal is called the slave chain.

Both stages are separated for both lines of the differential signal. This is used
to scan for a stable sampling point1. The algorithm (as as depicted in Figure 4.8)
tries to find the leading and trailing edge of a bit position. To achieve this, the initial
delay values are set to ensure that the time offset between the master and slave delays
includes a full bit position. This means that the sampling point of the master chain
is behind the trailing edge and the one of the slave chain is before the leading edge
(See Figure 4.8(1)). Afterwards, both delay values are successively reduced (while
keeping the constant offset between master and slave) as the exact position is not
known (See Figure 4.8(2)).

1The SERDES block of the negative signal line is only used by this algorithm. The data forwarded
to the next processing stages is purely taken from the SERDES block of the positive line of the
differential signal.

Figure 4.8: Algorithm to find a stable sampling point. The algorithm tries to find
both edges of a bit by scanning over a given range while reducing the
offset between both in each run. When both sampling points return the
same data for a given period, a stable sampling is assumed.
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For each combination of delay values, the output of both SERDES blocks is com-
pared. If the output of the slave SERDES equals the inverted one of the master
SERDES for a predefined time period, it is assumed that stable sampling points are
found for both edges and therefore the algorithm ends (See Figure 4.8(4)). If the
output of both chains does not match, the next set of delay values is loaded and
tested.

When the master delay reaches a value of zero, it is assumed that the offset between
master and slave is larger than the time between both edges. Therefore, the scan
starts again with the slave offset being reduced by one. This is done by resetting
the slave delay to its initial value and setting the master delay to the start value of
the last scan incremented by one (See Figure 4.8(3)). In this way, the offset between
both is reduced until a valid sampling point is found while keeping the overall search
area the same. If the offset between both delay blocks is reaching zero, no stable
sampling point was found.

It should be noted that all eight bits of the SERDES output are compared, meaning
that all eight bits need to match to reach a stable sampling point. Furthermore,
the algorithm assumes a data rate of 1280Mb/s. If the real data rate is lower, a
single bit of the real data rate will be regarded as several bit with the same value
by this algorithm. Therefore, the initial delays should be increased accordingly to
accommodate for the larger bit period. Otherwise, as the hardware is able to handle
the full data rate, using the same initial values as for the full data rate should also
return a stable sampling point, even if to two compared samples are not the edges
of the bit position. So, the phase scan can be done independent on the actual data
rate.

When a stable sampling point is found, the data from the master SERDES is fed
into the next stage. Depending on the actual data rate, the corresponding bits are
taken from the SERDES output and put into a shift register. The shift register
outputs a fixed format of 32 b data and a valid signal. So, the different data rates
are represented in different rates of the valid signal being active.

This format was chosen for several reasons. The first one is that the LHC systems
are based on a 40MHz clock (the bunch crossing frequency) and a data rate of
1280Mb/s would result in 32 b per 40MHz clock cycle. The next reason is the
interoperability between various ways to feed the data into the FPGA. The high
speed transceivers in the desired FPGA class also have a default width of 32 b at the
internal interface.

But the main reason is that the aurora protocol used 66 b frames with 2 b used
for the header and 64 b for the data. As the later stages need whole frames at a
defined alignment, a gearbox with a ratio of 32 : 33 is needed2, making a width 32 b
at the input a perfect fit. That gearbox is also the next stage, but slightly modified
to output 66 b every second clock cycle.

2The gearbox takes 33 words with a width of 32 b as input and converts these into 32 words with
a width of 33 b. A pause is also generated after 32 output words since it takes a clock cycle less
to output the resulting words than are needed to input the initial words.
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Figure 4.9: Block diagram of the very basic receive chain containing only the steps
that are strictly required to be implemented in hardware. All other steps
could be done in software later on.

The output of the gearbox ensures a stable alignment of the header within the 66 b
word, but it still needs to be found and shifted to the uppermost two bits. The only
way to find the header is to check if the two most significant bits are identical or not,
as 10 and 01 are valid values for the header. If the two most significant bits have
the same value, the input stream is shifted and the check starts again.

The shifting of the input stream is achieved in two steps. The gearbox has an
internal counter to shift the data to the correct position and to signal the slot with
no output frame. This counter can be used to shift the streams in multiples of 2 b as
within two clock cycles, there are 64 b inserted and 66 b taken out. To achieve odd
shifts, the shift register in the sampling stage is 33 b wide with the option to output
the upper most 32 b or the lower one.

When 32 frames pass with both header bits not being identical, it is assumed that
the right position is found and the stream is declared as synchronized. To complete
the decoding of the aurora lane (the aurora decoding), the data part is feed into the
descrambler.

With the aurora frames being aligned and descrambled, all processing steps that are
required to be implemented in hardware are completed and the remaining processing
can be done in the software. Even the frame alignment and descrambling could be
realized in software, but would need a lot of computing power and memory operations.
Therefore, it is highly recommended to use a hardware implementation for this.

At this point, all kind of idle frames (including synchronization and clock compen-
sation frames) could be removed from the stream to reduce the amount of data to
be transferred if only a single aurora lane is used. If the aurora link contains more
than a single lane, all frames need to be kept and transmitted until the lane bonding
is done. Otherwise, it would not be possible to correctly align the different lanes.

To enable further processing in software, the output of the aurora decoding needs
to be connected to the network interface by a simple output processing stage taking
care of building packets and bus width adaptation. Figure 4.9 shows a simplified
view of how this would look like.

FE protocol decoding
The next step is the extraction of the event and register data out of the data stream.
This is quite simple if the FE chip uses only a single lane, as there is no need to
synchronize the different lanes to each other (called lane bonding). So, a FIFO is
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Figure 4.10: Block diagram of a simple version of the protocol decoder. Shown is the
scenario with a single lane only.

added after the aurora decoding to buffer the incoming data in case the network
interface is busy. Right behind the FIFO comes the FE decoder to interpret the
aurora frames and extract the data. It strips the idle frames, extracts the register
frames and separate events. Figure 4.10 shows how the system looks like in case of a
single FE chip using a single aurora lane.

If more than a single lane is used, the lanes need to be aligned to each other.
This is done with the help of a special kind of idle frames, which are inserted on all
lanes at the same time and in regular intervals. The FE decoder needs to find the
frames being sent at the same time and adjust the readout of each lane accordingly.
Therefore, the decoder deploys counters measuring the time since the last alignment
frame on each lane.

The offset between the single lanes should not be larger than a few frames in total
as all data cables of the same chip should be routed as a bundle. It is more likely that
the offset between the lanes is caused by slightly different sampling points, resulting
in the gearboxes being in different phases of their cycle. When all lanes found at
least a single alignment frame and all counters have its values in the lower half of the
interval, it is assumed that the last alignment frames of all lanes belong together. The
FIFO of each lane is read further until the next alignment frame was read from it. As
soon as the readout of all FIFOs is paused, the channel bonding is done. Therefore,
the whole channel bonding process should finish within two alignment frame intervals
after all lanes reached a valid frame alignment. Afterwards, the frames are read in
a round robin scheme (i.e. one from each FIFO and then starting again at the first
FIFO). Figure 4.11 shows a simulation of the FE decoder.

This process requires that the lanes are connected in the correct order as the FE
decoder is not able to determine the correct order itself. It is also not foreseen to
shuffle the lanes within the FE decoder, so a false ordering of the lanes will result in
the frames coming out in the wrong order3. Also, the delays between the lanes must
not be higher than half the interval of the alignment frames, otherwise the alignment
will be incorrect. If such cases are occurring, the interval might be increased to ease
the automatic alignment.

The FE decoder can be used with any number of aurora lanes at any input port as
long as the ordering is respected. The configuration can also be changed at runtime.
As soon as the enabled lanes changes or an active lane looses synchronization, the FE

3This could be corrected in software again, but would result in a very complicated sorting.
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Figure 4.11: Simulation of the frame alignment process. Once all input stages signal
a valid frame alignment (i.e. gotSync signal has the value 0xf) and the
FE decoder has found a synchronization frame on each lane, the inter-
nal state switches to SYNCHRONIZE and the readout of the FIFOs is
stopped (i.e. the rdEn signal goes low) as soon as the next synchroniza-
tion frame was found on the corresponding lane. When all lanes reached
that state (i.e. rdEn signal has the value 0x0), the lane bonding is com-
pleted, the internal state goes to LOCKED and the readout is started
again by reading the frames one after another.

decoder will restart the alignment process to adapt for the new situation. Thereby,
changes of the status of a not enabled lanes are ignored, so the FE decoder will only
realign as soon as the enabled lanes change if a lane is added.

This can be used to build a runtime configurable system to be used in a changing
environment like a laboratory setup. But it also helps in detector operation as only
a single firmware version is needed to cover all possible connectivity variations. So,
a failing FE interface unit can be replaced with a spare one by just plugging in
the corresponding fibers and loading of the configuration of the connected detector
segment.

To ease the scaling of the system, the final firmware will be built out of blocks
serving a single optical fiber each. As the GBT protocol bundles up to six aurora
streams into a single fiber, these blocks will have six aurora decoding stages and six
FE decoder, with a multiplexer stage in between to shuffle the aurora streams as
needed4.

4It might be that some FE chips will use all four lanes or the output of more than a single FE chip
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Figure 4.12: Block diagram of the final protocol decoder. Shown is a scenario with
two active decoders serving three lanes each.

This multiplexer takes also care of the grouping of streams if the FE chips in the
connected detector segment need more than a single aurora lane to get all the event
information out in time. In that case, not all of the FE decoders would be used.

Figure 4.12 shows how the final firmware block would look like. In the shown
scenario, the firmware block serves two FE chips with three active lanes each. The
unused FE decoders are grayed out.

The current implementation of FREDDIE does neither use optical fibers nor the
GBT protocol and the interface card groups four aurora lanes with a single command
line per connector. With no modules containing more than a single RD53A chip being
available, the design was simplified by connecting all four aurora lanes to the same
FE decoder as shown in Figure 4.13.

Post processing

The FE decoder outputs the data part of the aurora frames in a fixed 64 b format.
Specific signals are added if the current frame is a register frame or an end-of-event
frame. The register and event data are still sharing the same data lines, so these
need to be separated here. This is done by having separate FIFOs for register and
event data. These FIFOs use already the bus format of the network interface for not
slowing down the data transmission. This requires that the data width is scaled up
accordingly before the FIFOs.

will be packed into a lane in the final detector. If this is the case, the number of decoders and
their arrangement needs to be adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the protocol decoder being optimized for FREDDIE.
As each connector contains four lanes and can only serve a single FE
chip, four aurora decoders are combined with a single FE decoder.

Also, the data should be packed into packets of predefined size to improve the
network performance. This is done by an additional firmware block in front of the
data width adaption by setting the tlast flag accordingly. Besides the forming of
the packets, this blocks also ensures that the packet is sent out if not enough data
arrived within a given time period. Otherwise, the data would get lost at the end of
a session.

The FIFOs are configured to work in packet mode (i.e. data is only available, if the
complete packet is written to the FIFO) and are used to transfer the packets from
the slower clock of the FE processing part to the much fast network clock region.
Therefore, the output of the FIFOs form the packetized payload which is directly
feed into the DROP wrapper.

4.3 Network interface
Overall architecture
The network stack was developed to have a way of getting larger pieces of data out
of FPGA systems. Since this also includes stand alone systems, using a commercial
network solution fits best into the existing infrastructure. At the same time, it also
opens a way to configure the systems remotely.

The network stack was designed in a modular way, having a wrapper for each
layer and a standardized bus interface between them. As the remaining network is
ethernet based and is still using IPv4, the network stack was also focused on these.
The wrappers of layers 2 and 3 of the OSI model (see Section 2.1) are directly housing
the firmware blocks for both protocols. In contrast to this, all other protocols of these
layers (like ARP and ICMP5) have separate wrappers.

5This is needed for ICMP echos, better known as ping.
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Figure 4.14: Position of network stack within the overall system. In addition to
the network stack itself, access to a network also needs an ethernet
subsystem as well as the appropriate connectors on the board.

Also, the network stack contains only parts of layer 2 as the Media Access Control
(MAC) sublayer as defined in Ref. [26] is already included in a specialized firmware
block called Ethernet Subsystem, which is provided by Xilinx. This block includes the
line encoding, the checksum calculation as well as ensuring all the timing constraints.
In addition to this, it also handles the lane synchronization in case of more than one
lane is used. Only the logical frame itself (see Figure 2.2 on page 26) needs to be
built or decoded by the network stack. Figure 4.14 gives a general overview where
the network stack is located in the system.

If the newer protocol version IPv6 is required, the network stack should get also a
new wrapper for layer 3. As this is increasing the size of the address fields, it requires
also updated versions of some protocols (like ICMP) or introduces even new protocols
to replace others (like ARP). The modular design of the network stack allows the
easy replacement of the IPv4 version by this new one or the usage of both in parallel.

The parallel usage of IPv4 and IPv6 might require the duplication of the UDP
wrapper as the width of the AXI interface would change. Currently, there is no
multiplexer implemented which could combine the output of both wrappers.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.15: Used signals of the AXI-Stream interface. The width of TDATA selects
the version of the network stack used. TDEST ist only used in some
parts. a) Receive path b) Transmit path
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The network stack uses the AXI-Stream interface as already described at the be-
ginning of this chapter. The combination of signals used by the different parts are
shown in Figure 4.15 and described below in more details.

The receive path is not using the TREADY signal as the data coming in from
the network cable cannot be stopped, so the processing must be able to process all
data at line speed. The TDEST signal is used to forward the protocol identifier, so
a demultiplexer can route the stream to the correct module. It would be possible to
omit the demultiplexer and just forward the stream to all attached modules, but this
would require each module to check if the stream is really meant for it.

The TUSER signal is used in the receive path mainly for the goodFrame flag which
is sent in the last transfer (i.e. when TLAST is asserted) in case no error was found
and the processing should proceed. This has to be in the last transfer as the ethernet
checksum is calculated over all the frame data and the checksum itself is placed
behind the payload. So there is no way to perform the error checking earlier. To
filter faulty packets, there is a packet buffer placed between the last decoder and the
application interface which deletes a packet if the goodFrame flag is missing. It is
also the first point in the receive chain where the strict requirement of processing
all incoming data is relaxed as the packets are stored in the buffer until the user
application is able to get these. If a packet is not fitting into the buffer because it is
running full, it is treated like if it is faulty and the goodFrame flag is missing. This
filtering feature comes with a delay corresponding to the length of the packet as the
user can only read the first data word after the last byte was written to the buffer.

The TUSER signal is also used to forward additional sideband information like the
IPv4 address (source and destination6) which is needed by the protocols of layer 4
to build the pseudo header for the checksum. The user application might also want
to get the source address in case it wants to sent a reply.

On the transmit side, the bus is organized a bit different. Here, the TREADY
signal must be used to stop the processing when the next processing step is still
busy. A scenario where this is needed is the insertion of the header information in each
encoder. As the necessary information to build the header can only be transferred
with the valid signal being set, the data itself need to be stored in a temporary
register and the TREADY signal is deasserted. When the complete header is built,
the data is taken from that register to fill up the bus transfer and the TREADY
signal is set again. This interruption is going through the whole stack towards the
user application as the encoders for the higher layers also need to stop when the
ethernet encoder is inserting its header. To hide these interruptions from the user,
there is also a packet buffer on the transmit side. So the user application can write
a packet to this buffer and does not notice these interruptions. In contrast to the
buffer on the receive side, the buffer here is deasserting the TREADY signal in case
it is running full. This is the only way in which the user application will notice that
it was writing faster than the network could handle the data.

6The network stack might be extended to support several local IPv4 addresses. That is why it is
important to forward the actual address used for the packet.
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Figure 4.16: Internal structure of the network stack. The colors of the modules are
depicting the type of interface used. Green stands for the receiving path
variant, purple for the transmit path one.

The packet buffer also helps to get some information for the packet header which
would otherwise be hard to get at this stage. For example, the UDP protocol needs
the total length and the checksum across the data to build the header. But the stack
itself can get the information only when the last byte is submitted to it. So the
packet buffer is able to store such information with the last byte and sends it out
again with the first transfer. It is important to note, that this feature comes with a
delay corresponding to the length of the packet.

As both directions are using special signals, the modules used in the network stack
need to be specific to one direction. This is especially true for the modules splitting
or combining streams. Figure 4.16 gives a general overview of the network stack.

The initial version of the network stack was targeting a transmission rate of
10Gb/s. Having a bus width of 64 b, a design clock frequency of 156.25MHz was
required. There was also a 8 b version implemented which needs much less resources
and is intended for slower interfaces (e.g. 100Mb/s and 1000Mb/s). Later on, there
was a generic version with a bus width of 256 b or greater added. This is possible as
the headers of all currently supported protocols are smaller than 256 b, so that the
logical structure is not changing with higher bus widths. But the chosen architec-
ture fits better to smaller sizes as the resources needed for operations like the stream
realignment and checksum calculations are growing drastically with increasing bus
width. Also, all the registers used for buffering the output of each module are growing
to a non-negligible amount. Another reason against the usage of a single bus with
bus widths greater than 256 b is that the bus width is already on the order of the
minimal packet length and overhead for bus operations can get up to 50% in case
of small blocks with a size of 1B larger than the bus width. This requires to double
the bandwidth of the bus to cope with all requested transfers.

All version can work with smaller transfer rates too. On the receive path, an arbi-
trary number of pause cycles (i.e. bus cycles with the valid signal being deasserted)
can be added between two actual transfers. The transmit path uses the TREADY
signal which can be used to throttle down the stack to a transfer rate the network
can handle.
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Implementation used by FREDDIE
The FPGA board which is used for FREDDIE offers four slots with a data rate of
10Gb/s each which can be combined to a single 40Gb/s ethernet interface. The cor-
responding Ethernet Subsystem uses a 256 b bus interface for each direction running
at 312.5MHz. To avoid additional conversion between the ethernet subsystem and
the network stack, the latter one is also using these parameters.

But these parameters have already a rather limiting influence on the current ar-
chitecture. For example, the checksum calculation of a 256 b word is not possible
within a single clock cycle and needs to be split up. The UDP decoder and the
preprocessing module in the transmit path are doing this by splitting the bus into
64 b segments and calculating a temporary sum for each. These temporary sums are
then combined7 in a second clock cycle while the temporary sums for the next data
word are calculated. In this way, these modules are still able to cope with the full
data rate.

Another issue is the resource usage which increases drastically with the given bus
width and clock frequency. For example, all output signals need to be buffered
to meet the timing constraints. This sums up to 12.7% (receive path) and 14.3%
(transmit path) of the flip flops (FFs) required for the total network stack alone for
the TDATA signals used by UDP packets.

There are also additional buffers needed at the input stage of each module on
the transmit path to prevent data loss. When the subsequent module is clearing its
TREADY signal to indicate that it is not ready, a module needs to stop the stream
by pausing the internal state machine and clearing its own TREADY signal. But the
forwarding of the cleared TREADY signal takes a clock cycle in which the preceding
module might transfer still send data (it still gets I’m ready! signaled). As the
module is unable to update its own output register, it has to store the incoming data
somewhere, requiring in total additional registers in the same order as the output
registers. Figure 4.17 shows the structure and logic used for this.

7together with the result from the already processed part of the packet

Figure 4.17: Handshake infrastructure in the transmit path for pausing transfers. A
buffer register is needed in case a valid transfer is ongoing, while the
module needs to stop processing and is therefore unable to handle the
incoming data.
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Figure 4.18: Structure of an alternative network stack architecture. All encoders and
decoders are working in parallel instead of processing each layer one after
each other. This should reduce both latency as well as resource usage.

This structure is working fine for small bus widths, but is responsible for an in-
creasing part of the total resource usage. In the chosen architecture of the network
stack, the only alternative to that would be to remove any need to pause the modules
inside the network stack and pause all modules at the same time in case of the ether-
net subsystem is clearing its TREADY signal. But this would generate a very high
fanout for this signal and would increase the resource usage for smaller bus widths.
So, the better way would be to reduce the number of modules on the data path, but
this requires a change of the overall architecture.

Proposed improvements

The 40Gb/s Ethernet Subsystem also offers a so-called straggled interface which is
splitting the bus into several segments (here, two 64 b segments are used). Thereby, a
new packet can start at each segment limiting the number of empty bytes at the end
of a packet to one subsection, thus reducing the overhead and avoiding the need to run
with double bandwidth. The MAC modules from Xilinx for faster ethernet standards
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have only the segmented interface as the bus width is growing further. For example,
the 100Gb/s MAC module for Ultrascale Plus FPGAs only offers an interface built of
four 128 b segments. For some of these modules, an interface conversion module was
added later on to allow further usage of existing implementations. But increasing the
bus width to values above of 512 b brings the problem that two packets may occur in
the same bus cycle, which will require a segmented interface. This would also require
to have two sets of decoders running in parallel.

As the straggled interface would require some drastic changes within the network
stack, it could also be seen as an opportunity to change the overall architecture to
address downsides of the current one. In the current implementation, only UDP is
used to transfer data, so the modular approach is not needed and a version tailored
especially on this task could be implemented more efficiently. For example, the
realignment steps after each decoder could be omitted as the implemented feature set
only supports fixed size headers for ethernet and IPv4. Therefore, the decoders could
be placed at the corresponding offset with only a single realignment step following
the UDP decoder. Also, starting all decoders in parallel preemptively could save
both time and logic resources. If the output of a decoder will be used or not is than
decided by the results of the preceding decoder. So, the identifier of the embedded
protocol is only used to generate an enable signal if the data can be used or not (like
the goodframe signal). This requires that all packets can be decoded independent of
any other information like preceding packets as the preemptive decoding would have
unwanted side effects otherwise. That requirement is fulfilled as all implemented
features are stateless.

Figure 4.18 gives an overview of the alternative architecture. It should be noted
that there are multiplexers needed in front of the decoders as the section of the data
bus to be decoded varies depending on which segment the new packet arrives. The
same is also true on the transmitting side where the header needs to be shifted to
the correct position.

4.4 Configuration path

To make use of the FPGA, it needs a way to sent commands and read back status
information. As the whole design is based on the network interface, it makes sense
to use the network also for the configuration8. So, a way to set and read registers
values via network is needed.

The configuration of the firmware is implemented by groups of registers being
accessible via the AXI-Lite protocol, which is a subset of the AXI protocol. As
the network interface uses the AXI-Stream protocol, which has no component like
a memory address due to its optimization for streams, a path from the network
interface to the AXI system is required. Xilinx already provides a lot of firmware
modules to ease the integration of AXI systems, including a converter for this case.

8In this context, configuration means to set specific register values for different firmware blocks,
not to configure the FPGA itself (i.e. loading the firmware into the chip).
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Figure 4.19: Structure of the configuration bus being extended by a remote option. It
is now possible to access the configuration via the network stack within
the FPGA in addition to the path through the processing system.

But this is more complex compared to the other AXI modules and acts more like a
direct memory access (DMA) controller, copying data between the stream interface
and the memory locations. So it needs an extra module to tell the converter, how
many data words should be written to which address. Figure 4.19 shows how the
system looks like.

Following the general modularity of FREDDIE, the configuration system has dif-
ferent endpoints for different function blocks as these are encapsulated within their
own wrappers and should be independently useable. These are the four areas: IO
wrapper, data generators, FE processing and the custom DROP protocol.

However, the required independence has the negative effect, that some blocks with
only a few configuration values needed (or even a single one) require their own set of
registers. As this would drastically increase the complexity, such blocks do not have
these endpoints and thus have their configuration being hard-coded. One of these
blocks is the configuration wrapper itself, which needs a port number at which it can
be reached over the network.

Another example is the network stack, which has three values to be set. Two of
them (i.e. the MAC and IPv4 addresses) are difficult to deal with if changed at
runtime, as the network stack is unable to stop the other blocks from sending data.
Even putting the network stack in reset for some time could result in undefined
behavior of the whole system. So these two values can only be changed by flashing a
complete new firmware into the FPGA.

4.5 Hardware implementation of the DROP protocol

The DROP protocol is implemented as a separate wrapper being located between
the data generators and the FE processing on one side and the transmit path of
the network stack on the other side (See Figure 4.20). The DROP wrapper was not
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directly placed before the network stack since the design configuration part and the
loopback connection should not use it.

The DROP implementation introduces the usage of data streams for all connected
parts of the FPGA. Therefore, these parts send just the stream number among the
data chunks instead of the network addresses (i.e. IPv4 destination address and UDP
source and destination port numbers). The IPv4 source address is given by the IPv4
address of the network stack. The network addresses for each stream are configured
centrally in the DROP wrapper.

Besides having all addresses managed in a central location, this solution also sim-
plifies the merging of data from different sources into a single stream. This was used
by the network characterization tests to combine streams from multiple data gener-
ators in order to achieve higher data rates. But this feature can also be used to fine
tune the data rate by merging a fast and a slow data stream as the data rate of the
latter one has much smaller step sizes as the former one.

While merging streams works fine for network tests, the merging of event data
would require additional packaging as the data from the FE chips does not include
any identifier of the chip. Therefore, the processing software would not be able to
separate the data of multiple streams again.

In the current implementation, the DROP encoder generates only the default
header. It has a separate counter for each stream to generate the packet identi-
fier, which can also be read via the configuration path. With no protocol option
being implemented (none of the proposed ones were needed), the flag field is set to a
constant value. For testing reasons, this is currently a non-zero value. This must be
reverted to zero before any extension is implemented!

However, a few precautions have already been taken in the event that some options
are needed (See Section 2.5 for more details). The options can be sorted into two
groups depending on if these need bidirectional communication or not.

Most options only augment the data stream with some additional information for

Figure 4.20: Position of the DROP wrapper within the FPGA design. It is located
between the data generators and the FE processing on one side and the
transmit path of the network stack on the other side.
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the receiver and therefore do not require a bidirectional link9. These would just
be integrated into the DROP encoder and be enabled for certain streams via the
configuration block. If the functionality could also be used at different points, it
could also be inserted as a separate block before the encoder. A good example for
such an option is the implementation an FEC mechanism.

Options needing a bidirectional DROP link are more complex to be implemented as
there are two prerequisites. The first one is to determine the stream to which a request
belongs to. While the DROP encoder uses the internal stream number to manage
the stream and their metadata, this number is not available for the receiver of the
streams. Therefore, the receiver can only identify the stream by the quadruple of IPv4
and UDP addresses and respond by swapping source and destination addresses. So,
a DROP decoder on the generating side (i.e. within the FPGA) needs to reconstruct
the internal stream number before the request can be processed. This also functions
as a safety check to reduce the probability of a false assignment.

The second part is the bus demultiplexer modules not being able to split off an
address range. With the current implementation, these demultiplexers would need
a separate bus segment for each UDP port used by DROP and a multiplexer after-
wards to combine these again for the solitary DROP decoder. Due to the large bus
width, this solution would result in a massive increase of FPGA resources to be used.
Therefore, it would be easier to include a range check in the demultiplexer. This
could also be used to help with the reconstruction of the internal stream number as
the demultiplexer is checking the port number anyhow.

For the implementation of a retransmit extension, a DROP decoder would process
the retransmit requests. It triggers the reading of the missing packets from the
memory and their insertion into the data stream (with the original packet identifier)
for each retransmit request received. In addition to this, the decoder would also mark
all not requested packets (until the last one seen) for deletion from the memory to
free up space for new packets. The latter part could also be implemented as a barrier
to stop the DROP encoder as soon as it tries to overwrite a still not confirmed packet.
With 224 (approx. 16.8 million) available packet identifiers per stream, the system
should have enough time to ensure the correct transmission of all packets until the
identifier needs to be used again. It seems more likely that the amount of memory
being available per stream (and therefore the number of packets to be stored) sets
the tighter limit. To function correctly, the DROP encoder has to send a copy of
the outgoing packets (including the DROP header) to the memory if the feature is
enabled for the particular stream. The address within the memory is thereby given
by the packet identifier and the maximum packet size.

The DROP decoder can also compare the last generated packet identifier with
the last seen one from the receiver to check if packets got lost at the end of the
transmission. Thereby, it should estimate the RTT to calculate an appropriate delay
before trying to sent these again.

9At least not a bidirectional DROP link. Nevertheless, a way to configure the DROP encoder and
the supported options (e.g. enabling these) is required.
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4.6 Data generators

A well defined data stream is needed to reduce the number of influencing parameters
while characterizing the network behavior. While the FE chips can generate a defined
number of hits, some features like the insertion of register frames are complicating
the results. Also, there are simply not enough FE chips available for this thesis to
fill the network bandwidth. Therefore, FREDDIE got a set of data generators for
generating well defined streams.

The most important parameters of the data generator are the clock frequency of
160MHz10 and the width of the data signal, which is set to 64 b. Thereby, the
data generators have a theoretical bandwidth of 10.24Gb/s. This theoretical value
is slightly reduced by some implementation specific properties, which are:

• Between two packets, a pause of at least one clock cycle is needed to reinitialize
the generator.

• If the packet length is not a multiple of 8B (i.e. the last data word is not fully
filled), it is filled up with padding.

• The following firmware module pauses the data generation at the start for an
additional clock cycle.

The last point is due to the way the transmission side of the network stack is
implemented and therefore common to all modules using this scheme.

In addition to these restrictions on the maximum achievable data rate, the gener-
ated data rate can be further reduced by increasing the pauses in a targeted manner.
This can be done by introducing pause cycles between two data words or as a bigger
block after each packet. The former version is independent of the packet size and
allows for a bigger range of possible rates, but has the downside of being rather coarse
for small pause values as a value of 1 will already cut the rate in half11. The latter
one adds an absolute pause value and therefore results in different slowing factors for
different packet sizes. So, this version can be used to also generate data rates above
of 50% of the maximum data rate. In both cases, the length of the pause is given in
number of whole clock cycles as valid bus transfers must have all bytes filled for all
cycles except the last one.

As the insertion of pause cycles between single data words has not the granularity
needed for the network tests, only the second variant is currently used. So, the data

10They use the same clock as the FE processing part to make their output comparable to the ones
from the FE decoders with respect to the timing.

11The introduction of fractional values would be beneficial here. For example, adding a pause cycle
only after n out of m data words could solve this problem. But this was not implemented.
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rate is described by the formula:

data rate =
packet length

clock cycles needed for generation
· clock frequency

=
packet length⌈

packet length
8B/clock cycle

⌉
+ pause cycles + 1

· clock frequency

=
(8 · (n− 1) + x) B⌈
(8·(n−1)+x)B
8B/clock cycle

⌉
+ p+ 1

· 160MHz

=
(8 · (n− 1) + x) B

n+ p+ 1
· 160MHz

=
(8 · (n− 1) + x)

n+ p+ 1
· 1280Mb/s

n = number of clock cycles per packet,≥ 1

p = number of pause cycles,≥ 1

x = remaining bytes in last word of a packet,∈ [1, 8]

(4.1)

Connected to the data rate is the packet rate, which is the data rate divided by
the packet length. The rate at which packets are generated and sent out is important
as each packet needs a set of network headers and corresponding processing when
received in software.

The packet rate is described by the following formula:

packet rate =
data rate

packet length

=
(8 · (n− 1) + x) B

n+ p+ 1
· 160MHz · 1

(8 · (n− 1) + x) B

=
160

n+ p+ 1
·MHz

(4.2)

As the minimal values for n and p are 1, a maximum packet rate of 53.3MHz
can be reached. It should be noted here, that ethernet has a minimal packet size
of 64B plus additional framing elements (e.g. the so-called interpacket gap with an
equivalent length of 12B). So, to reach a packet rate of 53.3MHz on an ethernet
link, an corresponding transfer rate is needed.

The ratio of the actual data rate compared to the theoretical maximum can be
obtained by the status output of the generators as these count both the total clock
cycles running as well as the clock cycles with an active data transmission. It should
be noted that this might have a non negligible error as an active transfer does not
need to have all bytes enabled. This can get a problem especially for combinations
of small packet sizes and packet sizes which are not a multiple of 8.
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Figure 4.21: Overview of the different data pattern that can be generated. The time
flows from left to right, so a column represents the four numbers to
be generate in the same clock cycle while the different columns are the
changes in time.

The data generators are able to generate different patterns to test different scenar-
ios. The current implementation is based on a 16 b counter12 with different incre-
mentation modes. The options are:

• incrementation within a data word

• incrementation with each data word

• reset counter at the start of each packet

These are also depicted in Figure 4.21. The mostly used mode is to use both
incrementation options and not reset with each packet.

The generation of the identical packet data can be mitigated by having a packet
size being coprime to the number of combinations of the counter (i.e. 65536). So,
having a packet length of 1998B or 2046B (i.e. 999 and 1023 counter values per
packet respectively) would result in the generation of the same packets after 999 and
1023 full cycles (i.e. after roughly 125MB of data being generated). Even with a
packet size of 2000B, there will be 125 full cycles (i.e. 16MB) needed before the
packets start to repeat them self.

Once enabled, the data generator is sampling the configuration and starts the data
generation. It will run until a given number of bytes was generated and will restarted
immediately if the enable flag is set in that clock cycle. Changes in the configuration
get effective only at such a restart to prevent unexpected behavior. The length of
such a block of data is given via a 64 b variable, so any realistic value is possible.
Thereby, the last packet being generated will be smaller as the specified packet length
when the length of such a block is not an integer multiple of the packet size. The
effect of this on the average data rate should be negligible as long as the block size
is much larger than the packet size.

12To be more precise: these are four counters in parallel to fit the bus width.
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Data reception

Sending out data is an easy task compared to receiving it as the transmitter is
the active part having all information at hand before a packet starts. The receiver
needs to recover all of this information, even from a potentially flawed transmission.
This begins already with the very basic question of when does a new packet start.
While the transmitter can start the transmission at any time1, the receiver has only
a minimal pause until it needs to be ready for the next packet, independent of the
processing state of the previous packet. Therefore, this simple question directly leads
to an important point in packet processing: How many packets will come within a
given period and is the system able to handle them?

While the packet rate defines how many packet headers must be processed, this
is not the only parameter that needs to be considered as it is not enough to receive
the packets. The data contained in the packets also needs to be processed. So, the
packet size is also an important parameter, extending the packet rate towards the
data rate.

As both the maximum possible packet rate and data rate depend on the hardware
components in the system, the used system is described first in this chapter, followed
by an overview of the traditional processing path used within the Linux kernel. Af-
terwards, alternative approaches including a new technique called eXpress Data Path
(XDP) are presented, before the actual user space program for the data processing
is explained.

This chapter concentrates on the latest version of the receiving software and the
system it is running on. Intermediate steps are only covered if these are needed to
understand certain design choices. Chapter 6 will describe some additional setups as
they were used for tests during the development phase.

5.1 System architecture

As the tests done in this thesis should give some estimates on what the chosen server
is able to process, the system and CPU architecture are considered in the software
development. Therefore, the software is not a generic solution that will deliver the
same performance on any other CPU architecture, making it only partly portable.

1This also means, that it can take all time needed to prepare the packet.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the AMD EPYC 7302 processor. Only four out of eight
core complex dies (CCDs) are populated. Based on Ref. [44].

The server used for the tests is a Gigabyte R282-Z93 (rev. 100) rack server [41]
being populated with two AMD EPYC 7302 processors [42], 128GB of DDR4-3200
memory and a Mellanox ConnectX-5 100Gb/s network interface card (NIC) [43].
The operating system used is Fedora in version 30, with the Linux kernel being of
version 5.2.9.

The AMD EPYC server processors of the second generation are built up of a central
Memory/IO die with up to eight core complex dies (CCDs) connected to it, see
Figure 5.1. The Memory/IO die has in total 128 PCIe lanes of the fourth generation
with half of them being used to connect both processors in a dual processor setup.
Therefore, a server with two AMD EPYC processors has also 128 PCIe lanes available
to connect peripheral devices. The PCIe interface is organized as eight controllers
with 16 lanes each, which can split up further to form several smaller interfaces ( e.g.
SSDs with a so-called M.2 interface only support up to four lanes).

The Memory/IO die also houses four DDR4 memory controllers which have two
memory channels each. All memory controllers can be accessed from all compute
cores of the same processor with the same latency, so the whole processor is a single
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) node. This means that the performance of a
software is independent of both the core it is running on and the memory location
where the data is stored, as long as both belong to the same processor. The connec-
tion between both processors in the server adds additional latency, so accessing the
memory on the other processor takes longer and therefore reduces the performance.
But the operating system should be aware of this and locate the memory objects
needed by a piece of software in the corresponding memory areas.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of a CCX of the AMD EPYC 7302 processor. Only two
out of four cores are enabled, but all four L3 cache slices are available.
Based on Ref. [44].

A CCD contains two core complexes (CCXs) with each CCX being built up of four
computing cores, see Figure 5.2. While the four cores of a CCX can communicate
with each other without involving the Memory/IO die, the communication between
the two CCXs of the same CCD has to take the route via the Memory/IO die,
including its latency and reducing the bandwidth for memory transactions.

The communication within a CCX is done via the so-called third level cache (short:
L3 cache), which is shared between all cores of a CCX. It is build as a victim cache,
meaning it holds the cache entries which where displaced in the first two cache levels,
but it also includes entries needed by two or more cores.

The cores support simultaneous multithreading (SMT), meaning that two threads
can be executed in parallel on a single core. But these threads share the execution
as well as load/store units, even if the number of these units is already higher than
for processors without SMT support. It might get to situations were a single thread
would run faster (has less execution time or higher throughput) without a second
thread running on the same core.

A similar restriction applies to the cache of a CCX and its connection to the
Memory/IO die as the four cores can write with a higher data rate to the cache than
the rate available to the cache for communication with the Memory/IO die. The
data transfers between the CCX and Memory/IO die use an internal clock called
FClk with the same frequency as the memory interface2 and allows for 32B being
read and 16B being written in each clock cycle (both from the CCX’s point of view).
This corresponds to reading from two and writing to one memory module at the
same time, or 409.6Gb/s and 204.8Gb/s respectively when used with DDR4-3200
memory.

2The FClk can be regarded as a copy of the memory clock, but is divided by two if the frequency
of the memory clock is set to high. As these frequencies are not reached in the setup used, this
detail can be omitted.
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In principal this should be enough to forward the complete network stream to a
single CCX. However, the connection between the CCX and Memory/IO die will have
additional traffic which can easily fill up the whole bandwidth. A single processor
core can fill the link completely, especially if the cache lines foreseen to hold the new
data of a load operation contains modified data that needs to be written back before
accepting new data.

Even if there are enough CCXs to split the load, it is desirable to hold all data
locally in the cache. This is not only to reduce the bandwidth used on the connections
between the CCXs and the memory die, but also for reducing the latency. A read
operation from the DDR4 memory takes much longer than from the L3 cache as there
are more components involved. A reduced latency will reduce the time spent waiting
for the data and therefore increase the amount of data being processed at the same
time. Therefore, the cache size of 17MB in total3 will set a limit for the memory
usage of the receiving software.

5.2 Network processing in Linux
Network processing in Linux is a large and complex field with a lot of processing
steps that can be tuned. As the type of workload can differ in a wide range, the
default Linux kernel is configured in a way that most applications will do fine. But
this is always a compromise. A specific application will not perform as good as it
could with optimal settings. The optimal parameters for each processing step need
to be found.

To be able to tune the Linux network system, two main requirements need to be
fulfilled:

• The characteristics of the network traffic to be processed need to be known and
these should also be stable in time (at least for a given period).

• The processing steps and their parameters need to be known. In particular
their possible configurations and limitations.

To meet the first requirement, some precautions have been taken on the sending
side in the FPGA. There are firmware blocks collecting the data until the packets are
filled or a timeout occurs as well as data generators to generate a well defined data
stream for network testing (See Chapter 4).

The second requirement is the bigger issue because of the complexity of the network
system within the Linux kernel. The network system within the Linux kernel serves
minimalistic single board computers as well as high performance servers hosting sev-
eral virtual machines each, which may also span virtual networks to separate the
network traffic. Also, different manufacturers of computer components chose differ-
ent ways to implement these, requiring even more complexity within the Linux kernel.

3Even if only two cores are enabled, all four L3 slices with 4MB each are available. In addition to
this come the L1+L2 caches with 512 kB per core.
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Other reasons are the increasing performance of networks and computer hardware,
but also an increased sensitivity for usability and security issues.

As the thesis makes use of a 100Gb/s ethernet-based network, it will focus on
such multi-gigabit networks. It will focus also on the receiving side as the data
transmission done in software within the thesis is far off from being at a critical
point with respect to the network processing.

Data reception within the Linux network stack

The first steps needed to receive a packet are already done before the packet itself
arrives at the NIC. Besides loading of the according driver, the Linux kernel has to
create and initialize several data structures in the host memory. Most important here
are the ring buffers for the receive queues, where the received packets are stored in.
The Linux kernel has to configure also the receive filtering, which is used to assign the
packet to a certain receive queue within the NIC’s network processor. An example
of such a processor can be found in Ref. [45]. When all this is set up, the system is
ready to receive packets.

The network packets enter a computer via the corresponding connector on the
NIC4. Depending on the supported data rates, these are RJ45 (mainly used up to
1Gb/s, but there are also variants up to 10Gb/s), small form-factor pluggable plus
(SFP+) (for 10Gb/s), quad small form-factor pluggable plus (QSFP+) connectors
(for four times 10Gb/s or a combined 40Gb/s link) or their counterparts with the
extension 28 instead of the plus with support of 25Gb/s per lane [46].

On the NIC, the network processor starts the processing by verifying the cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) checksum. Afterwards, the receive filtering checks whether
the destination address of the network packet matches the configured addresses of the
system. If this is the case, the layer 3 and 4 checksums are calculated (if supported
by the network processor), the designated receive queue is determined and the packet
is forwarded to the internal receive FIFO.

When the entire packet (including additional information like which checksum was
calculated) is in the FIFO, the DMA controller copies the packet into the correspond-
ing ring buffer prepared by the Linux kernel. The system is not directly notified about
the new packet as this would result in too much overhead. Therefore, the NIC waits
until a given number of packets has arrived or a timeout ended before raising an
hardware interrupt. This interrupt starts the processing by the driver and thereby
the first invocation of software.

The kernel applies a mechanism is called NAPI (short for New API ) which is
regarded as a good compromise between interrupt and polling based processing [47].
While the interrupt based processing is more efficient for low packet rates, it generates
a lot of overhead under high loads. The polling works fine under high load (i.e. when
most calls of the poll function returns work to be done), but either introduces high
delays (when the poll frequency is too low) or a lot of unneeded CPU utilization

4Wireless networks are ignored here as this thesis focus on ethernet based networks.
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(when too many poll requests return with no packets to be processed) otherwise.
Therefore, these were mixed to utilize the benefits of both.

The driver involved by the hardware interrupts disables these for this NIC and
reports to the Linux kernel that there are packets to be processed. A poll loop is
started (in case none is currently running), querying all network interfaces that re-
ported work to be done. This poll loop pulls all packets up to a configured number
from the receive ring buffers and forwards them to the network layers for processing.
When a network interface has more packets than the configured maximum, the inter-
face is inserted again at the end of the poll list. All packets arriving in the meantime
are added to the list of available packets to be pulled. If there is no space space left
in the ring buffer when a packet arrives, the packet is dropped and is therefore lost.
Only if a call pulls all remaining packets of an interface, the hardware interrupts for
this device are enabled again.

The packets and their meta data are forwarded and processed by the different
protocol layers as a socket buffer (SKB) which is most fundamental data structure
in the Linux network stack. These SKBs include not only pointers to the packet and
its length but also information about the identified protocol. This includes a pointer
to the header of it within the packet. In addition, the SKBs provide information on
the socket and the associated network device. Within the protocol processing, the
addresses of the corresponding layers are checked and corresponding actions taken.
This includes the routing of packets and ICMP notifications in case no application
had opened the addressed port yet.

If the packet was intended for the system and an application registered a network
socket for the addressed port, the packet is added to the receive buffer of that socket.
As soon as the application calls the receive functions, these packets are copied into
the buffer provided by the call.

So, the packet gets copied several times in the receiving process. This is a result of
the various parts of the processing chain being part of conceptually different blocks
(i.e. the driver, the Linux kernel and the user application) with different system
access rights. To remove the number of copy cycles, a change in the architecture
would be needed to provide the final memory location as early as possible.

More details about the network processing in Linux can be found in Ref. [48].

Userspace solutions

There are several efforts to get around the Linux network stack as its usage comes
with additional overhead. One way to completely bypass the Linux kernel with
respect to networking is moving the networking processing into so-called userspace
programs. This means, that these programs have to integrate the drivers for the
network hardware.

This is seen as an opportunity of improving the interactions between user program
and the NIC to reach higher performance. The Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK)
framework for example exchanges the interrupt based approach of the Linux network
stack by specialized polling drivers [49]. It also provides optimized libraries for packet
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processing and a so-called Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) to abstract from
both hardware and operation system.

While allowing for better control of the network processing, such solutions also
come with the need to handle all possible situations that can occur. To keep this at a
manageable level, the supported features might be reduced to a bare minimum while
the packets with unsupported features are simply discarded. An example this is the
ixy framework being developed at the Technical University of Munich [50], which is
a purely educational framework.

Another result of these frameworks is that the whole network traffic on the chosen
network interface is forwarded to the userspace program. It is not foreseen to process
only parts of the traffic and forward the remaining packets to the Linux kernel. So,
these kinds of frameworks should only be used for network interfaces for which no
network traffic meant for the operating system is expected.

Especially the last point was a driving factor for the development of a new fast
lane within the Linux kernel as described in the next section.

5.3 eXpress Data Path (XDP)

The power and versatility of the Linux network stack is also its problem when it
comes to the performance. For example, a TCP packet to setup up a new connection
(i.e. the SYN flag is set) would go through the whole processing chain just to be
dropped because the software refuses the request as it has reached the maximum
number of connection it can handle. Each additional request will also mean that the
software needs some time to respond to the request, which could be better used to
process the accepted requests. So it would be good to have an instance that would
filter out any new requests until the software is able to accept new ones. Such a filter
should be located as early as possible to reduce the work a dropped packet generates,
preferably before the system needs to reserve a memory slot for this packet.

The solution for this is the XDP mechanism introduced in version 4.8 of the Linux
kernel [51]. It is invoked as soon as software gets involved in the receiving process
(i.e. within the driver of the NIC5), just before the memory for the packet and its
meta data is allocated [52]. XDP uses a lightweight virtual machine-like construct
within the Linux kernel called Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF)6 [53]. The users can load
specialized programs with a restricted instruction set (e.g. loops are not allowed and
calls to other BPF programs are limited to 32 nested calls) into this virtual machine.
A verifier within the Linux kernel is used to ensure the guaranteed termination before
the programs are just in time-compiled into code for the CPU architecture the system
is running on. Even though the name BPF hints at the usage in the network stack,
it is not limited to this and can also be used to access a growing number of different
parts of the Linux kernel.

5If the driver does not support XDP, there is a generic implementation within the Linux network
stack getting activated right after the packets are handed over from the driver.

6More precisely the extended version called eBPF.
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The BPF programs are used by XDP to enable the checking of specific fields in a
network packet and to decide, what should happen with it. In the case of the TCP
requests, it can check if the SYN flag is set and can drop it when a defined limit
of open connections is reached. Thus, the system does not process requests which
will be declined anyway, keeping the system responsive in extreme situations (e.g. if
a high number of requests is sent intentionally to disrupt the provided service, also
known as Denial of Service (DoS) attack). The software can communicate with the
BPF program via maps, so it can adapt the filtering as needed.

Next to dropping a packet or forwarding it to the network stack, the initial version
of XDP also supported the redirection (i.e. insertion of the packet into the trans-
mission queue of the same NIC). This latter variant was designed as a way of load
balancing, but can also be used to analyze a portion of otherwise dropped packets.
Even while it is possible for the BPF program to modify a packet (which should be
done before being inserted into the transmission queue, otherwise it would just come
back again), only a single action can be reported as decision. Therefore, it is not
possible to send a copy of the packet to a monitoring system and forward the original
packet to the network stack.

However, dropping or forwarding packets to an other node in the network does not
reduce the load caused by the receiving itself. Therefore, a new path was introduced
with version 4.18 of the Linux kernel allowing to redirect a packet directly to a user
application. This comes with a new response type for the BPF programs and a new
socket type called XDP socket (XSK). These sockets are not a bypass of the Linux
kernel as the BPF is part of the kernel. This is more like an additional fast track
without the need to stop at any toll station. But this also means that the packets
are not processed, so the raw packet is delivered.

To use these XSKs, an application opens a network socket as usual, but with the
address family type being AF_XDP instead of AF_INET. The main difference is how
the packets are handed over. XDP uses a chunk of continuous memory being shared
between kernel and user application to store the network packets. This memory area
called UMEM is created by the user application in a manner that fits best for the
usage and afterwards registered via a call of the setsockopt() function. It is divided
into equal-sized frames with each frame holding a single packet, so the individual
packets can be addressed by a frame identifier. The size of such a frame is defined
by the user application, but must be a power of two as the kernel uses bit masks to
get the frame identifier from the address offset.

To receive a packet, the user application provides a list of identifiers of empty
frames where the kernel can store the received packets. This list is called fill queue
and each entry points to exactly one frame in the UMEM (see Figure 5.3a). When
a packet is redirected to the XSK, it is placed in the frame pointed to by the first
entry of the fill queue and the identifier is moved to a second list called receive queue
(see Figure 5.3b). So, this queue holds all packets received, but not delivered. The
combination of both queues forms a ring buffer with the fill queue being on the
writing side (the producer) and the receive queue on the reading side (the consumer).

There is also such a ring for the transmission path, being formed by the so-called
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transmission queue and completion queue. The identifier for frames with packets to
be sent are put into the former one and the processed frame is transferred back by the
latter one. The frames are not cleared by the kernel so their identifiers can simply be
inserted again into the transmission queue if a packet needs to be retransmitted. For
more details about these queues see Ref. [54]. Within this theses, only the receiving
path is used as the focus is on receiving the data.

There is a system library called libbpf which provides specialized functions to
handle the XSK. The library also loads a predefined BPF program and provides a
set of functions to access the received packets. The functions are the equivalent to the
receive functions usually used. The main difference is that only frame identifiers are
exchanged and the packet data is already in place instead of transferring an address
where the packet data will be copied to.

Within the libbpf library, the handling of the frame identifiers is replaced by indexes
of queue entries, which are in a strictly consecutive way. The queue entries then hold
a pointer to the frame in the UMEM. This eases the packet processing as the queue
indexes can simply be increased by one to get the next packet for processing.

It was initially planed that the XDP implementation should use the zero copy ap-
proach to gain maximum performance by avoiding the need to copy the data between
different memory locations. But as it would require larger changes in the source code
of the kernel and drivers7, it was first released without zero copy support. While still
being planed, this feature was not released within the time of the tests for this thesis.

7The NIC would need to store the incoming packet directly in the designated UMEM frame instead
of writing it into the ring buffer before notifying the driver.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Packet reception in XDP using the UMEM [54]
a) The available frame identifiers for packets are stored in the fill queue.
b) When a packet is received, the frame identifier is moved to the receive
queue.
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5.4 System configuration
Before the packets are able to reach the receiving software, the systems needs some
basic settings. As XDP works on receiving queues of the NIC, the various data
streams need to be routed to the corresponding queue. This is done by so-called
ntuple filtering and is configured via the ethtool tool. By default, the rx-hashing
meachnism is enabled, so it needs to be disabled first:

sudo ethtool -K eth2 rx-hashing off
sudo ethtool -K eth2 ntuple on

Afterwards, the filter rules are created by specifying the type of data stream (udp4
stands for UDP over IPv4) and the destination port as selector:

sudo ethtool -U eth2 flow-type udp4 dst-port 27051 action 1

The range starting with UDP port 27050 is chosen as an arbitrary port range
with no assigned protocols to avoid mixed traffic [55]. Thereby, each port number is
assigned to a receive queue. The Linux kernel maps all network traffic to queue zero
by default, so the port assignment starts with port 27051 for queue one. Therefore,
a data source can select a specific reception queue and the corresponding receive
program by setting the respective UDP destination port.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, receiving the data only is not the goal
of the thesis. So, there are additional settings made to increase the performance.
The first one is to assign a defined CPU core to the interrupt handlers of each receive
queue. But before this, the irqbalance system service needs to be stopped. Otherwise,
the assigned CPU core might be changed by this service again.

sudo systemctl stop irqbalance
systemctl status irqbalance

In the current setup. the interrupts for the receive queues start with IRQ 126 for
queue zero. Therefore, the configuration starts with IRQ 127 for queue one on CPU
core 0:

echo "00000000,...,00000001" | sudo tee /proc/irq/127/smp_affinity
echo "00000000,...,00000001" | sudo tee /proc/irq/128/smp_affinity
echo "00000000,...,00000004" | sudo tee /proc/irq/129/smp_affinity

The CPU used in the current system is organized in groups of two CPU cores
as discussed in Section 5.1. With the assumption of each CPU core being able to
process a data stream, two receive queues are mapped to such a group. Thereby,
both queues are mapped to the same CPU core as they should not utilize the whole
CPU core. It should be noted, that the affinity mapping uses enable masks. So, the
the value written for each affinity mapping is two to the power of the identifier of the
CPU core (i.e. 22 = 4 for CPU core two).
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Furthermore, the CPU starting with the lower core numbers is completely excluded
from the Linux scheduler, so the operating system does not put any process on these
CPU cores by its own. This covers the CPU cores 0-15 as well as 32-47, with the
latter ones being the second logical cores of the same physical cores as the former
ones. Nevertheless, these cores are still available for the software to be explicitly
placed on these CPU cores. This ensures that the processes being placed on such a
CPU core will not be interrupted by other processes.

In addition to this, placing a thread on a single of these CPU cores helps in reducing
memory traffic as the most often accessed memory locations will stay in the CPU
cache. If the thread would switch between two CPU cores of different CCXs, the
content of the CPU cache would be written back to memory and loaded again into
the cache of the new CPU core, having a detrimental impact on the processing
performance.

There are two more settings made to tune the network performance on system
level. The first sets the rules for issuing a receive interrupt of the NIC to fixed values
to avoid changing conditions while the tests are running. This is achieved by the
following command:

sudo ethtool -C eth2 adaptive-rx off
sudo ethtool -C eth2 rx-usecs 200 rx-frames 64

With this setting, an interrupt is issued when 64 packets have arrived or after
200 µs if the 64 packet limit is not reached in that time.

The second change is the value of the maximum transmission unit (MTU), which
defines the maximum size of a network packet and has a default value of 1500B set
by the operating system. A larger packet size increases the network efficiency as
there is more data transferred with the same size of the header. It should also result
in fewer resources needed for processing, as there will be less packet headers to be
processed for the same amount of data. A usual value for the MTU for larger than
normal packets is 9000B, so this was set for the test system. But this resulted in a
system warning:

Therefore, the MTU is set to 3000B (twice the default value).

5.5 Data processing
Once the system is set up, the program receiving and processing the data is the last
missing part. The example design of XDP was taken as a starting point.

A single instance of the receiving program is limited to a specific CCX since the
processing should be done with the whole data being in the local CPU cache. So, there
are only four logical processing cores and a very limited amount of memory available.
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Figure 5.4: Interactions between the different parts of the receiving software.

This also limits the data rate that can be processed. To be able to process more data,
several instances (one per CCX) are started across the isolated CPU. It would have
been possible to combine all these instances into a single program. But this would
have meant that one core would also have to administrate all the instances on other
CCX, giving that specific core an additional workload compared to the others. With
all instances being separate, the test conditions are more homogenous and flexible.

The receiving program is split into three threads after the initial configuration
phase, which are summarized in Figure 5.4. Each thread has thereby a specialized
task assigned to it:

The receiving thread uses the libbpf interface to receive the packet data. It also
checks the DROP header and counts packets as well as errors. If the histogram-
ming is enabled, it forwards the addresses of the packets to the histogramming
thread.

The histogramming thread counts how often each 16 b word occurs in the data
stream. If all current packets are processed, it waits until new packets are
available for processing. If multiple data streams are configured to be received,
there is a dedicated histogramming thread for each of them.

A status thread is generating a status output including the amount of data and the
number of packets (both in total and since the last dump) on the console. The
thread sleeps a defined period before dumping the next status. The status
thread is also checking if the specified runtime is over and the program should
terminate.

To have information for the status thread to print on the screen, these need to be
collected at some point. As the receive thread already checks for missing packets,
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it was also chosen to count the amount of data and packets. In total, it counts the
following four values:

The total amount of received data is the sum of all DROP fragments including the
DROP header. This is equal to the amount of UDP payload transferred as the
DROP fragments are the UDP payload. The values are given in number of
Bytes.

The total number of received packets is the sum of packets being reported as re-
ceived when checking for new packets. If a packet is identified as not belonging
to the data stream (i.e. the size does not match the expected one), this packet
is ignored and also not counted.

The number of missed packets is calculated as the accumulated difference of the
received packet identifier in the DROP header and the expected one. As this
counter is an unsigned 32 b integer, a negative offset (i.e. the received identifier
was smaller than the expected) leads to maximum sized integer value, making
such a case clearly visible.

The number of missed batches counts how often a mismatch between the received
and the expected packet identifier was detected, i.e. this counter is increased
by one each time dropped packets are detected. This also helps in detecting
cases where a positive and a negative offset neutralize each other in the missing
packet counter.

These counters are normal integer typed variables written by the receive thread
and read by the status thread. For these counters, there is no thread synchronization
implemented as only one thread writes to their memory location and the counters
are increased monotonously. The status thread does not care if the receiving thread
is about to update a counter. If it gets the old value, the update will be included in
the next query.

This is different for the transfer of frame identifiers for packets to be processed.
The receiving thread generates a pair of pointers, one to the start of the packet and
one to its length. Since the receiving thread cannot wait until the histogramming
thread acknowledged the reception of such a pair, the pair is simply put into a queue.
This queue (or its length respectively) is not behaving monotonously, therefore some
protections are required.

The protection of the access to the queue is realized by a so-called atomic flag,
which can be set and unset. Its property of being atomic means that it can be
tested and set in a single instruction with the memory location being blocked for
other threads for the time needed to execute. This test and set instruction returns
the state of the flag as it was before it was set. When it was already set, a different
thread is in the area protected by that flag and setting the flag again has not changed
it. The current thread should wait a bit before trying again.

If the flag was not set, it will be set afterwards so that the current thread can
proceed its execution without any additional costs for locking the corresponding
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source code sequence. Nevertheless, it should unset the flag as soon as it leaves the
protected code area to not blocking other threads. With this method, the queue can
be modified without the risk of generating a mess if two threads modify it at the
same time.

In the other direction, reporting a packet as processed also requires protection. But
in this case, the problem is more subtle. The reporting is done by a counter of pro-
cessed packets. Since incrementing the counter is (with respect to the memory areas)
independent of the histogramming, the compiler would be able move the instructions
within the code to a place where it would fit best. This needs to be prevented as
there is a logical connection between both that the compiler is not aware of.

To make the compiler aware of this, atomic counters are used. In addition to
the operation being uninterruptible, they also offer so-called memory barriers. These
barriers restrict the reordering of memory operations in a way, that all such operations
need to be executed before the barrier. In this specific case, it ensures that the
histograms are updated before the counter is incremented. Therefore, all the packet
data is guaranteed to be counted before the frame of the packet is released. The
same technique is used at the end of the program to ensure that all histograms are
written before the statistic thread dumps the histogram into the log file.

Configuration phase

The configuration file used in the initial configuration phase is specified via a com-
mand line option and is divided into a section for the global configuration and for
the configuration of the different data streams. There are also additional command
line options to set the parameters for the first data stream if no configuration file is
used. If a configuration file is used together with other command line options, the
last value for a given parameter is used. The configuration file uses the JSON format
and is described in more details in Ref. [56].

After reading the configuration, the main thread is switched to the CPU core
where the interrupt handler for the given network receive queue is positioned as this
core is not used for receiving or processing. The main thread will generate only
negligible workload and has no timing critical task, so getting interrupted is not an
issue here. The positioning of the receiving and processing threads can be changed
by the configuration.

The next step is the setup of the XSKs for each data stream to be received. For
this, a continuous block of memory is allocated which will be used as the packet
buffer by XDP. Afterwards, the socket is set up and bound to the interface and to
the receive queue8 given in the configuration. This also includes the loading of the
BPF program for the given network interface. The loaded program is the default
program just checking if there is an XSK active for the specified receive queue. This
is due to the loading happening within the function creating and initializing the
XSK which is part of the libbpf. The configuration of the sockets finishes with the

8This is not the queue utilized within XDP. In this context, it is the one of the NIC.
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reservation of the packet slots for the consumer and producer rings. It is important
to not reserve all of them for the consumer ring (i.e. where the received packets are
stored) as some slots are needed for the producer ring to report the availability of
the slots for new packets. The latter ones need to be reserved before the slots of the
actual packets are released, so the slots of the packets cannot be directly reused.

Before the receive thread is started, a check if the data should be processed is per-
formed and the histogrammers are started accordingly. This includes the histograms
to be generated and initialized. The histograms are of the type std::vector with
65536 entries as the data generators within the FPGA uses 16 b counters to generate
the data pattern (see Section 4.6). The vectors have the benefit that their elements
are in a continuous memory area, which should ease the access to them within the
cache. They are resized to the final entry number right after instantiation to prevent
interruption while the vectors are growing in size. The entries are of the type of an
unsigned 32 b integer, resulting in a total memory size of 256 kB for all entries.

Each entry accounts for 8GB of data (as 2B words are counted) before it overflows.
Therefore, in case of continuously counting values as used in this thesis, a histogram
will overflow after 512TB which should be acceptable. It takes a bit more than five
days with a 10Gb/s data stream to reach such an amount of data. The events of an
overflowing histogram are rare enough within a test run and easy to correct in the
data analysis, so the usage of 64 b values for the entries is not foreseen as it would
double the memory footprint.

After starting the histogrammer threads, the receiving thread is started. This order
was chosen to ensure that all components are up and running before the receiving
thread is started. Otherwise, the receiving thread would start checking packets and
the majority of the slots will be occupied by packets waiting for processing instead
of being available to buffer new incoming ones.

The configuration phase ends with the main thread becoming the statistics thread
as there is no further task to be done by the main thread.

Receiving thread

The receiving thread takes care of handling the received packets. It performs the test
for missing packets and collects statistics about these. If the processing of packet data
is enabled, the data is forwarded to the histogramming thread of the corresponding
data stream.

In contrast to the histogramming threads, there is only a single receiving thread
taking care of all sockets and data streams assigned to the current instance of the
program. At a first view, this looks like an unnecessary serialization of otherwise
parallel processes as only one data stream can be checked at a given time. But all
data streams use the same network link and are therefore serialized anyway. Also,
the packets are received in batches within the software and a batch can be checked
in less time than it takes to collect the next batch. The important point is that the
receiving thread never reaches a point where it needs more processing power then
is available as this would result in overflowing buffers and therefore packets being
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Figure 5.5: Internal structure of the receiving thread.

dropped. The main loop of the receiving thread is shown in Figure 5.5.
Before entering the main loop for data reception, all counters and other variables

for the different data stream are initialized and the starting time is acquired. The
main loop starts with a check if the histogrammer of the current data stream has
finished the processing of additional packets. This is done by comparing an atomic
counter of the histogramming thread counting the processed packets to the number
of freed slots in the receiving thread. If the number of processed packets is higher, the
corresponding slots are freed. Freeing a slot means that the entry with the pointer to
this slot is removed from the receiving queue after a new entry pointing to the same
slot is inserted into the filling queue. The memory itself is not freed and stays valid
all the time.

At the same time, slots of potentially wrongly received packets are also freed. The
current implementation for this might result in some slots being freed before being
processed as such a wrongly received packet could come behind a still unprocessed
packet. This scenario is considered as acceptable as the memory location is still valid
but its content may have changed in between, resulting in a flawed histogram. Instead
of fixing the handling of such packets, which would increase both the complexity of
the source code and the processing time needed, the occurrence of such packets should
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be avoided. This is achieved by moving the check of the packets to the BPF program.
The next check is whether there are still some packets to be checked and processed

or if a new batch of packets should be acquired from the receive queue. In case of the
latter, a function of the libbpf is called to get a new batch of packets. As the entries
pointing to these are in consecutive order in memory, only the number of available
entries and therefore packets is returned. This function also has a parameter for
a maximum batch size. This is used to achieve a more homogenous operation of
the receive thread and can be specified in the configuration of the receive program.
If no new packets are available, the processing is paused with a call of the sleep
function, afterwards the data stream is set to the next one and the loop restarts at
the beginning. If there are new packets, the number of available packets is stored in
a variable and the thread proceeds.

As an entry in the fill queue is needed for each packet received to store the pointer
of actual slot, this is checked next. If there is not enough space available, the same
steps as in the case of no new packets being available are done. The processing is
paused, the data stream is set to the next one and the loop is restarted.

The last check is whether the address and length of the previous packet were
forwarded for processing. If these were not, this is done now, otherwise this step is
skipped. The forwarding step is protected by an atomic flag9 (which can be tested
and set within a single command) as it might include access to variables being shared
between receiving and histogramming thread. The execution is again paused, the
data stream switched and the loop restarted if the flag was already set before (i.e.
the histgramming thread is accessing the list) to avoid blocking and packet loss. If the
flag was not set before and the processing of the packet data is enabled, the address
and length are inserted as a pair into the list10 of packets waiting for processing. If
the processing of the packets is disabled, the counter of processed packets is directly
incremented as there is no histogrammer thread to do this.

Finally, when all checks and remaining tasks have finished, the packet header itself
is analyzed. As the system is configured to sort incoming packets according to the
UDP destination port, it is assumed that all packets are UDP packets. Therefore, the
raw packet should start with an ethernet header, followed by the ones of IPv4 and
UDP. So, these are parsed and the start and length of the DROP packet is extracted.
The length is checked against the nominal packet size of the data generator and the
one of the last packet of a data block (which should be smaller) to verify that the
packet belongs to the data stream and is not any random packet.

If the length matches, the packet identifier of the DROP header is read and com-
pared to the expected values to determine if packets got lost in between. If the
difference is not zero and it is not the first packet received, the counter of missed
packets is increased by the difference while the counter of missed batches is incre-
mented by one. There is also an output generated both in the console and the log

9This is a more lightweight variant of a mutex.
10This is implemented as another queue. It is referenced as a list to prevent confusion with respect

to all the other queues.
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file including the last packet identifiers seen as well as the current and the expected
packet identifiers. The date and time of the event is also added to check for simulta-
neous events in parallel streams. Afterwards, the expected packet identifier for the
next packet is calculated by increasing the one of the current packet by one.

Histogramming thread

The reception of packets and the checking of headers alone does not give a reliable
picture of what amount of processing is needed. With reading only the header of the
packets, only a small fraction of the received data is transferred, masking possible
problems resulting from memory bandwidth or cache size limitations. Furthermore,
synchronization of threads generates extra work load. Reading all data bytes and
counting the occurrence of each word adds a further plausibility check and therefore
helps to determine the quality of the data transmission. Figure 5.6 shows the loop
of the histogramming thread.

It is important to not exploit any prior knowledge about the pattern of the test
data streams to get realistic measurements. The data streams of a real detector
environment will not have a fixed pattern included that would allow for a shortcut in
processing. The setup should also set a realistic upper limit on the amount of data to
be processed. If this limit would be artificially increased by the usage of the internal
structure of the data streams, the requirements of the overall system size could be
underestimated.

The usage of large network packets (to increase the network efficiency) implies
that the histogrammer will most likely be the bottleneck in packet processing. This
means, that some special effort should be applied to optimize this part of the receiving
software, even if the complexity of it is rather low.

The main task is to count the occurrence of each 16 b data word. This is done by
using a pointer of the type uint16_t and a while loop to iterate over the packet data
until the end is reached. In each iteration, the content of the memory location that
the pointer is pointing to is taken and used as the index for the vector used for the
histogram. The value at this index is then incremented by one.

That quite simple loop accounts for the majority of the work load needed for a
received packet. Therefore, the code for this loop was subject of additional investi-
gations if it could be further optimized. An online tool for exploring the generated
assembler code was used [57]. The result is that the chosen implementation is already
a very optimized solution:

while(ptr != end)
(*histo)[*(ptr++)]++;

A variant of this with a manually unrolled loop was also tested and found to pro-
duce smaller code with less frequent checks for the end of the packet. But this version
showed up to have less throughput when tested for no obvious reason. Therefore, the
design was reverted and kept as shown above.
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Figure 5.6: Internal structure of the histogramming thread. The main work is done
in the loop counting the data words (depicted on the right side).

When the end of the packet is reached (i.e. the pointer is pointing to the first
element behind the packet data), the counting loop is aborted and the status is
reported by incrementing the counter of processed packets. Afterwards, the main
loop is restarted with the check for new packets. The histogramming thread also
checks the atomic flag before accessing the list of packets to be processed. In contrast
to the receiving thread, the histogramming thread retries to get the flag until it gets
it as there is no other work to be done here. When the flag was acquired, the list
of packets is checked for a packet to be processed next. If the list is empty, the
histogramming thread pauses execution by a call to the sleep function and restarts
the main loop afterwards.

As soon as the next packet is found, the histogramming thread sets the pointer
iterating over the packet to the start of the data block11 as well as a second pointer
to the first element behind the data block. The latter one is used to determine the
end of the packet while counting the data words.

Statistic thread

The statistic thread generates several indicator values from the counters of the receive
thread. Therefore, it runs an endless loop consisting of a sleep (default value is 10 s)
and a call to the dumpStats function. As a call to the sleep function does not last
exactly the given time period, a precise time stamp is acquired in the dumpStats
function to calculate the time since the last call. To have a reference for the first
call of dumpStats, such a time stamp is also loaded in the receive thread before the
packet handling is started.

The values for each counter of the receiving thread are shown directly in addition
to the difference to the last dump. In addition to the absolute values, there are also
11The DROP header is skipped here as it would result in a inhomogeneous histogram as it contains

a field with a constant value.
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Figure 5.7: Shown is the example output of the statistic thread. While the first
interval saw no packet loss detected, there were 8406 packets dropped
distributed over 237 batches in the second interval.

the rates (i.e. the values divided by the corresponding time period) displayed for
each value. The displayed rates are scaled to have more useful magnitudes, so the
resulting units are:

• mega bit per second (in contrast to the amount of data being displayed in Bytes)
for the data rates

• kilo packets per second for the packet rates

• milli packets per second for the missed packets rates

• milli batches per second for the missed batches rates

In addition to the counters and rates, there is also the overall running and interval
time displayed. If more than a single stream is configured, the values for each stream
are plotted in separate table.

In Figure 5.7 an example of the output generated by the statistic thread is given.
It shows the output of two intervals with a separation of 10 s after a running time
of 82 110 s. The data stream received ran at about 20.48Gb/s with a packet size
of 2004B (including the 4B DROP header). Within the interval between both
prints, 8406 packets distributed over 237 batches (i.e. about 35.5 packets/batch)
got dropped. These were the first packets lost in this test run, resulting in a ratio of
lost to received packets of 8.03× 10−8.
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Tests and measurements

To verify the assumption that packet loss can be avoided by the measures described in
the previous chapters, the network transmissions need to be tested and characterized.
Since the individual network components themselves are already quite complicated,
the interaction can make it difficult to determine the exact reasons for a transmission
problem. Therefore, the testing is split up into four phases with a dedicated topic in
each phase.

The first phase was about the network stack in the FPGA. In these tests, the
data rate of the network stack was limited to 10Gb/s. In addition, some basic
measurements were done to get first numbers on achievable user data rates and
packet drop. Since the DROP protocol is not part of the network stack itself, it was
not used within this phase.

In the second phase, the tests focused on the receiving side. Based on the results
of the first phase, the network stack was adapted for higher data rates, reaching
40Gb/s. Phase two also covers the receiving software and includes first results of
the XDP technique. Some fundamental design choices were made based on these
results. This phase made use of mainly a single data stream due to the focus on the
characterization of the data transmission.

The tests of phase one and two used a desktop PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4790K CPU, offering four physical cores with a clock frequency of up to 4.00GHz.
Thereby, each physical core provided two logical cores by utilization of the Hyper
Threading technology, resulting in eight logical cores being available. Next to the
very limited number of central processing unit (CPU) cores, the quite old system
architecture proved to be unable to handle the desired data rates.

Since a single data stream worked and the old setup was not suitable for the full
bandwidth, the setup was extended by a new server to allow further testing. This also
resulted in an adaption of the receiving software, which was further optimized for the
new CPU architecture (see Section 5.1 for more information about this). Therefore,
the topic of the third phase are the effects of scaling up the data transmission in
terms of streams (and therefore overall data rate) as well as the new system running
the receiving software. The main results were achieved in this phase demonstrating
the full capabilities of the system in terms of data transmission.

While the third phase concentrated on a single set of parameters and the overall
concept proved to be working, a broader validation was missing. Therefore, the fourth
testing phase was a round up and tested a wider range of the parameter space. In
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the test setup. In the final setup, there were three FPGA
evaluation boards (two ZCU102 and a VCU128, all from Xilinx) and
two computers (one desktop PC with eight cores and a server with two
times sixteen cores) available. The servers and the FPGA boards were
connected via a network switch.

addition to this, a new FPGA board was available for the tests allowing the extension
of the network stack to a data rate of 100Gb/s.

Figure 6.1 shows the final setup with the different data rate options.

6.1 First Phase: Hardware Testing
The goal of the first phase of testing was the validation of the network stack in the
FPGA. The initial version of the stack was the 10Gb/s version (64 b @156.25MHz)
as this was supported by the existing hardware.

The tests started with the verification of the network stack. Therefore, a data
generator and a pattern checker were implemented to be able to perform tests with
different data patterns (e.g. running number or pseudo random number, 16 b words
each) [58]. The tests were extended in length to measure the bit error rate (BER).

In tests with different data patterns, a combined duration of approximately 160 h
and 689TB of transferred data, not a single error was noticed. To check if the setup
was working correctly, one end of the fiber was pulled out slightly and the system
started to show errors with the rate being dependent on how far the plug was pulled
out. This proved the network stack to be working, so the detailed performance of it
was further investigated.

To still calculate a bit error rate, it is assumed that the next received bit has
flipped, which results in:

BER =
1b

689TB× 8 b/B
= 1.81× 10−16 (6.1)

This is a very good result for a first test. But as a dropped packet would contain
several thousand bytes, it would take a much higher amount of data to be transferred
to reach the same rate in such a case. Nevertheless, the BER is still important for
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the test setup used for the delay measurements. The two
network stacks were instantiated separately within the same FPGA to
ease the control of both instances. On the network side, the network
stacks were connected via a network switch.

the correct reception of packets. Also, the network interface card (NIC) will drop
packets in case of the checksum of a packet does not match, so a single bit error can
easily result in a dropped packet.

The second set of tests in phase one measured the latency of the transmission path
and the receive path dependent on the packet size. The two network stacks were
placed within the same FPGA to allow both the data generator and the data checker
to use the same clock reference and therefore having a common time reference. This
enabled the latency to be defined as the time from the last data word leaving the
data generator to it reaching the data checker. To also include the contribution
of the ethernet subsystem, the data had to leave the FPGA and therefore includes
the optical transceivers and fibers. The test setup was also extended to included a
network switch to have a network component with a different clock source in the
transmission path. With the network traffic taking the full path from the data
generator to the network switch and back to the data checker within the FPGA, the
time needed by the packets is also called Round-Trip Time (RTT) or trt for short.
The complete setup is shown in Figure 6.2.

As long as the additional delay being introduced by the network switch is indepen-
dent on the packet size, the network switch contributes to the constant offset of the
optical transmission path and can therefore be regarded as a part of the optical fiber.
The network stack itself is expected to have a packet length dependent delay coming
from the two packet buffers (one in the transmit path and one on the receive side)
as well as a constant part coming from the packets running through the encoder and
decoder blocks. So the expected latency is defined by:

trt ≈ 2× delaybuffer + delayfiber + delaystack (6.2)

The time within the FPGA is measured in clock cycles as the data generator and
data checker get their clock signal from the same source:

trt ≈ 2×
delaybuffer,cycle

fclock
+

delayfiber,cycle + delaystack,cycle
fclock

(6.3)
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Figure 6.3: The latency as measured in [58]. The two components (i.e. the constant
offset and the slope) are clearly visible.

Figure 6.3 shows the result of the measurements. It is clearly visible that there
is a component depending on the packet size as well as a constant offset. The slope
of the distribution is on the order of 4 bytes/cycle, meaning each additional data
word (i.e. 8B of payload) increases the delay by two clock cycles (i.e. 12.8 ns). This
corresponds to the two packet buffers being included in the network stack as both
can write a data word with each clock cycle.

Therefore, there seems to be no other payload dependent delay in the setup. This
is important as the test also included the network switch, which is now confirmed to
also have no packet size dependent component. This means, that the network switch
is directly forwarding the incoming packet instead of storing it in buffers until it is
completely received.

The offset is the accumulated delay caused by the network stack, the fibers and the
network switch1 and has a mean value of 173 clock cycles (i.e. slightly above 1 µs as
the network stack and the data generators run at 156.25MHz). With 8 bytes/cycle,
this would correspond to a packet with a length of 1384B. Thus, for packets with
a size above this value, the first bytes of a packet would be already written into the
receive buffer, while the last byte had left the transmit buffer. This is also means,
that such packets spend more time waiting in the transmit buffer than is needed to
reach the designated destination in the network.

The overall formula to calculate the latency is therefore:

trt,meas ≈ 2× bytes/packet

8 bytes/cycle× 156.25MHz
+

173 cycles

156.25MHz
(6.4)

1This measurement cannot distinguish them.
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Figure 6.4: Rate at which packets can be transferred from FPGA to FPGA [58].
The values for 8B and 16B payload are the same as both are below the
minimal frame length of ethernet.

The next test performed was a measurement of the number of packets which can
be sent and received per second. This was done first from FPGA to FPGA and later
in both directions between FPGA and PC as a comparison2.

In the FPGA-to-FPGA scenario, the results shown in Figure 6.4 form the expected
curve. The values for a payload size of 8B and 16B are expected to be the same as
the amount of data per packet is not enough to fill an ethernet frame. This has a
minimal length of 64B, of which 42B are needed by the different protocol headers
and 4B being reserved for the checksum at the end. So in both cases, additional
padding is inserted to fill the remaining 18B, making the total length the same.

For these small packet sizes, a maximum packet rate of about 13 million packets per
second is achieved. With a clock frequency of 156.25MHz, a new packet is received
every twelve clock cycles. This hints at additional overhead in packet generation
since a packet with the minimum packet size needs only eight clock cycles to be
transferred on the data bus. Even the preamble and interpacket gap being inserted
by the ethernet protocol should only account for two to three clock cycles ( i.e. 20 byte

2There were also tests done with the embedded ARM CPU but these are not relevant here. For
more information about these tests, see Ref. [58].
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Figure 6.5: Rate at which packets are received when transferring from FPGA-to-
PC [58]. It is clearly visible that the PC has a limit on how many frames
per second can be processed (independent of their sizes).

for both combined), leaving at least one clock cycle for further overhead.
Figure 6.5 shows the results for the FPGA-to-PC case. It is clearly visible that

the PC can process only a limited number of packets per second (around 1.2 million
here). If the packet rate gets higher, the PC has to drop all additional packets. With
higher packet lengths, the packet rate decreases and the PC is able to process most
of the packets again. Some packets are still lost over time for various reasons, but its
number cannot be quantified here. This starts at a payload size of 1000B bytes as
the FPGA was able to send packets with a payload size of 512B at a rate of near to
2 million packets per second.

But both tests show only the rates seen by the receiver. These can neither give
information on the number of lost packets nor if the theoretical limit of the network
is reached. The case of data transmission from the FPGA to the PC gives at least a
hint which side is causing the limitation.

For getting a better picture of this, the directions are swapped (i.e. PC to FPGA
now) and the test is repeated. Thereby, the measurements switched from the pure
number of packets to the bandwidth. It is important to note here, that the bandwidth
within this thesis is given as the data rate of the payload (i.e. the output of the data
generator or input of the data checker). This does not include the overhead of the
underlying protocols (i.e. ethernet, IPv4 and UDP). So, these values cannot reach
the data rate of the network link itself.

As Figure 6.6 shows, the PC has again problems to generate small packets at high
rates, while the FPGA is able to process all of them. But with larger packet sizes,
the FPGA starts to see fewer packets than the PC is sending. The architecture of
the network stack ensures that all received packets can be processed3, the missing
packets must be dropped somewhere else. Due to a link speed of 100Gb/s between
PC and network switch, the PC is able to generate a higher data rate than the
10Gb/s connection between network switch and FPGA can handle. Therefore, the
network switch has to drop all packets above the capacity of that link.

3All error checking can be disabled, so only the protocol identifier need to match to count a packet
as seen.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the bandwidth that the PC is able to send with the one
that the FPGA sees (as measured in Ref. [58]). The PC can reach a
higher bandwidth as the network link between PC and network switch is
much faster than the one connecting the FPGA.

The capacity can be described as the practical limit which can be measured. In
contrast to this, there is also a theoretical limit which can be calculated from the
properties of the protocols, with the ratio between both as an indicator of the quality
of implementation used.

For the tests done in this phase, the theoretical limit was defined in Ref. [58] as
the maximum reachable UDP payload bandwidth:

bandwidththeo = bandwidthnetwork × payloadUDP
payloadUDP + overheadtotal

(6.5)

with

overheadtotal = overheadethernet + overheadIPv4 + overheadUDP

= 66B
(6.6)

This definition of the theoretical limit is missing a part describing the minimal size
of ethernet frames. In addition, the insertion of the padding is done by the ethernet
subsystem (see Section 4.3). Some delays from the network stack are hidden by this
for small packets. Therefore, the values for packets with a payload of 8B or 16B
need to be taken with some caution in the following figures.
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Figure 6.7: Bandwidth comparison relative to the theoretical limit [58].

Figure 6.7 shows the bandwidths reached in relation to the theoretical limit for
a better understanding in how far this limit is reached. It clearly states that the
efficiency rises with increasing packet size and a payload size of at least 1000B is
needed to reach efficiency values above of 90%, so larger packet sizes should be
preferred for bulk transfers.

Furthermore, the measurement shows a dependence on the direction of the data
transmission. While the receive path of the network stack within the FPGA is able
to reach the theoretical limit (as soon as the PC is able to generate it), the transmit
path fails at this point. Therefore, the transmit path was the limiting factor in the
FPGA-to-FPGA test.

This also confirms the discrepancy for small packets found in the packet rate mea-
surements. The ratio reached for a packet size of 32B is in the same order as the
ratio found at that measurement4.

The transmit path of the network stack has some processing steps which pauses
the data transmission for a short period. The overall delay from this seems to be
too high to be masked by the processing steps of the ethernet subsystem, so the
theoretical limit cannot be reached. One of these steps is getting the MAC address
for a given IPv4 address, which needs to block data transmission. That takes a few
clock cycles even if the MAC address is known to the system. Figure 6.8 shows the
complete picture with the bandwidth reached by the different scenarios.

The FPGA implementation not reaching the theoretical bandwidth needs to be
included in the bandwidth calculation for the whole system. Therefore, some head-
room should be reserved on top of the data to be transferred which might result in
additional network interfaces being needed per FREDDIE. If this is not possible, the
input bandwidth needs to be reduced by spreading the FE chips over more readout
units.

4The value for 32B is taken as the values for 8B and 16B has a wrong description for the theoretical
limit.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the bandwidth reached in different scenarios as measured
in Ref. [58].

The tests of the data rates still leave the question about the packet loss open.
Additional measurements were done to address this open issue. Figure 6.9 shows
the relative number of packets being dropped for the different scenarios. Here, it
becomes visible what fraction of packets (and therefore also payload data) gets lost.
It should be noted, that the rate of lost packets never reached zero completely in the
cases where the PC is the receiver. For the larger packets, it settled around 0.008%
and is therefore too small to be seen in the plot.

Figure 6.9: Rate of lost packets as measured in Ref. [58]. The number of dropped
packets does not reach 0 for the FPGA to PC case, but is too small to
be noticed. Only the FPGA to FPGA scenario reaches a value of 0.
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This first testing phase showed that the network stack works. While the receive
path is able to process packet rates up to the theoretical limit, the transmit path
has some additional delay preventing it from reaching the full bandwidth. This is in
contrast to the PC, which was able to generate higher data rates for a given packet
size than it was able to process. Larger packet sizes performed generally better than
smaller ones. Thus, the final system should use packet sizes as large as the system
is allowing. This might be limited due to latency requirements or some components
being unable to handle packets above a certain limit. The observed ratio of lost
to received packets of 0.008% makes the goal of avoiding retransmissions appear
reachable.

6.2 Second Phase: Transmission characterization

With the network stack working at a rate of 10Gb/s, it was extended to also support
a line rate of 40Gb/s. This was needed to enable parallel full bandwidth data streams
from the same FPGA system. Furthermore, the DROP protocol was implemented
during this phase, allowing for better network characterization by usage of the packet
identifier.

On the PC side, the receiving software was improved to give intermediate results
(instead of only a summary at the end), enabling real time tracking of configuration
changes. The first tests in this second phase still used the traditional approach of
Linux network programming.

With both sides of the transmission having changed, the tests restarted with a sim-
ple packet rate measurement to verify the changes. The program creates a timestamp
as soon as a million packets are received and compares it with the last timestamp.
After printing to the console, the current timestamp is saved and the packet counter
reset. As the first phase suggested the usage of larger packets, payload sizes of 4000B
and 8000B were used.

The minimalistic output already shows the variations of the time needed to collect
a given number of packets and therefore indicates that also the processing will en-
counter changing work loads. For a payload size of 4000B, the time varied by several
hundred µs. For a payload size of 8000B, this time varied by several ms.

One reason for such fluctuations is that the network connection between the net-
work switch and the PC needs to transfer also other packets and thus might interrupt
the even distribution generated by the FPGA. Other reasons are the packet process-
ing in batches of varying size and non-constant delays within the various processing
steps. It is important to keep these variations in mind as the periods with slightly
higher work load will be the ones resulting in packet loss. So, there is some headroom
needed on top of the average packet rate to handle such spikes.

The next step was to include the counting of missing packets by checking the
packet identifier within the DROP header. This should not only give a number of
total missed packets, but also an idea of their distribution. Therefore, the number
of missing packets is printed to the console for each mismatch of the expected and
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Figure 6.10: The occurrence of missing packets has no obvious pattern. This test
used a payload size of 4000B.

received packet identifier.
Figure 6.10 shows that the rate of missing packets as well as the size of missed

blocks has variations similar to the packet rate, hinting at the same cause.
In addition to this, these tests showed that the relative packet loss for a payload

size of 4000B (in the order of 6.17× 10−5) is smaller than for 8000B (in the order
of a few percent, see Figure 6.11). An explanation for this could be that the smaller
packets should fit into a single memory page of 4096B whereas the larger ones need
two pages of continuous memory, which might generate additional overhead. This
result stands in contrast to the suggestion of the first testing phase as it puts a limit
on the packet size to be used. Therefore, a compromise needs to be found.

The distribution of the number of packets being lost in a batch also led to some
decisions in the design of the DROP protocol. With double-digit numbers of lost
packets per batch, the usage of a FEC mechanism to rebuild lost packets is regarded
as not feasible. As the additional data for the FEC should be kept small with respect
to the protected data, the information for the reconstruction would have to be spread
over several hundred packets. On the receiving side, there is neither enough memory
to hold such an amount of packets to be able to do the necessary calculations in the
case of missed packets. Nor is there enough processing power to do the calculations
for each block so that the slots holding the received packet could be reused as soon
as the packet data was taken into account.

With a ratio of missed to received packets in the order of 1× 10−5, the packet
loss is already quite low. But periods with no packet loss at all raised expectations

Figure 6.11: Test with huge packets showed higher packet loss. In this test with a
payload size of 8000B, about 2.5% of the packets got lost.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: Initial problems encounter after switching to XDP.

that the packet loss could be overcome completely. At this point, it seemed more
promising to use a new technique called XDP (see Section 5.3) than a more detailed
search for the reason of the variations.

To start with this emerging technique, the first tests were done with the kernel
example designs. But the support was still quite fragile and had some incompatibili-
ties between the system library libbpf and the Linux kernel as shown in Figure 6.12a.
There was no way around this problem as the BPF programs used for the XDP
mechanism require this particular map type. This was only solved with an upgrade
to Linux kernel 5.2.9 which was recently released at that time.

Even with that upgrade, the test parameters had to be adapted as XDP limited
the packet size to less than a memory page (see Figure 6.12b). As the packet buffer
used by XDP requires the frame size to be a power of two, the payload size was cut
in half again to a value of 2000B. Thus, even with the protocol headers included, the
total packet size stayed below 2048B. This had the benefit of doubling the number
of packets to be buffered within the same amount of memory.

As soon as the problems were solved and the example design ran, it was adapted
to learn how the new technique worked and eventually ended in being the base
for the new receiving program. With this, the results directly showed significant
improvements compared to the traditional approach. With a bit of fine tuning of the
processes within the receive program, a single data stream of 10Gb/s could run for
a few days without loosing a single packet as shown in Figure 6.13. This example
reached a ratio of lost to received packets of 4.62× 10−12, assuming the next packet
would have been dropped.

Since the PC used for these tests has four physical CPU cores only, each core
would need to process more than a single 10Gb/s data stream to make full use of the

Figure 6.13: One of the first long-term tests done with XDP using a single 10Gb/s
data stream. No packet was dropped within 94 h.
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Figure 6.14: Doubling the data rate to a value of 20Gb/s, first bursts of dropped
packets (the values of the current interval are the same as for the total
test) were seen after 23 h.

100Gb/s network interface. Therefore, the output of two or more data generators
within the FPGA are merged into a combined data stream. This is possible as the
DROP header is added after combining the streams and the version of the receive
program used in these tests had no histrogramming implemented.

As Figure 6.14 shows, the tests for a 20Gb/s data stream were also doing fine for
a long period before a burst of dropped packets occurred (e.g. after about 23 h in
this test). With help of the increased data rate, the ratio of lost to received packets
was still in the same order as for the 10Gb/s tests. But for the latter ones, the ratio
was only an upper limit of this ratio rather than a measured value. This indicates,
that a single CPU core gets to its limited with such a data rate.

Increasing the data rate even further, it became obvious that a limit of the test
system was reached as the frequency of missed packets increased drastically. For
example, a data stream with a data rate of 25Gb/s had already many smaller bursts
of dropped packets within the first hours of running as it can be seen in Figure 6.15.

At first, it was seen that the CPU utilization of the receive program reached 100%
from time to time, so it was unable to handle all packets arriving at that time.
This was also seen for a data rate of 20Gb/s, but without losing packets at each
occurrence. It was noted, that also the CPU utilization for the network interrupt
was quite high (around 60%). In these tests, the CPU core being used by the test
was isolated from the Linux scheduler, meaning that no other process ran on this
core.

Figure 6.15: Using a data rate increased to 25Gb/s, bursts of dropped packets were
seen after a shorter time period and with higher frequency.
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To verify if the seen limitation is due to usage of a single stream (i.e. a single CPU
core running a solitary instance of the receive program), the test was repeated with
the two data generators being configured to use separate streams of 10Gb/s each.
For this, a second CPU core was isolated from the Linux scheduler to allow for an
additional instance of the receive program.

The result of this test also showed periodical packet loss, but with each lost batch
containing fewer packets. At this point, it became clear that the PC itself was the
limitation and a new one would be needed to reach the intended data rates, especially
as the tests in this phase were not processing any content of the received packets.

6.3 Third Phase: Scaling up

With the old PC being unable to handle the required data rates, a new server was
ordered. Once the new server had arrived, the third phase was started.

As the new CPU has a lower clock frequency than the old one, the load per CPU
core needs to be evaluated again. But it would be enough to receive and process a
single 10Gb/s data stream on a group of two CPU cores (i.e. a CCX, see Section 5.1
for more information) as the server has two CPU sockets with 16 physical (i.e. 32
logical) CPU cores each. Therefore, the tests started with a data rate of 10Gb/s per
stream. The payload size was kept at 2000B as the new server got the same Linux
installation as the previous PC (i.e. the Fedora distribution in version 30, with the
Linux kernel of version 5.2.9).

These tests were quite successful, also with more than 10Gb/s per stream. Besides
tests with higher data rates for a single stream, the main test configuration became
the usage of four data streams with 10Gb/s per stream. The main reason for this
was that the used CPU allowed for eight data streams and a combined data rate
of 80Gb/s was regarded as close enough to the maximum data rate of the NIC,
leaving some headroom for further network traffic. This is especially true as the
data rate values of the data streams are for the payload data, therefore not including
any protocol overhead like headers. Due to this overhead, the fourth stream never
reached the full bandwidth. With the network link of the FPGA only supporting a
line rate of 40Gb/s at that point, the fourth data stream had to use the remaining
available bandwidth, resulting in an actual data rate of about 8Gb/s. The tests
including both FPGA boards used six data streams with a data rate of 10Gb/s and
two data streams with about 8Gb/s.

Nevertheless, there were some open points to be addressed. First of all, there was
still some sporadic packet loss for no obvious reason. A test could run for a few days
without any packet getting lost and then lose about a hundred packets. These events
seemed to have a pattern, as all streams lost roughly the same amount of packets at
the same time. In addition to this, the packets were always lost in two batches within
the same second. But the time of day at which it happened seemed to be random, so
the output for each missed batch was enabled againd and extended by a timestamp
as shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: Example of packets being dropped at a Saturday morning. A similar
event happened in the following night around 4:17 am.

Figure 6.17: Excerpt of the log file of the packet manager. It shows entries roughly at
the same times as the packet loss occurred. The timestamps in this par-
ticular log file are given in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) instead
of Central European Time (CET) as the ones printed by the receiving
program.

The weekday and time of day (e.g. early morning at weekend) indicate that the
packet loss was not caused by human interaction. Therefore, the system log was
checked and there were some entries found at a similar time as shown in Figure 6.17.
The timestamps in this particular log file are given in UTC while the receiving pro-
gram uses CET. The log file belonged to dnf (the packet manager of the Linux
distribution used) and the entry stands for getting an update of the remote reposi-
tory. Even if the timestamps do not match exactly, this process takes several seconds
and therefore spans over the occurrence of the packet loss.

To be sure about this, an explicit test was executed by triggering a similar lookup
by hand. This resulted again in packets being missed as Figure 6.18 shows, so the
cause was found.

Figure 6.18: Provocation of an update of the remote repository while having a test
running proved the packet manager to be the reason for the sporadic
packet loss.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.19: The results of the test after disabling the update service. The second
and third data stream have similar values as the first one being depicted
in a). The fourth one being shown in b) has a lower data rate due to
the limitation of the network link between FPGA and network switch.

In principle, such processes of the operating system should not affect the tests
as the whole CPU was isolated from the Linux scheduler and therefore reserved
for the tests. Also, the server has a separate 1Gb/s ethernet interface configured as
default network interface, which is connected to a separate network infrastructure and
provides the external connections. Therefore, the 100Gb/s NIC should be limited to
the test data streams5.

At a first glance, disabling the corresponding service seems to be problematic as this
is also needed for security updates of the whole system. But the server running the
tests is located in a special network within the laboratory, being separated from the
external network by a gateway. The same applies for the networks of the experiments
at the LHC, which have large separated control networks for the detector operation.
It should be safe to assume, that external threads being able to bypass the gateway
would also be able to gain access to the server regardless of installed software versions.

With the update service being disabled, the tests were repeated for verification.
This time, not a single missing packet was detected within seven days of continu-
ous running for all four data streams used. With about 1.462× 1012 packets, this
resulted in an upper limit of the ratio between missed and received packets of about
6.837× 10−13 (see Figure 6.19).

Seeing no errors leads to the question if the error checking mechanism works cor-
rectly. Therefore, a test to verify the error detection code was conducted by generat-
ing a mismatch of the expected and received packet identifier. This can be achieved
by assigning a second data stream (with its own packet identifier counter) to the
same receiving program. As the program will now get interleaved packets from both
streams, it is reporting a lot of missed packets.

5There is some housekeeping (e.g. neighbor detection) done on all interfaces, so there will always
be some additional traffic on an active interface.
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Figure 6.20: Result of the test of the error detection mechanism. After the first
stream was stopped, a second stream with a different value as packet
identifier was sent to the same instance of the receiving program. This
resulted in a mismatch between expected and and received value and
therefore proved the error detection to be working as expected.

A better way to show this is to start a test with a single data stream and stop the
stream at a random point in time (without stopping the receiving program), leaving
the packet identifier counter at an arbitrary value. Afterwards, a second data stream
was sent to the same instance of the receiving program. With the second data stream
having a different value for its packet identifier counter6, the first packet arriving at
the receiving program will trigger the error detection mechanism and a block of
missing packets is reported. The result of such a test can be seen in Figure 6.20.

The receive program compares the expected packet identifier with the one of the
current packet. If these differ, the expected identifier is subtracted from the received
one to calculate the number of missing packets as it is more likely that the received
identifier is ahead with respect to the expected one. With the usage of unsigned 32 b
variables, a negative result of this calculation is displayed as a very high positive
number in the order of 109 as the variable underflowed. With the packet identifier
being a 24 b counter, such a large number cannot be reached by dropped packets
in a single batch. If such a hugh number of packets would be dropped, the packet
identifier would have overflowed already several times in this period. Also, the tests
used a packet rate of about 630 kpackets/s, so it would take nearly 2 h to generate
this amount of packets, while the test ran only for a few minutes. This shows that no
packet got lost in the test with two streams and the displayed number results purely
by the (here intended) jump in the packet identifiers.

A different way to verify the correct reception is to check the received data. With
the payload being a counting pattern, each data word (i.e. 16 b of data) should occur

6This can be checked by reading the counter values via the configuration path. Setting a specific
value would also enable such tests, but this is not implemented as it would most likely lead to
more problems as it can solve.
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Figure 6.21: First lines of a log file containing historgram. The counter values are
printed as a list of integer values.

with the same frequency. Therefore, counting the occurrence of each 16 b word in a
flawless transmission should result in homogenous values. This also has the positive
side effect of processing the transmitted data which was not done until this point
of time. Therefore, such a test gives a more realistic scenario when estimating the
processing capabilities needed to process the event data.

To allow for such checks, the receive program was expanded by the histogramming
feature, including a dump of the histogram (i.e. the counting values for each data
word) in the log file. Figure 6.21 shows the head of such a log file. This starts with
the timestamps of start and end of the test, includes a copy of the final status output
and ends with the dumped histogram. If a lost packet would be detected, this would
be added before the timestamp at the end of the test.

When checking the histogram against the number of received bytes, it should be
to noted that the number of received bytes (as displayed in the status output) is
the accumulated UDP payload length of all received packets. As this also includes
the DROP headers, 4B per packet need to be added to the number of data words
counted in the histogram.

bytesreceived =
∑

bytespayload +
∑

×bytesDROP headers

= 2B×
∑

frequencyword + 4B× numberpackets
(6.7)

In case of the test results presented before, this becomes:

bytesreceived =2B× (54 440× 1 646 860 999 + 11 096× 1 646 860 998)+

4B× 389 404 448 262

=215 857 364 838 736B + 1 557 617 793 048B

=217 414 982 631 784B ̸= 780 364 936 055 096B

(6.8)
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The result of this calculation appears to be far off the counted bytes. But with
the difference between both being the sum of 512TB and 2000B, the reason for the
mismatch becomes clearer. The share of 512TB is the amount of data needed to
completely fill a histogram (2B per data word, 216 different word in a histogram,
232 occurrences per word to overflow the counter), so the whole histogram seemed to
have overflowed once. The correct way of accounting for this would be to use bigger
integer types for the histogram and prevent the overflow. But with the known pattern
of the data generators and the payload size not being a power of two, it is safe to
assume that overflows are evenly distributed and each entry overflowed exactly once.

The remaining 2000B correspond to a single packet. As the receiving thread counts
the payload of a packet before it is enlisted for processing and the histogramming
thread also quits as soon as the receiving thread stops, there is no guarantee that all
received packets are processed when the program terminates. So, a difference of a
single packet sounds reasonably fine as the remaining difference.

These histograms can also be plotted to give a better overview. Within these plots,
each pixel stands for the number of occurrences of a single 16 b word. The 16 b words
are split into the upper and lower byte to form a two dimensional plot out of the one
dimensional array. Thereby, a single packet with a payload size of 2000B correspond
to a bit less than four lines.

Figure 6.22 shows the plot of a histogram with no packets lost. It is clearly visible,
that there are only two different values for the occurrence, with the higher value
filling the lower half. The words represented by higher values have each a single
occurrence less as the test stopped before the histogram was fully filled.

Figure 6.22: Histogram of a flawless data transmission as shown in Ref. [56]
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Figure 6.23: Histogram of a flawed data transmission as shown in Ref. [56]. The
greenish-blueish areas are missing many packets.

This is expected as the counting pattern is counting up, starting with a value of
zero. Therefore, the histogram is filled from left to right and bottom to top. As
there is no gap in this filling scheme, a missing packet like in the aforementioned
calculation must be the last one. That fits perfectly to the explanation given above.

In contrast to this, the plot shown in Figure 6.23 is an example of a plot showing
lost packets. The difference between the highest and lowest value counted is larger
than one and the stripes of missing packets are clearly visible.

Having a payload size being not a power of two helps in distinguish different blocks
of missed packets as this shifts the start and end with the plot. For example, with
a payload size of 2048B, all packets would start at the left edge and end at the
right edge, exactly filling four lines. Therefore, a block of 65 packets being dropped
would have the identical color distribution as a single missed packet, with only the
occurrence being off by one. With a payload size of 2000B, the start of each packet
is shifted to the left by 24 pixels, making it easy to distinguish a block of 65 packets
from a single packet.

It is important to note that these histrograms are created for each data stream sep-
arately, so each of these needs to be checked. Also, to get the combined performance
of the data transmissions, the results of the different streams need to be summed up.

With the histogramming feature being verified, the measurement with a runtime
of a week was repeated. In this, two FPGAs with a 40Gb/s network stack each were
used to create a combined workload of 80Gb/s. It was built of eight data streams
out of which six had a payload data rate of 10Gb/s and the remaining two reached
about 8Gb/s each.
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Lasting 604 806 s (i.e. about seven days), 5 855 156 146 597 424B (i.e. 5325.233TB)
were transferred within 2 921 740 513 336 packets (i.e. 2.92 trillion). Again, not a
single lost packet was detected, resulting in a ratio of lost to received packets of less
than 3.423× 10−13. With this test being the third one presented in this thesis, the
reproducibility of the results was demonstrated.

As the setup reaches its capacity limits (a bit of headroom should be kept), a
significant improvement of the ratio of lost to received packets would require a signif-
icant increase in runtime of the measurements or a multiplication of the setup. For
example: To reach a ratio of 1.0× 10−14, the tests would need to run about 34 weeks
(i.e. two-third of a year) with the current setup. This is already on the order of the
duration of the annual data taking phase of the ATLAS detector. The multiplication
of the setup would shorten the time, but would also cost a lot of money to purchase
the servers and FPGA boards.

Therefore, the tests about the scaling of the data transmission were stopped at
this point. They proved that the transmission of a huge amount of data can be done
without the burden of guaranteeing a reliable transmission. But as these tests used
a fixed set of parameters for each stream, a last phase of testing was started to check
the performance with a broader parameter space.

6.4 Fourth Phase: Round up

The fourth phase of testing aimed at a broader understanding of the network trans-
mission. Therefore, a series of additional tests were conducted as described in
Ref. [56]. This phase also had small changes in the test setup as a new FPGA
evaluation board was available for the tests. The new FPGA enabled the expansion
of the network stack to support 100Gb/s. Thus, that sole FPGA was able to supply
the complete server with data streams. This new FPGA design also included more
data generators (up to 16) to be more flexible in testing.

The receiving side was slightly changed as well. The whole test procedure was
automated as it was clear that this phase needed a high number of rather short
tests. Furthermore, the receiving program was created in a version with disabled
error reporting as some tests would generate a lot of these. Otherwise, the receiving
program would be busy with reporting and would lose additional packets.

In a first step, the tests started with a verification of the data and the packet rate
calculation since this is the basis to make precise predictions. These tests confirmed
the Equations 4.1 and 4.2 of Section 4.6.

The confirmed formulas were used afterwards to determine the maximum packet
rate the server is able to handle. Therefore, a single data stream with a payload
size of 64B was used to generate a packet rate of 16Mpackets/s. The result was
the receiving program seeing only a packet rate of 4.66Mpackets/s with disabled
packet processing (3.88Mpackets/s if the processing was enabled). With a second
stream configured in the same way, both receiving programs got the same result each,
doubling the total received packet rate.
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Figure 6.24: Measurement of the maximum packet rate achieved with different num-
bers of data streams [56]

It is therefore concluded, that there is a single element in each receive queue that
limits the performance of the whole chain. As the difference between enabled and
disable processing lies in the time, a particular frame in the packet buffer is occupied,
this limitation might come from the fact that not enough frames are available to store
more incoming packets. Following the approach of holding all data in the local CPU
cache, the packet buffer are limited in size. A larger buffer would also have only a
limited effect if the software cannot process the packets as it was seen for the enabled
data processing. With the combined packet rate of two streams of this test being
already above the combined packet rates of the tests done in the third phase and the
program in its current implementation being proved to work, this is regarded as a
relative small issue and no changes in the code were done.

The number of data streams were further increased until the overall limits of the
system were reached. As Figure 6.24 shows, this seems to be the case for four data
streams when the packet rate got stuck at a value on the order of 15Mpackets/s.
With the packet processing being enabled, the same limit was seen with five data
streams.

At this point, additional data streams were not increasing the overall packet rate
to be seen by the receiving programs. With the network stack running roughly with
twice the frequency and having eight times the bus width of a single data generator,
the FPGA design can be excluded as the source of the limitation. Also, with an
overall packet size of 110B, the data rate on the network link was around 13.2Gb/s,
so the network itself (including the switch) should not be the cause.

Therefore, a component within the server is regarded as source for this. This could
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be the network processor or the DMA controllers of the network card running at
their maximum, but also the PCIe interface when being occupied by a huge amount
of small transactions to be executed. In contrast to this, it is rather unlikely to be
a software component of the Linux kernel as the whole processing should already
be split up into processing queues. Thus, for example, the software interrupts are
further distributed with increased number of streams.

With the maximum packet rate per data stream being already limited, the payload
size was increased to 350B, which corresponds to a packet rate of 3.5Mpackets/s if no
additional pause cycles are applied. This value was chosen to leave some headroom
compared to the encountered limit in the previous test while still being able to reach
the system limit with five data streams. Nevertheless, the next test series started
with an artificially reduced packet rate due to the insertion of extra pause cycles.
During the tests, the number of pause cycles is reduced to increase the packet rate
from test run to test run. This path was chosen to enable better control of the packet
rate while approaching the system limit.

As shown in Figure 6.25, the first four runs did not detect any packet loss within
60min of runtime each. With the packet rate increased further up to 15Mpackets/s,
packets started to be dropped, keeping the packet rate at a level slightly above of
12Mpackets/s.

This a bit of a surprise as the limit was found to be higher before and was rather
attributed to the number of packets, as the data rate was far from the line rate. The
only explanation for this behavior is that the maximum packet rate depends on the

Figure 6.25: The measurement of the maximum packet rate was repeated with an
increased packet size [56]. The result was a lower maximum packet rate
as it was achieved with smaller packets.
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packet size. Therefore, the reason for this limitation is assumed to be a hardware
component having a very poor efficiency in case of small network packets.

To further investigate this dependency, several test runs were conducted to de-
termine the maximum packet rates for different packet sizes. Until now, the packet
size was defined by the payload size. As the receiving chain sees whole packets, the
payload sizes are now chosen in a way to form packets of specific size. This leads to
quite odd payload sizes.

At first, the range of packet sizes was tested in rather coarse step sizes. In this
way, larger steps were found at packet sizes which are a power of two up to 2048B.
This upper limit was selected as XDP does not allow packets with a size of 4096B.
The lower limit of these test was set to a value of 64B as it is the minimum length
of ethernet frames.

Next to the steps at a packet size of a power of two, smaller steps were found at
multiples of 64B (e.g. 192B or 320B). These were not tested for the complete range
as this would have taken to much time, but it is assumed that this behavior is also
valid for larger packet sizes. Smaller step sizes were also not test, so the 64B might
not be the original granularity of the steps. The reasons for these steps is still not
clear. All steps found are shown in Figure 6.26.

This means, that the tests done in phase two and three used packets being only
slightly below such a step. With a payload size of 2000B, 4B of DROP header and
42B for the ethernet, IPv4 and UDP, the packets had a size of 2046B. As the testes

Figure 6.26: The measurements reported in Ref. [56] reveal several steps in the max-
imum packet rate depending on the packet size used. These were found
at sizes being a power of two as well as general multiples of 64B.
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revealed a considerably drop in the maximum packet rate above of a packet size of
2048B, the packet rate needed for the desired data rate would not been achievable
if the DROP header would include a second header word. This confirms the choice
made on the payload size for tests of phase two and three.

But this also confirms the proposal made in Section 2.5 about the usage of options
of the DROP protocol. It was proposed to restrict the number of options to be used
within a DROP packet to a single option and to omit any data in such a packet.
Together with a maximum length for the option equal to the size of the data blocks,
this should ensure that the desired data rate is achieved.

The dependence on the packet size means that the largest possible packet de-
termines the maximum packet rate as a burst of these will slow down the whole
processing chain. This might cause smaller packets following the larger ones with a
higher rate to be dropped.

On the other side, there is also a lower limit on the packet size which is needed
to achieve a desired data rate when a maximum packet rate is given. If the packet
size is smaller, additional pauses needs to be inserted between the packets to limit
the data rate. This size can be calculated by the Equations 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 6.27
shows this correlation.

As long as the packet size is smaller than the minimum for the desired data rate,
some pauses are needed between the packets to not surpass the limit of the packet
rate. With increasing packet size, larger parts of these pauses are replaced with data,

Figure 6.27: Correlation between packet and data rate for different limits for the
maximum packet rate [56]. If the packet size is too small, additional
pause cycles need to be inserted to not surpass a given packet rate. The
steps seen on the right side are a result of the way how the data generator
works.
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leading to a point where no more pause remains. The packet rate starts to sink with
clearly visible steps if the packet size is further increased beyond this point. These
steps are a result of the data generators and their 8B wide output signal. As the
generation of a packet within the data generator is limited to integer values of clock
cycles, eight consecutive packet sizes need the identical number of clock cycles to be
generated and therefore result in the same packet rate.

While the packet rate is constant, the data rate is increasing linearly when the
packet size is increased. The reason for this is that the data rate is simply the packet
rate multiplied by the packet size. Thus, the data rates keeps increasing while within
each step of the packet rate.

This correlation is still true when the no pauses are left. But with no pause cycles
left to be filled with data, the additional clock cycle needed for the increased packet
size leads to a decreased packet rate. With the step in the packet rate being larger
than the increase of the packet size, the data rate decreases.

The reduction of the packet rate per step gets smaller with each step done as
the relative size of the added clock cycle compared to the overall packet length gets
smaller. Therefore, the data rate keeps growing overall. This behavior was verified
by a measurement as shown in Figure 6.28.

To finish this phase of testing, a last set of tests were conducted to evaluate the
maximum data rate that can be processed on a single CCX (i.e. two physical or four
logical cores). For this, the best distribution of the different threads on a CCX was

Figure 6.28: Measurement of the data rate for increasing payload sizes as presented
in Ref. [56]. The result matches perfectly with the calculated values.
Even with the step downwards in the packet rate every 8B, the overall
data rate is increasing.
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Figure 6.29: Numbering of the logical and physical cores within a core complex (CCX)
as defined by [56]. The CCX are the building blocks of the new AMD
CPUs.

determined for different numbers of data streams. As the number of combinations
rises with the number of data streams (i.e. number of histogramming threads), the
tests were started with a single data stream to find combinations with conflicting
positions. These combinations were then used to derive rules for further tests as such
combinations will also not work with multiple data streams. This helps to keep the
overall effort manageable. It was also assumed, that the behavior of the data stream
will be the same, meaning that switching the position of two histogrammer threads
will not change the overall result.

With the position of the interrupt handling being fixed by the system configuration7

and the status thread generating a negligible workload8, only the positioning of the
receive and histogrammer threads is varied. The logical cores are labeled as shown
in Figure 6.29. The data streams ran with a data rate of 10Gb/s each if not stated
otherwise.

The main result with a single data stream proved what was quite obvious. As the
histogramming thread has the highest CPU utilization (about 85% of a logical CPU
core) of all threads used, it was unable to cope with the data rate as soon as it had
to share a logical core with the interrupt handler or the receive thread. All other
combinations showed no packet loss.

The conflicting combination revealed no general pattern in terms of usage of specific
cores. While the combinations with both the receiving and histogrammer thread
running on the logical cores 2 or 3 (i.e. the second physical core) had less packet
loss as both running on the logical core 1 (i.e. the same physical core as the software
interrupt), it was still higher than the combination where the histogrammer ran
together with the software interrupt on logical core 0 and the receive thread on

7It is set to use thread 0 of each CCX.
8Besides being also fixed in position.
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logical core 1 (i.e. all threads on the same physical core)9.
Therefore, only a single rule was derived from this test:

• A histogramming thread should not share a logical core with any other thread.

The next round of tests was done with two data streams being enabled, adding up
to six different combinations according to the aforementioned rule. This resulted in
no combination being able to cope with the data rate as all lost at least some packets.

The highest packet loss was observed with both histogrammers running on the
second physical core (i.e. the logical cores 2 and 3), with only little difference whether
the receiving thread was running on logical core 0 or 1.

In contrast to the previous test, this one gives a clear indication about the cores as
having the two threads with the highest utilization on the same physical core resulted
in the worst performance. The packet loss for these were on the order of having all
three threads of the previous test on the same logical core. This does not seem to
be caused by the individual memory interfaces of each core as both histogrammers
lose approximately the same fraction of packets. It is more likely that a shortage of
components being shared between the two logical cores is the reason. If this is the
case, it would be a first limitation found with respect to the CPU architecture.

The least packet loss was achieved with the two combination of both histogramming
threads running on different physical cores (i.e. the first one running on logical core
1 while the second histogramming and the receive thread ran on thread 2 and 3). As
Figure 6.30 shows, the reason for the packet loss was in both cases a CPU utilization
of 100% for the first histogrammer.

A major result here is that both histogramming threads did not behave the same
as it was assumed. Therefore, the tests for the two cases with the lowest packet loss
were repeated with swapped receive queues. This test showed, that the high CPU
usage is a property of the first histogramming thread independent on the configured
receive queue. Nevertheless, even with both histogrammers not behaving the same,
the assumption of exchangeability of both data streams is still valid. Thus, the tests
of previous test runs were not repeated.

The addition of the second data stream seems to have a significant impact on the
communication between the different threads as the two combinations with the least

9The lowest packet loss of the conflicting combinations was achieved with the histogrammer running
together with the software interrupt on logical core 0 and the receive thread on logical core 2.

Figure 6.30: CPU utilization for two scenarios with two data streams each [56]. The
first histogrammer reached a value of 100% in both scenarios (i.e. cores
33 and 35) and is therefore not able to handle the data rate.
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packet loss see a CPU utilization of 100% for the first histogrammer while the same
setup without the second data stream had a CPU utilization of 85%. The work of
counting data words is the same for both cases (as the data rate was not changed)
and the execution of the histogrammer thread is paused if no new packet is available
(i.e. the work queue is empty), which result in not reaching the 100% level. Only the
loop checking the synchronization flag is able to eat up the remaining CPU resources
if the lock cannot be acquired in a timely manner. Therefore, the synchronization of
the threads should be improved in future versions.

A different explanation for this behavior could be the same problem as seen with the
two histogrammers running on the second physical core. As the software interrupts
of the second data stream came on top of the first one, the load on the first logical
core is also higher as in the scenario without the second data stream. Therefore, a
shortage in shared components like the load or store units could also slow down the
histogrammer thread on the same physical core, resulting in not being able to handle
the data rate.

To resolve this issue, the data rates for both streams were reduced until no packet
loss is detected anymore. For the combination with the receiving thread running on
core 2, this resulted in a data rate of 7.5Gb/s for the first stream and 8Gb/s for the
second. Any other combination was still losing packets at these data rates. Thus, the
best combination with two data streams achieved a combined data rate of 15.5Gb/s.
As the first data stream started to lose packets again when the data rate of the second
stream was slightly increased, this might point to the second explanation mentioned
before.

With the receiving thread only using about 15% of the CPU core, a third data
stream was added to this logical core in a try to reach a higher total data rate. It
would be clear, that this would also have only a reduced data rate, but might get
some surplus data rate in the end.

The result was that the third data stream introduced again packet loss for the
first two data streams, so that the combined data rate had to be lowered This is
little surprising. But the overall data rate settled again at the same order as it was
reached with only two data streams. Therefore, the usage of three data streams is
not recommended.

As a result, the maximum data rate to be processed on a single CCX was evaluated
to be 15.5Gb/s. Based on this findings, using six out of the eight CCXs contained in
the CPU is enough to make full usage of the 100Gb/s NIC (including some headroom
left for other network traffic). But as the limits of the CPU architecture might be hit
already, this is not recommended as it might be not stable enough in the long term.

Therefore, the usage of a single data stream per CCX is chosen as the best solution,
even if it does not allow for the full usage of the network interface. But this solution
leaves some headroom for the decoding of the data structure of the real FE chips.
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In this thesis, a new front-end (FE) interface system called FRontEnD Data InterfacE
(FREDDIE) was designed and implemented to connect the FE chips of the future
ATLAS pixel detector with the data acquisition system. Due to the link from the
Trigger, Timing and Control (TTC) system still not being defined and only early
prototypes being available for the FE chips, the focus of the implementation was on
the network link from the FE interface system towards the processing software.

For this network link, an ethernet based network stack supporting a line rate of
up to 100Gb/s was implemented within an FPGA and tested intensively by making
use of specifically designed data generators. Based on the design choice of using
several network interfaces within a single FPGA, the question of guaranteed data
transmission arose, since the implementation of network protocols like the Transmis-
sion Control Protocol (TCP) would result in a very complex FPGA design. This
dilemma can be circumvented if the rate of dropped network packets is reduced to
an acceptable level. Therefore, reaching a very low rate of dropped network packets
became the main topic of this thesis.

The investigations started using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to determine
the actual rate of dropped packets. However, UDP itself is missing an ordering
structure and could thus not give any information about the distribution of dropped
packets. Therefore, a new protocol called Data ReadOut Protocol (DROP) was
developed, adding a packet identifier to the header. In addition, the newly developed
protocol offered optional extensions for mitigating the packet drop if it would be close
to but still above of an acceptable level.

While first results showed a rate of dropped to received packets of 0.008%, this
was still considered as being too high. With a packet rate of several Mpackets/s,
this would result in a few hundred packets being dropped per second and network
link. The distribution of the dropped packets over time showed that the packets are
mostly dropped in batches. The size of these batches rendered the proposed FEC
extension of the DROP protocol impossible.

At the same time, a new technique in Linux network processing was emerging,
named eXpress Data Path (XDP). It offers a greatly reduced processing overhead and
therefore helps reducing packet loss. To take advantage of this new Linux feature,
the receiving software was adapted accordingly.

But this new technique also brought new challenges and restrictions, most notably
a maximum packet size of 3498B. After these issues were solved or circumvented,
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it enabled a huge reduction of packet loss, resulting in packets being dropped only
sporadically. These results encouraged the search for the reasons of these, which
was found in the packet management of the used linux distribution. While it is still
unclear how this affected the system, disabling the automatic updates proved it to
be the cause. With this being fixed, a lossless data transmission was achieved. In the
validation test, 2.92× 1012 packets (i.e. 5.2PB) were transferred within 168 h (i.e. a
week) without a single missing packet.

To validate the results, the software was extended by a payload processing step,
counting the occurrence of each 16 b word. Next to proving the correct transmission,
this scenario is also closer to the final application. With this feature being imple-
mented, the measurements were repeated with the same result of no packet being
dropped. This test thereby also proved the result to be reproducible. Therefore, the
base assumption that the packet loss can be brought to an acceptable level was not
only confirmed but even surpassed.

After this prove of concept was done, the measurements were rounded up by mea-
surements with a broader parameter range while the aforementioned tests had con-
centrated on a single set of parameters. These additional investigations showed some
surprising results. One result of these is that the overall packet rate the test system
was able to process depends on the used packet size. Another result was the hint that
the performance of a particular thread of the receive software might get reduced by
a different thread running on the other logical core of the same physical core. This
means that some limitation of the CPU architecture were found.

Therefore, the suggested scenario is to process a single data stream per CCX,
leaving some headroom for additional processing steps on the transferred data. This
will be needed as the data processing in the tests was purely based on the counting
of 16 b words, while a more realistic use case would at least include some kind of
address decoding or index calculation.

Before measurements can be repeated with real data from the RD53A chips, a
way to generate a constant data stream with a predefined data rate needs to be
implemented. This applies in particular to the configuration of the actual chips as
well as the TTC emulator, which is currently missing.

Since the performance of CPUs will continue to increase with each generation and
since the completion of the ITk detector is at least five years away, the processing
power of the final servers might be enough to allow for higher data rates per CPU
for the decoding of the real detector data.

But the protocol of the FE chips will change in the next version, getting more
complex to achieve a better compression rate. This also means, that the decoding in
the software will get more complex. It needs to be seen if this can be done with the
remaining CPU resources.

When the software is adapted for realistic data, there are some more changes that
should be considered. First of all comes the improved synchronization between the
different threads to reduce the overhead for this. Also, the possibility to distribute
the processing of a single data stream over two processing threads is missing and
might be needed for the next generation of FE chips. In this context, it should
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also be investigated if the BPF program could be loaded outside of the initialization
process and with a custom program. This would ease the testing process as the
receive program would not need to check for this.

On the side of the FPGA system, the interface for the FE chips need to be scaled
up to fill the full network bandwidth. As there are not enough electrical connectors
available to connect each FE chip directly, a data aggregator is needed. The natural
choice would be the lpGBT as it will be used in the final detector. But this uses
optical transmission, so the whole detector interface will be changed.

In this process, it might be necessary to rewrite the network stack in a less resource
intensive way as proposed in this thesis. This should also ensure the further usage if
no additional conversion modules are available anymore for future FPGA generations.
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Figure A.1: Schedule for the LHC operation and upgrade to the HL-LHC [11]
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Figure A.2: Overview of the LHC beam parameters - part 1 [11]
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Figure A.3: Overview of the LHC beam parameters - part 2 [11]
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